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AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF MADRAS GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.

IN INDIA.

The Superintendent, Nazair Kanun Hind Press, Allahabad.

M. C. KOTHARI, Bookseller, Publisher and Newspaper Agent, Raopur Road,
Baroda.

R. Sunder Pandurang, Kalbadevi Road, Bombay.

D. B. Taraporevau Sons & Co., Bombay.

Thacker & Co. (Ltd.), Bombay.

N. S. Waole, Circulating Agent and Bookseller, No. 6, Tribhuvan Road,

Girgaon, Bombay.
The Burma Book Club (Ltd.), 240-A, Merchant Street, Rangoon, Burma.

The Book Ccmpany, Calcutta.

Butterworth & Co. (Ltd.), 6, Hastings Street, Calcutta.

R. Cambray & Co., Calcutta.

Thacker, Spink & Co., 3, Esplanade East, Calcutta.

Shri Shankar Karnataka Pustaka Bhandara, Ualamaddi, Dbarwar.

Ramakrishna & Sons, Lahore.

The Upper India Publishing House (Ltd.), Lucknow.

The Christian Literature Society for Indu, Post Box No. 501, Park Town,
Madras.

City Book Company, Post Box No. 283, Madras.

Higginbothams (Ltd.), Mount Road, Madras.

The Law Book Depot (Ltd.), 15 and 16, Francis Joseph Street, Madras.

S Murthy & Co., .Madras.

G. A. Natbsan & Co., Madras.

P. R. Rama Iyer & Co., Madras.

P. Varadachari & Co., Booksellers, 8, Lingha Chetti Street, Madras.

S. Vas ic Co., Madras.

The Theosophical Pldlishing House, Adyar (Madras).

The Universal Publishing Co, Bezwada (Madras).

D. Sri KnisHNAMURTi Editor of "Grama Paripalana,' Morrispet, Tenali Quntur
(Madras).

E. M. GOPALAKRISKNA KoNE, Pudumantapam, Madura (Madras).
The Modern Stores, Salem (Madras).

The Srivilliputtur Cooperative Trading Union (Ltd.), Srivilliputtur (Madran).
S. Krishnaswami & Co., Teppakulam Post, Trichinopoly Fort (Madras).

Nivasarkar, Manager,
"
Hitawada," Nagpur.

The Booklovers' Resort, Booksellers and News Agents, Taikad, Trivandrura,

IN STEAITS SETTLEMENTS.
The Federal Rubrer Stamp Co., Penang.

NOTICE.
Official publications may he obtained in the United Kingdom

either direct from the office of the Uiyh Commissioner for India,
//../(/; H<,use, Aldwych, London, W.C. 2, or through any
bookseller.
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2

II.—Variation in Population since 1891.

Towns,



i

IV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows.

a

a
9
S

"3
•E
e

(1^

Taluks and
stations.

(3)

By whom
maintained.

(3)

Nearest

railway
station, if

any, and
the distance

from it.

(4)

Nature of accommodatioi:.

(5)

V-A

9

10

Dharmafuki
Division.

Dhnrmafuri
Taluk.

Dharmapnri

Adamankotta

Thoppor

Faiakoda

Marandaballi

Pennagaraia (c).

(Rest house).

Hogainakal (a)

(Rest house).

Muthur (InspeC'
tion shedj.

Uttangarai Taluk.

Uttangarai

Pallipatti

Harur

L.P.D.

Do.

Do.

Do

P.W.D.

F.D.

Do.

Do

L.F.D.

P.W.D.

P.D,

Dharinapuri,
3 furlongs.

Dharmapuri,
5 miles.

Dharmapuri,
17 niiies.

Palakodu,
1 mile.

Marania-

halli,

2 miles.

Dharmapuri,
19 miles.

Dharmapuri,
29 miles.

Do.

Sairalpatti,
5 miles.

Morappur,
17 milas.

Morappur,
8 miles.

Tiled. Four rooms with
two bath rooms, two
bath tubs, one kitchen,
two emergency kitchens,
one (parage for a car,
well water. Furnished.

Tiled. Two big rooms, two
bath tubs, one kitchen,
two stables fit for cars.

Tiled. Two big rooms, two
bath tubs, two kitcnens,
one verandah used aa

motor garage. Fur-

nished.
Do.

Thatchel. Two sets of

rooms, bath tubs and
stables available ; garage;
river is close by.

Tiled. Two rooms, furnish-

ed, ons bath room, tab

and garage. Draw well.

Tiled. Two rooms, furciish-

ed, two bathrooms, tubs

and garage, water can
be had from the Cauvery
and springs cluse by.

Tiled. One main room, a

bath room with front

verandah, ana a kitchen,
motor garage under
couf>truciii)n.

Tiled. Two big rooms, two
bath and dressing
rooms, two bath '..ubp,

tv*o stables fit for cars.

Furnished.

Tiled. Two sets of rooms,
bath tubs and stableii

available.

Tiled. Two rooms, two
bath rooms, two bath
tubs and three rooms in

the out-houses and a

stable, no garage, has a

well. Furnish, d.

(a) No rent charged for these Forpst rpBt-honses.



IV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows—com^.

c

a
d
a

(1)

11

12

13

14

15

Irt-

r:iluK8 and
stations.

(2)



IV.—LiBt of Travellers' Bunp;alows—cunt.

it

S
C3

a

<D

(1)
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IV.— List of Travellers' Banofalows— conf.



IV.— List of Travellers' Bungalows—cont.

O
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IV.— List of Travellers' Bun<^alows—cont.



IV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows—cont.

B

e

<0

GQ

(I)

Taluks and
stations.

(2)

By whom
maiatsined.

(3)

Nearest

railway
station, if

any, and
the distance
from it.

(i)

Nature of accommodation.

(5)

54

65

Salem HirisiON—cont.

Attur Taluk
— cont.

T.ilairasal

Panamadal

56 Tammampatti ...

57 Majamabadi

[,.F.D.

F.D.

Do.

Do.

57-

A

57-

fi

58

59

Perijakonibai ..

Gangavalli

Salem Taluk.

Karipatti

Mallnr

Do,

Do.

L.F.D.

Do.

SalemTowD,
42 miles.

Salem,
m milesi

Trichinopolv,
id miles ;

Salem,
60 miles.

Salem,
53 L-iles.

Salem,
40 miles.

Salem Town,
9 miles.

Do.

Tiled. Two sets of rooms
with bath rooms and
verandahs all round.
No servants' quarters.

Tiled huilding. One room
and two bath rooms,
sHe verandahs, one bath
tub and motor garage,
furnished ; has a well.

Tiled. Two rooms and
two bath rooms with
two zinc bath tubs,
kitchen and servants*

quarters, one stable. A
draw well.

Tiled. One room and
two bath rooms with
one bath tub, kitchen,
servants' room and one
stable. A spring close

by.
Thatched and thatti

walls plastered over with

mud, one room, a
stream close by, not
furnished.

Tiled. One room, one
bath room, act fur-

nished J a well close by.

Two suites of rooms, each

consisting of a main
rooni, dressing room
and bath room, fur-

nished ;
water available.

Two snites of rooms con-

sisting of a main room,
a dressing room, bath

room, decently fur-

nished, stables.

Sal.—2
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IV.—List of Travellers' BuDgalows—coni.
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rV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows— oont.

s
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IV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows—cont.

a
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VII.— Causes of Death.

(Average of the statistics for 5 years endingf 1025.)
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Vlll.—Castes, Tribes and Races in 1921.

Caste, tribe or rsoe.

(\)

Strength.

Males.

(2^

Females.

(3)

Total.

(+)

I.—HiNDO AND AXIMIST CaSTES.

(a) Tamil

AgaDiudaijan
Aiul>alakar:ic

Ambactan
Andi
Brahman
Chetti

Idavan ...

Irula

Eaikolan
Kammalan
Karnam ...

Xuravan
Kasavan
Mr 1aiman
Nadar
Nattaraan
Xattaii ...

Hallan ...

Palli

Paraiyan
Sembadavan
Vallnvan

Vaniyan
Vannan ...

Vellala ...

Vettuvan

(6) Telugu.

Balija

Boya
Brahman
Chakkiliyan
Devaiiga
GoUa
Idiga
Kamma .

Kammalan
Kapa
Kamati ..

Knrnba ..

Mala
Odda
Palli

Sale

Satuni

Telaga ..

Tottiyan..

Vadugan
Vaisya
Yerukula

6,236

4,549

10,182

0,874

8,412
4,431
0,931

2,043

2o,i)02

15,255
1,429

5,883
8,221

10,696
24,513

7,741

6,608

13,U87
243,209

84,765
4,655

2,023

18,464
12,470

191,895

8,550

27,059

3,188

3,460
42,701

20,724

8,U90
1,417
2,693
4,680
24,587

4,940
1,155

3,178

24,598
1,744

2,623

1,604

3,273
^5,404

2,992
2,663

1,802

6,954
4,009

10,80iJ

3,785

8,229

4,721

7,671

2,231

24,537
15,543

1,874

4,843
7,991

J 0,951

25,491
8,158
6,605

13,674
246,578

82,2.56

4,265

1,619
16,911

11,261
201,714

7,978

26,845
3,072

3,878
45,401

20,819

8,288

1,390

2,115
4,430

23,569
4,698

1,109

3,009

24,788
1,740

2,601

1,287

3,604
6,685

3,433
3,18a

1,545

13,190

9,158
20,988
7,659

J 0,641

9,1.52

14,602

4,274
50,439

31,798
3,303

10,720

16,212
21,047

50,004

15,899
13,213

27,661
489,787
167,021

8,920

3,642

35,375
23,731

393,609

16,528

53,904
6.2G0

7,338

88,102
41,543

16,378
2,807

4,808
9,110

48,150
9,638

2,264

6,187

49,386
3,484
5.224

2,891

6,937
13,089

6,425

5,845

3,347
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"VIII.—Castes, Tribes and Races in 1921—cont.
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X.—Reeervcd Forest and ^rea PropoBed for Reeervatioti

(in square miles) on 30th June 1926.

Tftlnks.
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XI.—Clas:iiucatiou of Area and Money Rates according
to the Last SettTement—cant.

(Part 1.—Area under each money rate)
—cont.

Wet (unoccupied).



a
XI.—Classification of Area and Money Rates according to the

Last Settlement— com.

(Part 1.—Area under each money rate in the Namakkal Taluk.)

Dry.
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Xl.—Classification of Area and Money Rates according to the
Last Settlement—cont.

(Part 2.—Classes and sorts included under each money rate.)

Wet lands in tJie resettled taluks of Dhannapuri, Krishnagiri and Hosur.
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XI.—Classification of Area and ^loney Rates according
to the Last Settlement—cont.

(Part -2.—Classes and sorts included under each money rate)
— cokf.

A. — Dry lands in the villages of Salem and Attur Taluks, fettled for the

first time in Faali 1315.

Roil o)aaijitica>

tioii.

>

(1)

1

2

8

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Tuird group.

n

u

H

(2) 1 (3)

es

(4)

Fourth group.

S
at

c8

t-,

(5) (6)

Fifth group.

a

(7)

*->

1—1

(8)

Sixth group.

B

(«)

Its. A.

I 6

7 I 1

8

10

12

14

7

5

08

(10)
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XI.—Classification of Area and Money Rates according
to the Last Settlement—eont.

(Part 2.—Classes and sorts inclnded under each money rate)
—cont.

Money rote table for dry lands in the villages of Xamakkal
Taluk settled for the first time in Fasli 1315.

Soil

classification.
1
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XIII.—Holdings, Cultivation
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and Demand in Fasli 1335.

Cultivatiou iucluding waste charged.
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XIV. — Eeveiiue P:iyable by Permanently-settled Estates in

Fasli 1336.

'- d
so

(1)

Talaks and entates.

(2)

FeBhkash.

(3)

Land
oesB.

(4^

Miacol-

laneous

revonae.

Total.

(6^

1

2

8

4
R

n

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

U
15

Irt

17
\%
19

19-1

2i»

21

22
23
24
25
IT)

27
28
29
ao

30-ri

81

31-a
32
33
34
35

1

2

t

6

Dii*R.MAPDRi Division.

TjhfXrtn'X'purx ToXvik.

Pftneiinattain

NekkuiiHi
Nolahalli

Reddilialli ...

Paparapat^i
Mattnhalli

Achar<ihalli

Velampatti ...

PanaikulMin

Pallipatti

V.Tppalahnlli
Qidilanahalli

Kukkniatnaradahrilli

Pupinayakampatti .

El'jmichanahalli
liavulialli

rhirumalavaJi

Sngauahalli
Marandahalli

Beqfarahalli

Bula^nyapuram
HanumaiithapuraEi
Errasigalalialli
Gollalialli

iCanannr
Kandanahalli

rippireddilialli
I'innahalli

NallappanaickanfihaMi
Pillappanaickanahalli
amanur
Kajapalaiyani
Rttiyanahalli
Tot^an.\halli ... ...

Miithnr

Maiicliinaik;mahalli

Erral)aiy:inahalli ...

Kadamadai ...

Total

Utlcingnrai Taluk,

Irnmaitur ..

Ichohambadi
Kambairiallore
Aiiiindiir

Tirnvaiiapatti

Vaniyapatti

KS.

1,519
587

2,408
788
550
22:i

12-;

180
588
S' 6

192
171.

120

1,220
l,()4t

1,'502

7U0
995
.3G2

68 S

886
5G3
802
25.-.

23k^

573
8S8
HOi
60
80
532
Kio
221

112
6J3
522
582
705

23,703

2,999

2,783

i',7x2

1,521
776
762

RS.

149
72

4(;i

188

112

:n

25

39
121
78
24
S5

ly

282
32;5

28S
i:u
122
92
140
]17

111

liJl

51

23
143
238
181

17

18

112
33
3ti

22
132

78
88

102

4,405

609
625
6r.9

326
185
1U2

H8.

17
21

53
r.

10
2

IS
1

18

2

5

3

37
59
52

22
27

71
8

76
39
53
14

13

in
11

12

30

37
13

738

Rd.

1,685
630

3,015
982
672
255
171

220
725
386
221
212
138

1,539

2,026

1,942
85tf

1,144
525
828

1,079
713

1,106
320
280
732

1.137

997
77
98

674
198
257
134
782
613
870
807

28,84«

3,608
3,408

3,451

1,846
961
954
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XIV.—Revenue Payable by Permnnently- settled Estates in

i^asli 1885— covt.

»4

O
.a

,S i TalnkH and estateb.

QQ
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XIV.—Revcnu<' Pavnble by Permanently-settled Estates in

Fasli ]3Sb—cont.
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XIV.—Revenue Payable by Permanently-settled Estates lu

Faeli 1335—cont.

a*



u
XrV.—Revenue Payable by Pm^manentlj-settled Ketates in

Fasli 1335—cont.

.2 B

(1)

Taluks and cstntes.

(2)

PeshkaBh.
Land
cess.

^4)

Miscel-
laneous

revenue.
Total.

(fi)

19

20
21

22
23
21
2.J

_2(J

a

26

b

26

r

26

2

27

1

27

2

28
29
30
31

32

1

32

Namakkal DiviHioN—cont,

Namvkka' Talnk— cont.

Melappatti

Uppnknmbai
Thuthikulam

Mariirpatti
Thalambadi

Mmnam|)alli
Pottanum ...

Aniyar

Mudalaipalti

!\ailapani

Nallipaliiyam

Thmnnianknriclii ...

Marappanaickampatti

Tholur

.SenJamanfrulam
RonininHamndram

Pcriyakiilam

PommarkDiam I

Ponimnrkulam II ..

32

.3
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XIV.—Revenue Payable by Permanently-settled Estates in

Fasli 1^35—cont.

S)

-5 a

(1)

Taluks aod eetates.

(2)

Pefihkash.

(3^

Laod
cess.

(i~

Miscel-

laneons
revenne.

(5^

Total.

(t3-.

40
41

1

41

2

42
43
44
45
46

1

46

2

47
48
49
50

Namakkal Division—con^

Namaldcal Taluk—cont.

Pillur

Kirambnr ... ... ..,

Eajampalaiyam

Selur

Thindamangalam ...

Kallakavandanpalaiyam ...

Eranapuram

Kollukattipalaiyam

Kodur

Thaligai
Sirkar Valavandi ...

Sirkar Palapatti ...

Naravalur Thottipalaiyam

Total

Salem Division.

EapV.r '<r TaluJt,

Rasipur
Singalandapuram ...

Kanagabommampatti
Arasampalaiyam ...

Kakaveri ...

C h.indrasekarapnram
Kaliyani ... ...

Total ...

Attur Taluk.

Attur Taluk (

Sekkadipatti Mittah ... (

Total ...

RS.

4.514

1,816

J,817

4,340
1,389

1,448
882

1 346

1,072

97S

3,125

3,135
173

1,4 ',804

2,942

4,574
325
248

2,647

1,813

1,844

14,393

2,021
and

150

2,171

R6.

780

264

25S

710
L'84-

279
128

205

178

137
415
400
28

22,507

-^9

13

26

20

108

363

lu

373

ks.

92
20

72

106

290

56

56

RS.

5,294

2,080

2,075

5,050

1,673

1,727

1,001

1,551

1,250

1,110

3,540

3,535
201

1,66,311

3,08,^

4,607
325
248

2,745

1,813

1,970

14,791

[
2,600

2.600

Sal.—7
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XIV --Revenue Payable by Permanently-settled Estates in

Fasli 1335—cent.

11
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XIV.—Revenue Payable by Permanently-settled Estates in

Fasli l^Sb—cant.

9,

.* 6
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XYIII—PRICES IN SEERS PER RUPEE.

§Ai -8
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XXIII.—Income and Expenditure of Salem Municipality
in 1925-26.

B8.
General Account—Receipts

—
Ordinary—

(1) Taxation and miscellaneous revenue ... ... 96 828
(2) Government grants excluding grants-in-aid of

general resources
9^218

(3) Endowments and contributions

(4.) Remunerative enterpi'ises ... ... ... 26 124
(5) Other receipts ... I,17'l73

Total ... 2,49,338

(6) Deduct—Contribution from General Account—
Ordinary

—to—
(i) Lighting Account—Ordinary
(ii) Elementary Education Account—Ordinary. 19 765

(iii) Water-supply and Drainage Account—
Ordinary

(7) Receipts
—
Ordinary—General Account 2,29,573

(8; Total ordinary expenditure 2,09,269
(9) Surplus or deficit +20,304

(10) Government grants-in-aid of general resources ...

(11) Net surplus or deficit ... ., + 20,304
B. General Account—Capital

—
(12) Government grants ...

(13) Endowments and contributions

(14) Loans
35,000

(15) Other receipts 935
(16) Total receipts 35,935
(17) Total expenditure 44,lUl
(18) Net expenditure [item (17) minus item (16)] ...

•
8,166

(19) Add—Contribution.s from General Account—
Ordinary

—to—
(i) Lighting Account—Capital

(ii) Elementary Education Account—Capital. 2,100
(iii) Water-supply and Drainage Account—

Capital

(20) Total capital expenditure from general revenues. 2,100

(21) Net surplus or deficit after meeting Capital
expenditure [item (11) minus item (20)] ... + 18,204

(22) Opening balance ... 39,717
(23) Closing balance 57,921
(24) Difference [item (23) minus item (22) ] + 18,204

* Met from Capitiil balance.

Ba.

N'oTi.—Arrears (both tax aud non-t.-UE iiums) ... ... 1,18,490
Unpaid hilla 8iO
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XXIV.—Education in 1921.

Taluks.
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XXV.— Scboolp and Scholars on the Slst Maroh 1925.
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XXVIII,—Vaccination.
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XXIX.—Civil Justice.

(Average of the statistics for the years 191G— 25.)
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XXXI.—Work of Criminal Courts.

(Average of the statistics for the ten years 1916—25.)
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XXXII.—Police and Jails in 1926.
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XXXIII.—Income-tax.
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n.—Yariution in Popalation since 1901.

Towns.

(n

Fopiilaiiou.

1931.

(2)

1921.

(3^

1911.

(4)

PeicentBge of variation of

population.

1901-
1911.

(5)

1911-
1921.

1921-1931.

(7)

The whole district.

Attur Taluk.

Attar

Dharmapuri Taluk.

Dharmapuri

Hosur Taluk.

Hostlr

Krishnagiri Taluk.

Kriehnagiri

Namakkal Taluk.

Namakkal ...

Sendaniangalain ..

Rasipuram Taluk.

Rasipuram...

SaUm Taluk.

Saleoi*

Tiruehengodu Taluk.

Tirnchenwoda

2,433,972

11,697

14,815

6,071

12,850

9,306

11,254

1 4,438

102,179

12,322

2,135,799
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rir.—Roads.

Year.

(1)
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IV.— List of Travellers' Bungralowa.

Additions and altetations to the list of Travellers' Bungaloivs at pages 3 to 12.

Serial
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IV.—List of Travellers' Bungalows— cou^

Serial

number
and page
namber.

Taloks and
stations.

Nature of alterations or additiona.

Page 6.

item 33

Page 7,

item 41.

Page 8.

item 48.

49

61

Krishnagiri Taluk.

Krishnagiri

Jagadevi (rest house)

Nauakkal Division.

Namakk^l Taluk.

Valaram
nhed).

Valappap

(Inspection

Rasipur Taluk.

Munchayadi

Delete
" three tubs "

in column 5.

Delate the whole item.

For " Valaram "
in colnron 2, read

"
Fa'lavilaiani in VhI- ppar villnge".

For
"

>aliiipur" in column 2, read
"
Sellipatti ".

For " tubs
"

in colnmn 5, read
" rooms

Add the following after item
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IV.—List of Travellers* BungfalowB—cont.

Serial
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VI.^Yifcal Statistics.
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VII.—Causes of Death.

(Average of statistics for the five years ending 1930.)

Dharmapuri Division.

nharmapnri
tJttangarai (Harnr)

HosuR Division.

Hosnr

Krishnagiri

Namakkal Division.

Nam<ikkal

RttSipuram

Salem Division.

Attnr
Sal- m >•<

SxNKAKiDRua Division.

Omalnr ..

Tricliengodu
Mettur

MUNICI ALITT

Palem

Town Cibclbs.

Yercaad
Attur

Rasipnrara
Namakknl
8fndaruangalam
Tiroohengoda ...

Hr*ur

Dharmapuri
KriBlinagiri

Total for the disfrict
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VIIL—CaBtee, Tribes and Races'in 1931,

.
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(12)
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X.—Reserved Forest and Area proposed for Reservation on 30th June 1931

In square miles.

Taluks.
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TABLE XI—PARTS 1 (^ 2.

Vide pages 23 to 35 of this volume—No change.
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u
XIV.—Revenue payable by Permanently Settled Estates

inFasli 1340 (1930-31).
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XIV.—Kevenne payable by Permanently Settled Estates
in Fasli 1340 (1^30-31)—co»*

n



06

XrV.—ReveAe payable by Permanently Settled Estates

in Fasli 1340 (1930-31)— co«^.

c
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XI V^.
—Revenue payable by Permanently Settled Estates

in Fasli 1340 (1930-31)—con^

«
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XIV.—Revenue payable by Permanently Settled Estates
in FasH 1340 (1930-31)—co«f.

•3 E
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XtV.—Revenue payable by Permanently Settled Estates
in Fasli 1340 (1930-31)—co«^

•r a
S B
OQ

(1)

58
59
60
61

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Taluks and estates.

(2)

Peishkush.

(3)

Land
cess.

(4)

MiBcel-

laneoas
revenue.

Namakkal Ditiston—eont.

Naniakkal Taluk—cont.

Siikar 7alavandi ...

Do. Palapatt.i ...

Naravalar Thottipalaiyam

Periyandagam

Total

Whole inam villages in

Namakkal Taluk.

Thanapalli Agraharam
Sarvamanya Aniyar
Naravalur Agraharam
Perumpatti
Kodur ... ... ... •..

Metupatti -.. m. ... ...

Palayapalaya ••• ••• •••

Vengarai ...

Nainamalai .••

Palappatti ...

Andapuram ••• ••*

Gajjalnaickampatti
Kunnathur Agraharam ...

Bommalapalaiyam
A grahara Valavandi

Do. Kondalam

Ayyampalaiyam Agraharam ...

Murthinayakampatti
Boramasamudram Agraharam ...

Tipramahadevi ... n •••

Jadigai Aniar ... ... ...

Fottireddipatti ... ...

Total ...

Rasipuram Taluk.

Rasipurf Mitta) ... ...

Singalandapuram (Mitta)
Kanaka Bommampatti ...

Arasampalaiyam (Mitta)
Kakkaveri Mitta ...

Chandrasekarapuram (Mitta)

Kaliyani (Mitta) ... ...

Total

«8.

3,125

3,134
172

1,172

1,683
31

373
36
198
251
88

724
36

""227
38

380

1,554
32

1,275
86
42
325
260
60

7,699

2,941

4,573
324
248

2,646

1,813

1,847

14,392

us.

426
517
30

201

1,43,771 26,613

317
28

303
29
162
204
72
505
30
146
119
42
335
229
25

182
71
13

321
211
77
40

3.461

B8.

386
716
90
47
410
316
396

2,361

Total.

(6)

RS.

3,551

3,651
202

1,373

170,384

2,000
59

676
65
360
455
160

1,229
66
146
346
80

715

1,783
57

1,457
157
55

646
471
137
40

11,160

4)14

264
19
23

177
162
176

1,235

3,741

5,553
433
318

3,233
2,291

2,419

17,988
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XrV.—Revenue payable by Permanently Settled Estates
iu Fasli 1340 (1930-31)—con^
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XIV.—Revenue pavable by Permanently Settled Estates

in Fasli 1340 (19:-!0-;^l)—co»^
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XVII.— Land Improvement and Agriculturists' loans.



XVIII.—PRICES IN SEERS PER RUPEE.
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XIX.—Abkari and Opium.
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XXIII.—Income and Expenditure of Salem Municipality
in 1930-31.

Items.

A. General Account—Receipts
—

Ordinary
— *

(1) Taxation and Miscellaneous Revenue ... ... 87,786

(2) Government Grants excluding Grants-in-aid of

general resources ... ... ... ... 8,310

(3) Coutributions ... ... ... . . .,, 66

(4) Remunerative Enterprises ... ... ... 41,191

(5) Other Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 1,66,258

Total ... 3,03,611

(6) Deduct—Contribution from General Acconnt—
Ordinary

—to—
(i) Lightinof Account— Ordinary

(ii) Elementary Education Account—Ordinary. 11,500

(iii) Water-supply and Drainage Account—
Ordinary

(iv) Town-Planning Fund Account ... ... 2,174

(7) Receipts
—Ordinary—General Account ... ... 2,89,937

(8) Total, Ordinary Expenditure 2,55,544

(9) Surplus or Deficit ... ... ... ... ... -|- 3i,393

(10) Government Grants-in-aid of general resources

(11) Net surplus or deficit ... ... ... ... -f 34,393

li. General Account—Capital
—

(12) Government grants ...

(13) Endowments and Contributions

(14) Loans 98,500

(15) Other Receipts 569

(16) Total Receipts 99,069

(17) Total Expenditure 1,32,950

(18) Net Expenditure [item (17) minus item (16)] ... 33,881

(19) Add—Contributions from General Account—
Ordinary—to—

(i) Lighting Acconnt—Capital ...

fii) Elementary Education Account—Capital .. 1,790

(iii) Water supply and Drainage Account—
Capital

(20) Total, Capital Expenditure from general revenues. *54,883

(21) Net surplus or deficit after meeting capital

expenditure [item (11) minus item (20)] ... - 20,490

(22) Opening balance ... ... ... ••• ••• 18,375

(23) Closing balance ... —2,115

(24) Difference [item (23) minus item (22)]
— 20,490

Note.— Arrears (tax and non-tax item*) 1,28,312

Unpaid bills 6,037

• Rs. 19,212 added to Capital balance.
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XXIV.—Education in 1931.

Talaks.

(1)

Number of

Literates.

Males.

(2)

Females,

(3)

Literates pei"

thousand of

population.

Males.

(4)

Females.

(5)

Literates la

English.

Males.

(6)

Females.

(7)

Dharmapdri Division.

Dharmapuri ...

Uttangarai

Hosua DivisioM.

Hosur ...

Krishuagiri ...

Namakkal Division.

Namakbal
Rasipuram ...

Salem Division.

Attar ..

Salem ...

Sankakidrdg
Division.

Omalar
Tirnchengodu
Mettur ... ....

District Total ...

Hindus
Maasalmans ..

Obrietians

Others...

9,626

6,637

8,613

7,764

17,591

9,903

10,608

29,966

7,298
11,731
3,248

122,985

111,930

8,195
2.833

27

l,ii53

1,005

690
925

1,984
810

718
5,623

569

1,049
514

15,170

13,061
743

],359
7

80
74

86
73

129
111

112
171

75
67
93

101

96
255
239
466

10
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XXV.—Schools and Scbolars on the 31st March 1931.
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XXVIII.—Vaccination,
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XXIX.—Civil JuBtice.

(Average of the statistics for the years 1926—30.)
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XXX.—Criminal Justice.

(Number of persons convicted of certain offences in each of the
five years, 1926—If 30.)

Offences.
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XXXI.—Work of Criminal Courts.

(Average of the statistics for the 5 years endiog 1930.)

Nnmber of

/-ii r n !.„ oripinalClass of Courts. '^

cases

instituted.

Number of

appeals
received.

(1) (2) (3)

Village Magistrates ... ... 387

Village Paiichayat Courts ... ... ^^,536

Beuch ^lagistrates ... ... ... 7,803

Special ^Magistrates ... ... ... 66

Stipendiary Subordinate Magistrates .. 8,90B 108

Deputy, Assistant and Joint Magistrates. 423 236

District ^lagistrates ... ... ... 4 20

Court of Sessions ... ... ... ... 86 62
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XXXII.—Police and Jails in 1931.
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XXXIII.—Income-tax.





SUPPLEMENT TO THE SALEM DISTRICT

GAZETTEER, PARTS I AXD II.

(F.J. RicHAELs,LaS., 1918.)

PART I.

CBAPTER L—PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION.

Page l, paragraph 1.—Substitute the following /or the first poBition and
sentence :

—Tbe present district of Salem lies between North boundaries.

Latitude 11° 00' 38" and 12'' 53' 14" and between East Longi-
tude 77° 28' 40" and 78° 50' 40^

Footnote, second sentence.—Delete.

Page 2, paragraph 1.—Substitute the follo^ving for the Talokt.

first sentence :
—It comprises an area of 6,912 square miles.

Paragraph 2.— Substitute for the paragraph the following :
—

The district as at present constituted contains eleven"^ taluks :

in the south, Salem, Mettur, Oujalur, Rasipuram, Attur,
Namakkal and Tirucbengodu ;

in the north, Dharmapuri,
"Uttankarai, Krisbiiagiri and Hosur. The taluk of Namakkal in

the south which originally formed part of this district and
was transferred to Tricbinopoly in 1910, was, with the exceptiou
of Thathiyangarpettai firka, retransferred to Salem in 1918.

In the same year a new taluk known as Rasipuram was
formed consisting of some villages of the old Salem, Attur,
NSmakkal, and Tirucbengodu taluks. MettCr was made a taluk

of this district in July 1929.

Page 3, paragraph 2.—For the second sentence substitute m Tala-

the following :
—The watershed between the Kaveri and the ghat.

Vellar river systems divides the Tnlaghat into two portions, the

eastern of which coincides with the taluks of Attur, Rasipuram
and Namakkal, the western with Salem, Mettiir, Omalur and

Tirucbengodu.

Page 19, paragraph 5.—Substitute :
—

(A) The Kollimalais, which cover the south-east and north- ^-
^p^i-

east corners of the Rasipuram and Namakkal taluks respectively, 0^^^^^"
are sepn rated from the Paehai-malais by the Turaiyur valley and i KolH-

the pass leading thence to Thammam-patti, aijd from the Boda- maiaia.

malais by the Ayil-patti ghat, ^hey form a fine hill mass

measuring 18 n.iles from north to south by 12 miles from east to

west and situated half in Namakkal and half in Rasipuram. On
he south, east and west they rise abruptly from the plains to a

'
Eksipnram and M6ttur weie reduced to Eub-fnluks and placed under

deputy t.-xhsildars in 1932.
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height of about 4,000'. The northern slopes are broken by
ravines running en echelon in a north-east by wost dirention, the
chief of which are (1) Vnragur-kombai, (2) Mulai-kurichi, (3)

Periya-kombai and (4) Yfila-kombai, and the descent to the low

countrj' is by numerous long and e:ently-sloping spurs. From
below, the portion of the hills that lie in the Namakkal taluk has
the greneral appearance of a flat-topped mass, which accounts for

the hills being called by the iniuibitants of the surrounding
country

"
Sadura-giris

"
or "

square mountains ". In reality,

however, this portion of the hills comprises a high levtl plateau
made up of five basin-shaped depressions covered with terraced

cultivation, and resembling vast verdure-clad amphitheatres.
These depressed basins are divided from one another by
numerous tolerably deep ravines and valleys formed by spurs

running out from their sides.' One of these basins is at the end
of the range, another in the narrower central part and the other

three (a large one with two smaller ones lying north-west
and south-east of it) are on the southern portion of the range.
The Rasipuram Kolli-malais are rather different in structure.

To the south-west is the massive and lofty dome of Bayil-Nad,
from which the valleys already referred to appear to radiate.

The paths which cross the heads of these ravines command
splendid views of the plains and of the hills (Shevaroys,
Tenande-malai and Kalrayans) that bound them on the north.

The edge of the plateau to the west towers above the plains to a

height of 4,000' above sea level; the north-west heights are

about 400' lower. The ridges that separate the northern

valleys are at their top 3,000'. The highest peak here is

Vstakkara-malai (4,6B3'). In the Namakkal portion of the

hills, the highest peak, in the sooth-west portion called Seliir

Nad, is 4,200' high and the general level of the upper surface of

the range is not more than 3,600' and its eastern and north-

eastern flanks drain either into the Turaiyilr valley or the

valley of the Periyar.

Only from the outer eastern edge of these hills or from some
of the higher ridges in the interior can any view of the low

country be obtained, but owing to the diversified character of

the upper surface of the range the scenery within it is often

beautiful. Numerous little basins of cultivated land communi-
cate with one another by wooded glens, or in a few cases by
small rocky passes, and in the east, in the neighbourhood of a

gorge which opens into the Turaiyur valley, Hre some very bold

bluffs and precipices overlooking a great ravine though which
the Koiliir torrent reaches the low country.

At the head of this ravine stands the famous Siva temple
called Arajipalisvarankovil, which is regarded with very great
reverence not only by the hillmen of this range, but also by the

Malayftlis of the Pachai-malais and of the Kalrayan hills to the

north of them as well as by the Hindus of the plains. A festi-

val lasting three days, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth day of
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Adi (Jaly-August), is held there every year, to which great
numbers of pilgrims throng to perform their vows. The priests
in the temple are Brahmaus, but water for the god's bath is not

fetched by Hrahmans, as in other Brahmauical temples, but by
Malayalis. The temple car is a fine one, but it stands uncared
for outside the temple and has only once, it is said, been used.

The Malayalis declare that it ought not to be used without first

offering a human sacrifice
; so, in the present state of the law,

they have to do without it. The stream near the temple con-

tains thousands of fish which are considered holy and uuder the

protection of the god and are fed by pilgrims to the shrine. A
common vow made by devotees is an undertaking to provide a

gold nose-ring for one of them if their prayers are answered.
The fish are extremely tame and will come and take food from
one's hand, and every noon they are summoned to dinner by the

sound of a belU. The Malayalis assert that near this temple
lizards do not chirp nor talai plants flower. The hill on which
the building stands is called the Kolli-malai proper, its name

being supposed to be derived from the fact that any one who
commits a sin there will be killed (kollu). It is also called the

mod/iw t'anam (" honey forest
"

)
of the monkey king Sugriva,

mentioned in the great Hindu epic, the Ramayana.

Two miles below the temple is a fine waterfall called the

Akasa Gangai (" the sky Gauges"), in which every pilgrim
makes a point of bathing. The Malayalis believe that if a

sinner bathes there the water turns aside and refuses to fall

upon him.

Page 22.—Add after the fourth paragraph :
—

The Talai-malais are a small range of hills lying fourteen m^
rp

, .

miles south-east of Namakkal. One of the peaks, selected as maiais,
a survey station, rises to 2,785 feet above the sea. Trichi-

nopoly officials used at one time to resort in the hot weather
to a bungalow on the top of them, belonging to the mittadar of

VSLlavandi, but their bad reputation for fever and the scarcity
of water has led to the practice being abandoned. A well-

known Vishnu temple stands on one of their peaks and is much
visited by pilgrims from the neighbourini^ plains, especially on

Saturdays in Furattasi (Septembar-October).

Page 22.—^di after paragraph 5 :
—

Among the scattered hills may be mentioned the isolated

rock at Naina-malai in the Namakkal taluk, which is 2,468
feet above the sea

;
there is a small hill temple on it.

1 Sahm District Manual (Madias, 1883) IJ, 112.

*
Inscriptions on its walls, since deciphered, show that the temple was

endowed by the Chola Kings of the 10th and 11th centuries A.D. Certain stone

fiy-ares in the compound are believed to represent Malayali Chiefs.
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Ancient

history.

The
PallaraB.

CHAPTER ir.—POLITICAL HISTORY."*

Fart I, page 46.—Insert between the second and third

paragraphs the following :
—

Salem district was divided daring the period of the

Tamil Sangarn among a few chieftains, the most important
of them being Adiyaman Nedamiin Anji and his son Pohiittu

Elini of Tagadiir (Dharmapuri), who ruled practically over

all the Bfiramahais. The KoUimalais were in the occupation
of another chief called the Ori, the eastern portion probably
forming part of the territory of the Malayaman chieftain

of Tirukkoyiltir. A small portion on the west formed the

Kongu, and was at this time under the Cheras, the Adiyaman
himself belonging to this family. Later on the Chera conquest
extended to the Kongu provinces and the Kollimalais. Kari, the

Malayaman, had been turned out of his country and was a

fugitive with the Cheras. lie was responsible for dispossessing
Ori of the Kolli-uialais and handing them over to the Chera, to

gain his goodwill for his own purposes.

Page 47, paragraph 1.—Retain the first two sentences of

this paragraph and substitute for the rest the following :
—

They came into the possession of Kiinchi about the third

century A.D. Vishnu Gopa, a Pallava ruk-r of Kanchi of the

fourth century, is mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription
of Samudragupta. I hen follows a series of rulers about fifteen in

number, who not merely ruled the territory stretching from the

Kistna southwards, but claimed a kind of overlordship over the

country of the Banas and the Gangas, that is the plateau com-

prising the southern half of the Mysore State and the basin of

the Palar. About the end of the sixth century A.D. a Pallava

King Simha Vishnu felt his position sufficiently secure to

advance as far south as the Kaveri aud to annex a part of the

Chera country to his own. During the next six or seven gene-
rations the Pallavas had to fight constantly against ihe Chaluk-

yas, who at one time penetrated as far south as Uraiyur (or

Uragapura) near Trichinopoly. The Pallavas were ultimately
able to beat them back.

On the death of Paramesvara Varman II, early in the eighth

century, the Pallava throne became vacant, and the choice of

the people seeins to have fallen upon the collateral branch, the

descendants of the brother of Simha Visimn. This was Nandi
Varman Pallava-Malla, lie apparently had a rival in the legiti-

mate line, who had the support of all the other Tamil kings.
Nandi had to stand a siege by these Tamil rulers near Kumba-
konam, aud was relieved by his general, Udaya Chandra, who
with his own hand slew Chitramaya, the leader of the opposing
Tamil kings, [Add here the last three sentences of paragraph 1

of page 47.]

•The notoB to this chapter woro kindly supplied by Dr. 3. KriehnaBWam

Ayyangar, m.a, lately Profeaaor of Indian History in the Madras Univeraity,



NaaJi exteadeJ hii authority into tho Salem district and
was an ally of the AdiyamfiD. It is not clear whether he

regarded Adiyaman as a feudatory of his, much less whether
the latter acknowledged it. The Pandya enmity continued, and
the Pandyan, Raja Simha, kept up a constant war for the

possession of a part of the Kons^u an 1 Salem. The Adiyaman
advanced southwards into the Chdla country, which was among
the recent conquests of the rising power of the Pandyas, and

naturally drew down upon him the forces of the Pandya ;

he had to beat a hasty retreat to his capital Dliarmapuri.
With this the power of the Adiyaman chief of Dharmapuri
collapsed.

Page 50.—Add after paragraph 2, the following new para-

graph :
—

The Salem district was, as stated already, under petty
chieftains or vels ruling over small areas. The Adiyaman,
who survived till the thirteenth century, belonged to the same
class. The feudal period marks the time when the Gangas and
the Pallavas were fighting for the possession of the Salem
district and the tract bordering on it

;
and when the Pallavas

were overthrown the fight was continued between the Chalukyas
and the Cholas, who had built a new kingdom Avith their capital at

Tanjore. Their first acquisition was the territory of the

Pallavas, and Salem district soon passed into their hands and
formed part of Nigarili Cholamandalam.

Page 64.—Insert the following new paragraph between the

second and third :
—

Thus with the advent of the Muhammadans in the south

the South Indian states had to re-arrange themselves as

a result of the experience that the northern states had of

Muhammadan invasions. After attacking and successfully

bringing under Moslem authority the Yadavas and the Kakati-

yas, Malik Kafur turned his attention to the Hoysalas and the

Pandyas. The Hoysalas were then under Vira Ballala III.

Vira JBallala submitted to them and got comparatively easy
terms. When next the invasions were renewed with

vigour he improved his position by putting his frontier on the

north in a state of defence, and the south in a state of

security, and adopted the policy of his predecessors of sweeping
the Muhammadans out of all places where they had left

garrisons. L'uring these wars Salem district seems to have been

the bone of contention between the Pandyas and the Hoysalas,
but the Baramahais remained substantially under the Hoysalas,
the Kougu part of Salem wavering in allegiance according to

the results of the war. Ballala III, however, succeeded in his

efforts at keeping both Salem and Kongu in his hands. He is

said by Ibn Batuta to have made an efibrt to sweep the

Muhammadans into the sea or to confine them to Madura,
and ultimately to overwhelm them. It was by such a policy

IIT. Feudal

period.

The Muhara-
madan
cataclysm.
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that he strengthened his nothern frontier. This is the position
wt> find when Vijayanagar rose into importance as a result of

the straggle between the Hoysalas and the Muhammadans of

the south. With the foundation of a Muhamraadan state at

Gnlbarga later in the reign of Mnhamiuad Bin Tughlak,
Vijiiyanagar emerged as the most prominent salient from
which to resist the aggression of this rising power. After

putting his northern frontier in defence for this eventuality Vira

Ballala conducted operations in person against the Muhamma-
dans, which necessitated his change of capital to Tiruvanna-

malai, and later on to Kannanur near Trichinopoly. Where he
failed the new state of Vijayauagar succeeded, and in the

coarse of about 20 years made the whole of South India
Hindu. We hear a good deal of the Baaa territory in the account
of the southern campaigns of Kumfira Kanipana, but nothing
at all of either Salem or Kongu. We may therefore take it

that both these places remained under the Hoysalas and passed
on without incident to Vijayauagar.

CEAPTiOR III.—TUB PEOPLE.

Part I, iiage 90. —To the table in the margin add the

following :
—

Year. Population.

1921 ... 2,112,034
1931 2,433,972

Page 'd^.—Add to the fir.^t paragraph :
—

There were nine towns in the district in 1931 with

a population exceeding 5,000 in each. The headquarters of

the taluks except in (jtiankarai and Omalur, and Sendamanga-
1am in the Namakkal taluk are towns. Salem town fell from

70,^21 in 1901 to 59,153 in 1911 and to 52,244 in 1921, the

chief cause for the decrease being the prevalance of plague in

the town during the l;ist two censuses. For the same reason

Kaveripatnain in Krishnagiri taluk fell from 5,171 in 1911

to 1,473 in 1021. Other towns that suffered from plague at

the 1921 census were Krishnagiri, K'lsipuram and Hosur
;
their

population however rose from 6,947, 13,978 and 5,519 in 1921

to 12,650, 14,4;'>8 and 0,071 in 1931 or an increase of 75,3-3

and 10 per cent. The population of Salem town in 1931 rose

by 95-5 per cent to 102,179.

Page 93.—Suhstitute for the last paragraph the follow-

ing :—

ChriBtiani. In 1931 Christiana numbered 23,607 of whom 201 were

Europeans or Anglo-Indians. Roman Catholics formed nearly

82 per cent, the remaining 18 per cent being divided among
the An(»lican and various Protestant denominations.
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last line.—For *' Madura "
read Roman

Oatholics.
Page 95, paragraph 1,

"
Triohinopoly."

Suhetitute for last paragraph ending on page 96 the

following :
—

Father Martin z was succeeded at Moramangalam after a

year by Father Vico. De Nobili returned soon after and

stayed here for nine years, during which period he gathered
many converts in the surrounding country, notably at Satya-

mangalam and Dharmapuri. In spite of its early promise
Moramangalam did not attain to De Nobili's expectations. From
1640 it was occasionally visited by a missionary from Karur
and from 1647 to 1()55 by one from Satyamangalam. Then
the district Christians were attended to by a priest from Pachur

(near Namakkal). From 1665 to 1675 the visiting priest came
from Tottiyam near Musiri and Kongupatti to Omalur.
From 1676 to 1684 Anakaraipalayam on the Kaveri, west of

Salem, became the missionary centre. In 1680 as a result of

the Maratha invasion of Mysore the Christians of Dharma-

puri emigrated southwards into the Madura country and never

returned. In 1684 the district was taken over by the Mysore
mission.

Page 97, paragraph 2, lines 12-13.—Delete the clause " in

whose charge it still remains."

Page 100.—Insert between paragraphs 1 and 2 the following
new paragraph :

—
In June 1930 the whole of the Salem district, with the

exception of some detached villages scattered in Hosur taluk,
was made into a separate diocese with Salem as its episcopal
see. As it now stands the new diocese has a Roman Catholic

population of about 18,000. with 18 principal stations, a newly
started high school for Indian boys, the European boys' and girls'
schools at Tercaud and a few boys' and girls' schools elsewhere.

Page 102.—Omit the clause in lines 21-22 beginning with The London
*' and a police constable

" and ending with '^

register."

Add at the end of paragraph 2 the following:
—

The improvement in general behaviour at Muttampatti
in recent years has been most marked, and in spite of the

migration of several families to Ceylon owing to famine the

numbers in 1929 had slightly increased.

The work among: the Koravars has received considerable

attention recently. In 1923 a settlement was opened at

Kalyanagiri, near Ettapur, on the same principles except that

the people were not baptized. At about this time a tahsildar

founded near that place two settlements at Manivilandan and

Kallanattam, which Government handed over to the mission.

The salaries of the teachers come from Government, but the

mission supplies the supervision and meets other incidental

expenses.

Mission.
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In 1927 Government sanctioned a scheme for the establish-

ment of a central boys' home for Koravars in Attur, into

which selected lads from various villages could be broupfht.
This was opened at the end of 1928. It is built on mission

ground and the boys attend the mission's school in the town.
The Government paid the capital cost of the buildings ; they
also sanctioned a yearly grant towards the boarding charges.
A similar home and school for girls is under contemplation.

Substitute for paragraph 3 ;
—

The South In 1 90S was est;iblished the South India United Church,
ludia United ^\^q churches of the London mission in the district come under

^^^ '

the union, in which, however, their autonomy is very largely

preserved. The Salem town church has long been self-support-

ing and has even taken over frpm the mission the control and

partial support of two girls' schools. With it are associated

the two branch churches of Hastampet and Suramangalara,
the three forming a group independent of mission aid. There

are also churches at Pjlatagiri, DharniMpuri, Yercaud, Sendara-

patti (including Koneripatti) and Attur. Elatagiri belongs to

the National Missionary Society, and all the remaining four

churches receive some help from the London mission but are

steadily growing in self-support. There are also congreg:ation3
at SankaridrUg, Tiruchengodu, Muttampatti and Elizabethpefc.

As a result of the ChristiHU movement among the Adi-

Dravidas on the other side of the Kaveri, Panchama (•onver^8

are incroMsing in numi)ers in and near Tiruchengodu and at

Edappadi and Kullampatti (Arasiramony).

Besides the schools in conupctioti with the five Koravar

settlements and the three schools for boys and six for ijirls in

Salem town, there are fourteen village schools maintained by the

mission for caste and non-ca'^te children, of whic^h the school at

Attnr is the largest with thirteen teachers and two hundred

pupils.

In 1914 the industrial school was closed. The boys'

boarding home, chiefly for village children, was started by
Mr. Robertson in 10K3. I'here is also a girls' home, and in

1927 a women's normal school was opened, the Hobart school,

connected with the girls' home, being used for training the

teachers.

Considerable changes have taken place in tlie mission

high school at Salem. With a view to efficiency the strength

of each class has been reduced. The idea of the mission is to

make the school eventually the eentrtj for thfi high school educa-

tion of Christian boys in the Tamil area of the mission. The

staff has been made mainly Christian. The scheme will be

developed further so as to make the institution a well-equipped

residential high school.

Excluding ITosur, the number of Christians belonging to

the United Church in the district in 1929 was 1,700.
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Page 103, paragraph 1.—Add:—^Ambur and Vaniyambadi are

included in the N'>rth Arcot district, and work is at present

mainly concentrated in that district. The Christians who are

members of this mission live in five villages in Krishnagiri
taluk. There were in 1929 three day schools attended by 117

children, and several night schools.

Page 103, fiaragraph 3.—Add :
—There are 120 Christians

includine: a dozen Malayalis under the Danish mission, and their

chief village whs in 1929, named Hansen ur, to mark the 25

jears^ work of the Rev. V. P. Hansen on these hills.

The Strict Baptist Mission commenced work at SSndamanga-
1am in the Namakkal taluk in 1907. 'J'here were considerable

difficulties in the beginning. The first mit;sionary, the Rev.
D, Morling, visited the Kolli-raalais two years later and opened
a settlement there. The Kev. J. M. Brand and Mrs. Brand
laboured among the Malayalis on these hills from 1913 till the

former's death of blackwater fever in June 1929. In 1923 work
was extended to the Rasipuram taluk and to the villages on the

banks of the Kaveri. The mission maintained in 19;}0 seventeen

schools on the plains (Namakkal and Rasipuram taluks), and
there were five European missionaries including ladies. The
mission's work on the KoUi-malais is specially noteworthy.
Mr. and Mrs. Brand spoke the language of the Malayalis very
well. They fought the drink evil, helped the villagers to dig
wells and to build passable jungle roads, and they will be long
remembered for their efforts to rescue the hillmen from the

olutches of the professional money-lenders of the plains by
starting co-operative societies in six of the more important

villages. The hills are malarial, and the mission dispensary at

Valavanthinadu treats annually about eight thousand patients

coming from all parts of the hills. There are nine elementary
schools on the hills besides an orphanage opened in 1925 by
Mr. Brand. There is an industrial school at the settlement

in which carpentry is taught. Cultivation of mulberry and
the rearing of silk-worms and reeling of silk is a useful industry
in which the inmates of the orphanage are employed, and Gov-
ernment have lent the services of a reeling demonstrator for work
in the settlement. The mission estate provides agricultural
labour for a number of the poorer members of the community,
and the local post ofiice receives and despatches mails thrice

a week. The absence of road communication to the plains has

clogged the progress of the plateau and the advancement of

the hillmen. The settlement is now in charge of the Rev.

Mr. Thrower.

Page 135, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The practice referred to

above does not now exist among the Malayalis.

Page. 204.—Add the following at the end of the page :—
The Labour Department of Government has not yet

extended its activities to this district, though facilities for the

Salem—b

Lutheran
Mission.

Other
missions.

The Strict

Baptist
Mission.

Elevation of
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digf,'ing of drinking-water wells for the Panchamas, for exten-
sion of their cheris and the like, are being afforded by the

Collector, nud subsidies are granted to certain non-official

bodies and workers on the recommendation of the local autho-
rities for educational purposes.

In 1928-29 a sum of Rs. 9,000 was granted to the London
mission for the construction of the boarding home for the Korava
boys at Attilr and for the establishment and maintenance of an

agricultural farm for their benefit. Three schools in Mani-

vilandan, Kallanattain and Kalyanagiri of Attur taluk, intended
for the education of the boys in the Korava settlements, are also

being financed by Government.

In the same year Rs. 2,000 was sanctioned to enable a

pleader of Salem to meet the cost of maintaining a boarding
home at Salem for the benefit of the depressed classes. The

grant has since been made annual and there were 24 boys in the
home in 1929. Government also sanctions a boarding grant
for Korava pupils in the London mission boys' boarding home
at Salem.

CHAPTER lY.—AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION.

Page 205.—Add to the first pai'agraph :
—

Agriculture: Paddy occupies about 6 per cent of the total cultivated area

Staple crops, in the district, and is of a coarse kind (the finer varieties

requiring greater care) and is generally poor in yield,

For the footnote on this page substitute the folloAving:
—

Percentage of total cropped area (including wet lands) in

fasli 1338 (1928-29) in the tahcks of



ki

Wet.
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Irrigation. Page 235, paragraph 4.—For the table in this paragraph
substitute the following statement for fasli 1338 :

—



The waterspread of the reservoir will be about sixty square miles

and will submerge several villages on either bank up to the falls

at Hogena-kal.

Page 239.—Add at the end of paragraph 3 :
—The project Krishnagiri

has been abandoned as it was considered financially unsound Pi"oj^ot.

and would prevent expansion of irrigation under existing works
lower down.

l^age 240.—Add at the end of paragraph 1 ;
—The proposal is Maranda-

to extend the irrigation under the tanks. To be a productive
^^^^ Project

scheme a water-rate of Rn. 11 per acre for first crop and Ks. 5-8-0
for second crop will have to be charged, and as this is not

feasible, the scheme will have to be taken up as a famine relief

(protective) work.

Delete the last sentence in parngraph 3 and add the Bade-talaj.

following:
—The proposal was to divert water to irrigate about

2/i00 acres under the Bade-tal:iy and otlier tanks in the

Krishnagiri taluk. Tne scheme was condeiuued in 1891, but
revised in 1910 when it: was roughly estimated to cost Rs. 1^
lakhs. As a prohibitive water-rate of Rs. 48-8-0 would have to

be levied to make the project productive it has been abandoned.

Page 242.— For the tabular statement in the second para- Rent-roll,

graph substitute the following -.

—

Taluk.
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fourteen societies with a membership of thirty thousand and a

working capital of Rs. 46" 70 lakhs is no mean achievement. Of

these 457 were agricultural credit societies with a capital of

Rs. 29-14 lakhs. Among other societies there were 16 for Gov-
ernment servant-^, 14 for the hill tribes and 5 town banks. Of

the hill societies 6 were for M^alayalis on the Kolli-malais with the

Baptist missionary at Valavandinad as president and a working

capital of Rs. 14,500. Two biailding societies had advanced

Ks. 1*54 laklip for constructing or completing houses. For the

depressed classes alone there were 47 societies. The importance
of these societies in the rural economy of the district is saffioi-

ently proved liy the fact that Hs. 26 lakhs of rupees had been

distributed as loans in that year by the agricultural societies at

interest less than half the market rates. These loans were

taken for repaying old debts at higher rates, for cultivation,

for buying provision, for building or repairiug houses and in

some cases for buying lands. The movement has to some extent

relieved the acute indebtedness of the agriculturists in villages
and the wage-earners in towns.

CHAPTER v.—rORESTS.

Part I, 2')age 249, paragraph 2.—Insert between this and

paragraph 3 the following :
—

'1 here are since 1925 three forest districts in Salem, North,
Central and South. North Salem district consists of Anchetti,

Denkanikota (East and VVest), Krishnagiri and Dharmapuri

ranges ; Central Salem of Attur (which includes Tagarai, Kanai,

Puttai, Parigam and Rangappanur reserves of South Arcot),

Kdv^ri, Harur (which includes also Anandav^di, Uavandav^di

and North Ponniar reserved forests of North Arcot) and the

Shovaroys (North and South) ranges ;
and South Salem of

Thammampatti, Rasipurani and Namakkal ranges in Salem and

Turaiyur range in the Trichinopoly district, 'i he headquarters
of the North District Forest Officer is Hosur, and of the other

two officers Salem town.

Working Page 253, paragraph 3.—Add the following paragraph
plans. between this and the existing fourth paragraph ;

—
The old working plana having become obsolete and unwork-

able, revised working plans were in operation in North Salem,
called the Hosilr ami Krishnagiri plans. The former which was

started in 1917 includes Anchetti and iJonkanikota, East and

West, and relates chiefly to sandalwood and gra/iing. Recently

spike disease had developed rapidly in this area and attempts
. are bemg made to eradicate it. The Krishnagiri plan, begun in

1924, concerns itself with fuel and grazing, rotation being fixed

at forty years, the system being simple coppice reserving

important species ; coupes are sold wherever there is a demand,
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and most of the fuel is converted into charcoal and exported,

chiefly to Madras. The policy of the department is to work the

forests under their control as a commercial concern. Sandal-
wood is extracted and sold departraentally, and all other kinds
of forest produce are worked through the agency of contractors.

Paragraph Q.—Add:—The above system of fire protection Fire proteo-

has been replaced in the Kolli-malais by a new one, under which *'°°-
.

certain portions of reserved forests are allotted to the neigh-

bouring Malayali villages for clearance of fire lines and for

protecting them from tire during the dry season, in return for

which Government pays the Malayalis fixed rates per mile for

clearance of lines and another rate for successful protection, at

so much per square mile. Thus the co-operation and good-
will of the Malajalis has been secured, and the system is said

to work well in practice.

Page 254, paragraph 1.—Add :
—In each sandal coupe under Caltural

working sandal seeds along with seeds of other species are sown operations.

in pits from which dead sandal trees have been extracted.

Forest guards have to maintain one-acre plots in each beat.

The best time for sowing sandal seeds is April-May.

Paragraph 2.—Add:—The small bamboo (Dendrocalamus Bamboos.

strictu'^) exists in great quantities and is exploited on a large

scale, but the big bamboo (Bambusa arundinacea) is somewhat
scattered.

JRaragraph 3.—Add :
—The bamboo areas are divided up into

coupes and are sold in auction every year to contractors. The
rotation varies from three to five years. Bangalore and Salem
are also good markets.

Page 255, paragrajih 2.—Add:—Sandal areas are divided into Sandal,

felling series or blocks, each series consisting of a number of

coupes. Early each year before March all the dead trees in the

area are enumerated. After the summer rains, when the soil

gets soft, extraction begins, the trees being removed in serial

order, including roots of the size of a

rupee, and cleaned and secured as

described above, and despatched to

Tiruppattur or Vellore for sale, which

usually takes place in November. The

quantity of sandalwood collected in the

district is shown in the margin.

The Shevaroys and Chitteries contain a very valuable crop of

sandalwood which though young is healthy and is reported to

produce a large amount of revenue. The spike disease which
is ravaging their species in North Salem forests is absent here.

Sandalwood on the Kolli-malais and Pachamalais is as good as

that found in Denkanikota
;
but spike is prevalent ontheoe hills.

The total spiked area on the Kolli-malais in May 1931 was
scertained to be about 4^ square miles.

Tear.
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Grazing.

Marure
leaves.

Minor

produce.

In 1923 spike disease damaged the crop considerably in

Hosur taluk in North Salem and work was concentrated for

four years on extracting spiked and dead trees with a view to

check the spread of the disease. In 1927 the Forest Depart-
ment in conjunction with the Institute of Science at Bangalore
commenced investigation into the cause and cure of the disease.

Page 256, paragraph 1.—Add:—Large tracts are available for

grazing in the forests under the panchayats, and the fees have

been slightly increased with a view to limit grazing,

Taragra'ph 3.—Add :
—As green manure is more fertilizing

to wet crops irrigated by wells, manure leaf coupes of convenient

sizes have been sold annually in open auction. This has partly

resulted in depleting many a hill slope of valuable tree growtli

and in mutilating and retarding the growth of Ueilai trees

{Alhizzia amdra) very useful for fuel. It is proposed to bring all

the manure leaf working circles under more efficient control by

adopting the coupe system of working, by excluding areas

which are definitely required for the production of fuel
;
and

also by restricting the removals to the leaves of species that do

not contribute towards the supply of timber or fuel.

Page 257, paragraph 2.—Add :
— Minor produce is put up for

auction every year. Tamarind and avaram bark are the chief

products.

Last paragraph.--Add the following to the tabular state-

ment :~
Year.
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Add the following figures to the second table under " Forest

offences
"

:
—

Year.
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Textiles :

Present
condition.

Cotton

spinning.

woollen blankets is their hereditary occupation ;
of the two

sections of them, Andi and Gadage Kurumbas, the former
do not rear sheep or goats, but buy wool and make cumhlies

as a subsidiary occupation. Tlie Gadage Kurumbas rear sheep
and goats and their chief occupation is the manufacture of

cumhlies with live wool. Kurumbas buy the wool and shear the

sheep of other castes on condition that they give the owners
a few cumhlies. Dead wool cumhlies are not as durable as those

made from live wool. The dead wool is bought in the tanneries

at Salem, then cleaned and carded and spun on spinning wheels.

Dead wool carpets are made in two factories, one at Salem and
the other at Viranam, six miles from it. There are about sixty

looms, and about a thousand carpets are made in a month
and exported to Bangalore. In two villages near Namakkal
woollen carpets with live wool are made by some Labbais and
a few Vellalas.

Add the following paragraphs between the second and
third .—

Weaving next to agriculture employs the largest number of

people in the district. Weavers whatever their caste are

mostly illiterate, live from hand to mouth and give no education

to their children, Avho are obliged to contribute their labour to

the family income. Labour-saving devices they will not adopt,
and street sizing still subsists and peg-warping continues in a

few villages. Thrift is almost an unknown virtue among them,
and the drink evil has taken a deep root in the community.

As a result of Mr. Gandhi's advocacy of the_ cult of the

charka, one of his chelas started the Gandhi Asramam at

Pudupalaiyam in the Tiruchengndu taluk. In about 200 hamlets

in its neighbourhood hand- spinning on the charka was intro-

duced in 1925. The spinners are Kavandan women and girls

and a few Adi-Dravidas, and it is said that about 4,000 charkas

are at work in the locality. Cotton is supplied by the

Asramam, and the yarn is collected by it and made into cloths

by its own weavers. The yarn is naturally coarse and the

cloths woven too thick for wear. A wide market is all the same
available for the cloths made here, though the spinner gets only
an anna and a quarter a da}', and the yarn costs 33 per cent

more than mill yarn. Hand-spinning is not therefore a paying

proposition, in spite of what its protoganist may say, and unless

the well-to-do classes continue to patronise khadar, the industry
as an occupation during seasons of drought or when there is

little agricultural work to do, cannot be a paying one.

Page 26G.—Add to the third paragraph :
—The reputation of

Salem veshtis has still further suffered owing to the large

admixture of Japanese yarn in their manufacture. With local

or English yarn the cloths wore well and lasted from six

months to one year; but with Japanese yarn their life is
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under three months. Another device employed is the use of

art-silk or mercerised coloured yarn for the borders and passing-
them off as real silk borders. Gundanchu is the name by which
these male cloths with plain silk borders are known, and about

4,000 looms are engaged in weaving them, and they are

exported to all parts of the Presidency. ,

Page 267.—Insert the following between the first and second Silk saiia.

paragraphs :
—

The pure silk and lace saris of Salem are famous through-
out South India, and are made in Ammapet, a part of Salem

town, and cost from Rs. 50 to Rs. 500. The weavers are

Sengunda Mudaliyars (Kaikolars
—old style), and about 2,000

families are engaged in making them on ordinary handlooms,
which are fitted with bunches of work-harnesses for weaving
the required designs for the borders. The fly shuttle is not

employed.

In several places silk angavasthrams with white silk for Silk and

the body and coloured solid borders with designs in gold lace
^°^^^'^

are manufactured in large quantities on about 1,000 looms, vasthiams
The warp is twisted silk while the wefts are not, and the designs
on the borders are obtained from draw-boy harnesses worked
with hooks and attached to the looms. Cotton angavasthrams
with silk borders which cost less are also made on about a

thousand looms. These angavasthrams are brought by the

weavers every evening to the Salem bazaar where they are

bought by wholesale merchants for cash and sold locally or

exported to different parts of the country.

Yarn saris for the lower class women are largely manu* Yarn and

factured in Salem town and in several villages. Notwith" ^^t-silk

standing the craze for art-silk saris, the demand (both local

and foreign) for yarn saris continues; and the fast colour of these

cloths and their durability are factors that count. The weavers

get dyed yarn or plain white yarn, which they d3'6 with German
stuff. The cloths made in villages are sold in shandies, and
those made in and near Salem town are exported to other

districts and to Ceylon and the Straits. Art-silk is got from

Italy and England, and the craze for saris made of them was

phenomenal soon after the close of the late war. About 10,000
looms (about 70 per cent of them in Gugai alone) were engaged
in making them. Cloths in exact imitation of all—silk saris were
made for 10 per cent of the cost, and the desire to wear them in

place of the costlier silk was responsible for the large demand.
The craze is subsiding now as these art-silk stuffs do not wear
well nor last very long.

Page 111.—Add after paragraph 2 the following:
—Hand Cloth

block- printing on khadar cloths is carried on in Pudupalaiyam P"nt^ner«

Asramam on a small scale, Both indigenous and foreign dyes
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Industries.

Oils.

Steel.

Magnetite.

are used, and designs and patterns are obtained from Tiruppur
and Mtisulipatam.

Page 271.—Add to paragraph 3 :
—Every village or two has

its oil-prosser who is generally a Vanian, and he owns a mill

worked by balls. Oil is pressed on a commercial basis at

Krishnagiri and Kavgripatnam and exported to various districts.

There are sowcars in the^^e two places who advance money to

the workers from whom they buy the oil. About 300 tins of

oil are exported daily. Gingelly oil is often adulterated with

groundnut oil which is much cheaper and passed off as pure
gingelly oil.

Page 276.—Add after second paragraph :
—

Iron ploughs and household utensils are made by Kannars
in Muttunaikampatti, Omalilr taluk. In Ariagoundanpatti
of Rasipuram taluk certain blacksiuiths make country iron

locks C'sting from four annas to Rs. 1-8-0 each. The locks

are sold in shandies and are in great demand among the rural

population on account of their strength. There is, however
one obvious defect about them, that they are all uniform and
with one key all locks of the same size can be opened. In
Denkanikota a few Muhannnadans make articles of furniture

out of iron. They have a small workshop, and it is said that

their articles are sold all over the district and in Bangalore and

Trichinopoly.

About five miles from Salem, a little beyond Salem junction,
the railway passes through a laige area of magnesite-bearing
land, which extends to the foot of the Shevaroys in the north-

east. The productive land consists of low-lying rounded

hillocks, devoid of vegetation, rising to a height of about 70 feet

above the surrounding plains. The irregularly formed criss-

cross veins of magnesite can be seen outcroping over the entire

surface. About 2,000 acres of this land is held by the Magnesite

Syndicate, Ltd., of London, which established this industry over

30 years ago. Up to 3,000 workers are employed in the various

quarries from which the magnesite is extracted. All the mining
operations are open casft, and the thickness of the veins and the

percentage of mineral to earthwork varies considerably from

place to place. The formation is such that the veins cannot be

followed, and all the surrounding rock has to be removed in

order to win the mineral. Any adhering rock or earth that

might discolour the product on calcination is thoroughly
removed by cleaning hammers. The clean mineral (magnesium
carbonate) is removed to the kilns at the railway siding. Only
the purest magnesite is accepted, all the inferior quality being

rejected, so that the product is pure white.

There is very little demand for crude magnesite, and this has

to be calcined to give a marketable product, though small
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quantities of crade magnesite are sold to chemical manafactu-
rera in this country. Thousands of tons of crude magnesite are

always kept in reserve ready for the kilns.

The Magnesite Syndicate has five vertical shaft kilns fired

by producer gas. In these modern kilns the time and tem-

perature of calcination is clo.^ely controlled so as to produce

lightly calcined magnesite (caustic magnesia) of high chemical

purity and with the physical properties which give it its value

as cement in the building industries.

The bulk of this product (magnesium oxide) is exported to

Europe and America where it is largely used for wall plaster-

ing, stucco work, and in the manufacture of flooring-tiles and

magnesite composition jointless flooring. There is an increas-

ing demand for this material in India for similar purposes. A
small portion of tbe output is finely ground at the works, and is

used in paper mills and other works in this country. Dead,
burnt or sintered magnesite is also produced by burning at an

exceedingly high temperature, and is supplied as a refractory
material used in steel furnaces, etc.

A separate department at the works is engaged in the

manufacture of magnesite cupels which are exported all over

the world for use in the assay of gold and silver ores. The
works also produce a high grade heat-insulating material which
is used for covering steam pipes, boilers, etc.

It is obvious that, if this calcined magnesite can be employed
in America for the laying of jointless composition flooring, it

can be used to much greater advantage for the same purpose in

the country of its origin. The Magnesite Syndicate has there-

fore established a flooring department which has met with con-

siderable success. The qualities of this composition that

render it superior to other types of flooring are its artistic

colours and polished surface, its resiliency and pleasant quitness,
and its hygenic properties.

Add after paragraph 3 :
— Colonies of metal smiths are found Braes and

in Muthunaickenpatti (Omalur taluk), Viraganur (^^ttur taluk), other metal

Rasipuram and Odavunkurichi (Rasipur taluk). These make ^ork.

utensils in brass, bronze and bell-metal, buying the metal in

sheets at Salem. In Muthunaickenpatti they also make brass

and copper swamis on a fairly large scale. Wax models for

the gajjalu (or dancing bells) are made by the v/omen while the

men cast them
;

the gajjalu are always in great demand.
The trade in metal-wares is not, however, very encouraging,
as workers in the neighbouring districts supply the local

markets.

Aid to the last paragraph :
—Bamboos are available in large Baskets and

qaantities, and, as baskets are in great aemand for packing
mats,

parcels of mangoes in Salem and betel leaf from the villages on
the bank of the Kaveri, mat-making is a profitable industry.
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Korai and
Date-mata.

Fibres.

Pot-8tone.

Miscella-

neous.

Page 277.—Adil to paragraph 1 ;
—The workers are mostly

Mahammadan gosha women, who get their korai arass from the

villages on the hanks of the Kaveri. The warps for the mats
consist of twisted aloe fibre. Date-mats are made in several

other villages of the Hosur taluk besides Miirandahalli where
larQ:e numbers of date trees exist on the hillsides and waste
lands. Large quantities of them are sent to Bangalore where

they are used for packing.

Paragraph 2.—Add :
—As a result of the large extension of

cultivation under wells and the consequent demand for baling-

ropes, coir ropes from coconut fibre are largely made in

certain villages of the Oraalilr taluk. Bandy loads of coco-

nut husk are purchased in the villages on the Kaveri,
soaked in water for two months and then beaten for fibre from
which the ropes are made. Salem merchants also get ooir

from Calicut and employ men to make it into ropes.
Fibre from palmyra leaves is also made into ropes for draw-

ing water.

Page 278, paragraph 4.—Add :
— Pot-stone utensils are also

used now by castes other than Brahmins, and they are exported
by rail to distant places like Bezwada, Nellore and Madras,
where they find a ready sale. The workmen are blacksmiths,
and the stone quarries are leased from pattadars or from
Government. Crowbars, chisels and hammers are the Only
tools they use. Idols in black small-grained gneiss are also

made to order by these blacksmiths for installation in Hindu
temples, and the workmanship is said to be very fine.

Paragraph 5.—Add:—The making of leaf umbrellas called in

Tamil Tazhan-kudai is another industry worth noticing. These
are made by Satanis, and the frame is bamboo while the cover is

the leaf of the screwpine. These umbrellas are attractive in

appearance, cost 12 annas each and are in great demand.

Wooden combs are made by certain Dommaras in Uttanka-
rai taluk. They get their wood from the forests on permits, and
as these combs are required in every household the industry is

a paying one, A hundred combs can be had for a rupee.

In Tiruchengodu town and in a village near it imitation

rubies and other precious stones are made by Janrfams. The
industry was started in about 1890 and about 70 families are

engaged in it, shaping-wheels in sandstone and polisbing-
whetls in copper being their chief tools.

CHAPTER VII.—COMMaNICATIONS.

Commnni- T'art T, page 296, paragraph 2.—Add :
—There were (in 1029)

cafciona 1,766 miles of local fund roads and 50 miles of roads maintained

by the forest department,
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Fage 297, paragraph 1.—Add :
—For a detailed list of trunk

and brancli roads—see the Appendix at the end of this chapter.

Fage 298.—Zn«er^ between paragraphs 1 and 2 the follow-

ing:—
There are no roads on the Kolli-malaia. A forest road takes KoUi-malais.

off from Seudamangalam to tbe foot of the hills (four

miles), but the approach from there to the plateau is by a

bridle-path. The mission settlement and hospital at

Valavandinad are at least ten miles by this path along-
which you go by dhooly (litter) or on horseback. Malayalis
have their own short-cuts and avoid this circuitous pathway.
There are several villages on the plateau with large patches of

garden and wet cultivation, and the produce on the hills is

brought to the fairs at the foot of the hills on the heads, should-

ers or backs of men and women. A ghat road to the plateau
and a road through the centre along its entire length with two or

three cross-roads cutting it, appear to be greatly needed.

The Malayalis themselves are not anxious to have their country
thrown open to the dwellers of the plains, but the fruits and
the grains that they grow would fetch better prices at their

own doors, if only a ghat road were cut, through which bullock

carts could go up to their villages and carry away their

surplus produce. With the prospect of a railway line a few
miles from the foot of the hills, a ghat road, if constructed,
would open up these wonderful hills and enrich the people.

Fage 299, paragraph 3, line 5.—For "14 stations" read Railways.
" 19 stations.^'

For the fourth sentence substitute the following :
—From

Samalpatti (1,261 feet above sea level) the gradient ascends to

mile 155"25 (1,865 feet), then descends to the Pennaiyar to

1,208 at mile IHl, and reascends to Morappur (1,305) and
Bomidi (1,336).

Third line from bottom.—For "
Kadaiyampatti

"
read

"
Danishpet/

}}

Fage 300, paragraph 1, lines 2 to 4.—Substitute :
—The latter

is a girder bridge with 22 clear spans of 64 feet each, the former

being of 18 spans of 30 feet arches.

Paragraph 4, third sentence.—Add "and the line from Famine

Dharmapuri to Hosur was opened on 15th May 1913 '\ feeder lines.

For the last two sentences substitute :
—" The permanent

way consists of flat-footed steel rails 30 lb. per yard, 3U' long,

spiked to 5' 0" by 7" by 4/' hard-wood sleepers, twelve to a

rail length, with bearing plates at each point. Bearing plates
are used on all bridge sleepers."
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Salem-Mettar

Railway.

The Salem-
Vriddhi.
chalam

Railway.

Insert between the sixth and seventh paragraphs the fol-

lowing :
—

The line from Dharmapuri to Hosur rises from 1,477' above
sea level at Morappur to 2,929' above sea level at Hosur—a
total rise of 1,452 feet. The heaviest ascent is between
Marandahalli and Royakota on a grade of 1 in 66"6. From
Dharmapuri to mile 42, the commencement of the ghat, the

sharpest curve is 1,146 feet radius, and beyond mile 42, owing
to the difficult nature of the country, there is considerable
curvature and G curves (935" radius) have been used.

The Salem-Mettur Railway- takes off from the main line at

about two miles north of Salem junction station. To avoid

doubling this length points have been inserted on the main
line near an existing siding into the Salem Magnesite
Works. From mile 2 the line runs in a general north-
west direction to Oinalur at mile 7. FoUowing the same
general direction the line continues to mile 18, with Mecheri
Road station at mile 17'32. From mile 18, the summit of a

li)ng ridge, the general direction is westerly to Mgttur Dam
station at, mile 25'62. The ruling gradient for the first 17 miles
is 1 in 80, and the sharpest curve has a radius of 1,432 feet.

Beyond mile 17 the ruling gradient is 1 in 6t)'t>6, and the

sharpest curve has a radius of 955 feet. Mettur Dam station
is on the eastern bank of the river Kavori and about a mile

away from the daui now under construction.

The section between Salem and Mecheri has been built as a

light broad gauge branch line guaranteed against loss by the
Madras Government with likelihood of conversion to metre gauge
to be extended to Dharmapuri, to form a part of the metre gauge
connexion to Bangalore. The section beyond Mecheri to
Mettur has been constructed as an assisted siding. The line
was opened for traffic on 15th April 1929.

The District Board, Salem, constructed a broad gauge
line from Suramangalam (Salem Junction station) to Salem
Town. The ownership of the line has been transferred to the

Secretary of State for India from Ist April 1928, and the
District Board's capital on the line has been retained as their

share, ranking equally with the South Indian Railway capital
for the purpose of dividends.

The Saleni-Attiir-Vriddhachalam railway, on which work
was started early in 1929, is a metre gauge line. Starting
from Salem Town it runs via Attur and Chinnasalem to VriddhS-
chalam juTiction on the new chord line from Vilhipurara to

Trichinopoly. Leaving Salem Town it runs practicnlly due
west closely following the District Board road. The scheme
includes conversion from broad to metre gauge from Salem
Town to Salem Market and the addition of a third rail (making
combined gauges) from Salom Market to Salem junction. This
has been constructed as an imperial line and was opened for
traffio on 18th August 1931. The Stations on this line aro



Salem East, Masinayakanpatti, Miiiriarapalli, SSshan-cTiavadi,

Valappadi, Ettapur Ivoad, Peddauaickoiipalajam, Attur, Kattu-
kottai and Talaivasal.

Page 301.—Insert between paragraphs 2 and 3 the follow- Railway

ing after deleting paragraph 1 which begins at page 300 :
— projects.

The Dharmapuri-Salera-Namakkal-Ariyalilr railway is pro-

jected in conjunction with the proposed conversion of the 2' 6"

gauge line from Dharraapuri to Hosilr to metre gauge and the

connexion of Hosur with Bangalore by metre gauge to form
a through metre gauge link between the South Indian Hailway
metre gauge system and the Madras and Southern Mahratta

Railway's metre gauge system tc Poena. The portion Salem-

Namakkal-Ariyaliir is, however, under consideration indepen-
dently.

Paqe 302.—Add the following to the first tabular statement :
—

Year.
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The abbreviations used nre—
r.s. Raihvay station

; R.l. One room
;

II. 2. Two rooms
;
B.

1. One bath room
;
B. 2. Two batli rooms; H. 1. One hall; F.

Furnishe ; S. 1. One stable
;
4. 5 m. 4 milestl 5 furlongs.

The amounts noted within brackets are the charges for a

single person and for a married couple for a day.

Tronic Egads.

Madras to Bangalore Bead.

Enters the district at 145'2 m. Bargilr (r.s., H. 1., B. 2,

F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 149-1 m. Krishnagiri (r.s., R. 3, B. 3, F.

As. 12 and Re. 1) IGOB m. Kurumbarahalli (R. 1, B. 1, As. 2

and As. 4). 168-1 m. Sfdagiri (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, As. 12 and Re.

I) 178-1 ra. Uosur (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 191-5 m.
and ends in 19G-4 m. where it enters Mysore State.

Madras-Goimhatore-Calicut Road.

Takes off at 159 5. m. of Madras -Ban galore Trunk road
;

Krishnagiri (r.s, R. 3, B. 8, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) lGO-6 m.

Kaveripatnam (R. 1, B. 1, As. 2 and 4) IGG 3 m. Karimarrgalam
174-4 m. to 1748 m. Dharmapuri (r.8.,R. 2, B. 2, F. 1, As. 12

and Re. 1) 187 4 m. Adamankottai (H. 2, B 1?,
F. As. 12 and Re.

1) 192-2 m. Thoppilr (H. 2, B. 2, F, As. 12 and Re. 1) 204 4 m.

Pusaripatti 212-7 m. Orralur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and
Re 1) 219 6 m. Salem (r.s.) 229-3 m. McDonald's Choultry
(r.s.) -243-5 ni. Sankaridrug (r.s., H. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. 2, As. 12

and Re. 1) 253-3 m. Komarapalayara 266 m. where it crosses

the Kaveri by a bridge and enters Coimbatore district.

Bbanch Roads.

1. Andapuram to Valayapatti (H. 1, B. 1, F. 1, As. J 2 and
Re. \) -iS m. partially metalled and unbridged but practicable
at all seasoiis.

2. Bagalur to Berikai 7-4 m. partially mi^talled and unbridged
but pracricablu at all seasons.

3. Cholappadi to Bagalur, 68 m. Up to Ferumbalai, mere
foot path. Ferumbalai to Pennagarnni partially metalled, un-

bridged, but practicable at all seasons. Pennagaram to Kiindu-

kOtta, forest road, Kundnkottato I 'enkauikotta, roml unmetalled
and unbridged, but practicable in fair wcatlier. Denkanikotta
to Bagalur metalled and bridged and practicable at all seasons
and fit for motors. Cross Sanatbkiimfira river bridged at

11 -8 ra. of Hosur-Denkanikottaroad, Husur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, P.

As. 12 and Re. 1) 24 m. Cro.ss Chinnar river bridged in 2'4 of

H«sur-Malur road.
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4. Denkanikota-Krishnagiri road, 32-2 m. Kelamangalam
(r.a.) 7'6 m. Cross the Ponnaiyar river, unbridged at 4*1.

Road fit for motors and practicable at all seasons. Rayakotta
(T.S., R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. I), 17 m. Krishnagiri
(r.8., R. 3, B. 3, F. As. 12 and Re. 1.) 32 m.

0. Dharmapuri to Tiruppattilr (Xortli Arcot District) 26*8 ra.;

metalled and practicable at all seasons. Dharmapuri (r.s., R. 2,

B. 2, P. As. 12 and Re. 1). Irumattur village, 128 to 13-1 m.
Cross the Ponnaiyar river^ unbridged in i3"3-13"4 m. Mattur

(R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 24-5 m. Cross the MattQr

river, unbridged in 24'7. District frontier to Tiruppattur, 10

miles (r.s., R. 2, F. As. 8).

6. Dandukaranahalli to Kakangarai (r.s.). A gravelled road
as far as Kaveripatnam, thence metalled

; practicable at all

seasons. Kaveripatnam (R. 1, B. 1, As. 2 and As. 4) 10 m.
Ends in 17'1 of road from Kaveripatnam to the district limit via

Kanandahalli 28" 1 m.

7. Edappadi toThoppur 30*4 m. Road partly gravelled but
not bridged ; practicable in fair weather. Jalakantapuram 8"4 m.

Nangavalli (R. 1, B. 1, F. As. 8) 13-1 m. Mechgri 19-1 m.

Thoppur (H. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 30-4 m.

8. Ettapur to Belur 5*6 m. Cross the Vasistanadhi river,
nnbridi^ed between 2nd and ord miles of Belur-Ettapur road

;

practicable during hot season.

9. Erumaipatti to Nainamalai 5'3 m., partially metalled but
not practicable during rainy season. Erumaipatti, Sendamanga-
1am, Nainamalai.

10. Gangavalli to Manjani 3'6 m. Wholly gravelled and

unbridged but practicable at all seapons.

11. Harur to Mukkanur 1(3"4 m. Road partially metalled
and bridged, practicable at all seasons. Harur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2,

F. As. 8), Morappur (r.s.) 8'3 m. Mukkanur 16*4 m.

12. Harur to Pennagaram 44 m. Metalled and practicable at

all seasons, Mukkanur 16 m. Dharmapuri (r.s., R. 2, B. 2, F.

As. 12 and Re. 1) 25 m. Pennagaram (R. 2, B. 1, F. As. 8) 44 m.

13. Harur to Tirthamalai 9-4 ra. Harur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, V.

As. 8) Tirthamalai 9*4 m. Road partially metalled. Cross the
Varattar river, unbridged in 1'3 m,

14. Hosurto Adamankottai o4*2 m. Road is fair and bridged.
Ilosur (R. 2, B.2, S. 2, F, As 12 and Re. 1). Uddanapalli (R. 2,

B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 12-1 m. Rayakotta (r.s., R. 2, B. 2,
S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 21-4 m. Mahendramangalam (H. 1,

R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 8) 26-1 m. Palakode (r.s., R. 2, B. 2, F.
As. 12 and Re. 1) 37*8 and 38*1 m. Sogattur 49-5 m. Adaman.
kottai 54'2 m.

15. Iratnattilr to Jendame<Ui 15 4 m. Cross the Pennai-

yar river, unbridged in 13*3 and 13-4 m. of road from
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Dharraapuri to Tiruppattur. Road partly metalled and bridged,
practicable nt all seasous.

16. Iruttakotta to Thalli 16-6 miles. Partially metalled,

practicable at all seasons. Denkanikotta, 5'6 m. ; Thalli 11 miles
further on.

17. Jedarpalaiyam to Tiruchengodu 27 "2 m. A fair road

partially metalled, not bridged, practicable at all seasons.

ChittalandiLr 21*6 m. Tiruchengodu (H. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and
Re. I) 27-2 m.

18. Kadatliur to Biiddireddipatti (r.s.) 3'] m. A metalled

road, practicable at all seasons.

19. Kallavi (r.s., R. 1, B. 1, F. As. 8) to Karappatti 11-4 m.
Cross the Pambiir river, unbridged in 2"4 m. of Karappatti-
Kallavi road.

20. Kambainallilr to Anandiir 5*3 m. Cros3 Ponnaiyar
river, unbridged in 3'4 m.

21. Kambainallilr to Irumattur—abandoned road, not
under maintenance.

22. Kottapatti to Hanumathlrtham 18*4 miles. Cross the

Pennaiyur river, unbridged in 47 5 ra. of road from Salem to

district limit via Harur-uttanparai, Cross the Vaniyar river,

unbridged in 9'3 m. of Hanuniathirtham-Kottapatti road. Road

partially metalled and unbridged, practicable in fair weather.

2-3. Krishnagiri to Maharajakadai 7*1 m. The road is

metalled but not fit for motors. Krishnagiri (r.s., R. 3, B. 8, F.
As. 12 and Re. 1). Maharajakadai (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As 8)
7*1 ra. Kuppam (North Arcot District).

24. Kundarapalli to VeppanapaUi 10"2 m. A gravelled
road, practicable at all seasons.

25. MacDonald's Choultry to Jelakantapuram 16*6 m.

Partially metalled and bridged, practicable at all seasons.

McDonald's Choultry (r.s.). Chiunappampatti 10 m. Jalakanta-

puram 10 6 m.

26. Masakkalipatti to Edappadi, 22*6 m. Road metalled
but unbridged ; practicable at all seasons

;
the unbridled

spots are in 0*6 and 9"3 miles of Edappadi-McDonald's
Choultry road, 9'3 m. of Attiyampatti-Masakkalipatti road and
9'4 m. of Sankari-Kdappadi road.

27. Mohanur to Tiruchengodu 31-2 m. Cross the Tirumani-
muttar river, unbridged in 1*6 of Velur-Mohainlr road. Road

partly metalled and practicable at all ecaaons Paramathi 13 ro.

Chittalandur 256 m. Tiruchengodu (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and
Re. 1) 31-2 m.

28. Mohanur to Valayapatti (H. 1, B. 1, F. As. 12 and Re. 1)

8*3 m. Cross one stream anbridg-ed at 6' I m. before Valaya-

patti ;
road partially metalled and practicable at all seasons.
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29. Mohanur to Uomian^r, district limit 107'4 m. The road

is metalled or gravelled aad bridged and fit for motors from
Mohanur. Namakkal (H. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) MH m.
Munchavadi (H. 2, B. 2, S. 1. F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 25 m. Mallur

33-5 m. Salem (r.s.) 4i-3 m. Kuppanur cross the Manjavadi
Hills. Pedda Manjavadi, Pallipatti (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 8) 71-3 m.
Harur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F, As. 8) 81-3 m. Hanuraathlrtham

(R. 2, S. 2, As. 2 and As. 4) 91-7 m. Cross the Pennaiyar river

unhvidged in 47"5 of Salera-Tirupattur road, tj ^''-inkarai (H. 2,

B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 98 m. District limit 107-4 m.

Tiruppattiir, North Arcot District 1134 m.

30. NadnvalCir to Atur 7 m. Naduvalur. Attur (R. 2, H. 2,

P. A3. 12 and Ke. 1) 7 m. Road partly metalled and unbridged.
Practicable in fair weather.

31. Namakkal to Koaeripatti 22 m. A fair weather road

practicable at all seasons. Sendamangalam 74 ra. Belakarichi
15-4 m. Koneripatti 22 m.

32. Omalilr to Cholappadi 19"3 m. The road is partly
metalled. Omalur (R. 2, B, 2, S. 2, F.

As._12
and Re. 1).

Cross Omalur river bridged in 0*7 m. Omalur- ^Sankari road.

Mecheri lO'l m. Cholappadi (R. 1, B. 1, F. As. 8) 19-3 m. Cross
7 nalas and the Kaveri river unbridged, Kaveripuram (Coim-
batore District) 26'3 m.

33. Palakoie fr.s., R. 2, B. 2, F, As. 12 and Re. 1). Maranda-
halli ;r.s., R. 2, B. 2, F- As. 8) 9 6 m. Bridged and

partially
metalled, practicable at all seasons.

34. Pallipalaiyam to Sankaridrug 11-2 m. The roarl is

gravelled and not fit for motors. F'allipalaiyam, Sankaridrug
(r.s., H. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 11-2 m.

35. Pallipatti to Kariraangalam 34'3 m. Road metalled as

far as Tippanahalli, thence gravelled, bridged, practicable in

fair weather. Pallipatti (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 8). Thenkaraikottai
5 m. Cross the Kallar river unbridged in 8*1 m. Chintalpadi
]0"7 m. Morappur (r.s ) lo'3 m., cross the Karabainallur river

unbridged in 16-5 m. of road from Harur to Tippanahalli, v\a

Morappiir 27'4 m. Karimangalam 34*3 m.

36. Pallipatti to Mallapuram 17 m. Cross unbridged rivers

in 0-4, 2-2 and 2-7 m. of Pallipatti-Morappur road
; the road is

partly metalled as far as Thenkaraikottai, beyond which it is

gravelled and practicable at all seasons. Pallipatti (R. 2, B. 2

F. As. 8) Thenkaraikottai 5 m. Mallapuram (r.s., R. 3, B. 2, S. 2'

F. As. 8) 17 m.

37. Papireddipatti-Mukkanur 20 miles. A gravelled road

practicable in dry weather. Papireddipatti (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F.
As. 8) cross the Vaniyar river, unbridged in 2'7m, Mallapuram
(r.s., R. a, B. 2, S. 2/F. As. 8) 10-6 m. Kadathur, Mukanur-

patti.
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88. Pennagarara to Karimangalam 32'2m. Partially metalled

and bridged, practicable at all seasons, Peuuagnram (R. 2, B. 2,

F. As. 8). Palaksde (r s., R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. ])

21*2 m. Karimangalaai 32"2 m.

39. Puttur to Minnampalli
—Gravelled as far as Dattadri-

pnram, beyond that track only. Puttur, Dattadripuram, Min-

nampalli (non-maintained route).

40. Puttur to Vvappamalai 9 m. (non-maintained road).

41. Salem to Kadiyampatti 24'4 m. Good road up to

Divattipatti 19"6 m. and fair from there to Kadiyampatti 24"4 m.
Salem (r.s.) Omalur (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 10 ra.

Divattipatti 19-6 m. Kadiyampatti (r.s.^ R. 5, B. 2, S. 2, P.

As. 8) 24-4 ra.

42. Salem to Nan'^avalli 21 "2 m. Road gravelled and

practicable at all seasons. Salem junction (r.s.) B"5 m. cross

Sarabanganadi unbridged in 11'7 m. Tarmangalam 12'2 m.

Nangavalli 2l"2 m.

43. Omalur to Sankaridrug 244 m. Road metalled and fit

for motors. Sankaridrug (r.s., H. 2, B. 2, S. 2, P. As. 12 and
Re. 1) cross the Sarabanga river bridged in 104 m. of OmaliTr-

Sankari'Jrug road, Chinnappampatti 10'3 m. Cross 3 streams

bridged ; Sankaridrug 24*4 m.

44. SSndamangalam to Kollimalai hills 37 m. Partially

metalled, practicable in fair weather.

45. Singarapettai to Krishnagiri 34'7 m. The road is

metalled and fit for motors. The Pambar river is unbridged in

Singarapettai, cross the Pambar river unbridged in 3'3 m.

Uttangarai (H. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 6 m. Samala-

patti (r.s.) 107 m. Cross the Mathur river bridged in 18"3 m.

and 20'3 m. bridged. Mathur 18-1 m. Jagadevapalaiyam (R. 1,

B. 1, As. 4) 27*7 ra. cross 3 nalus. Krishnagiri (r.s., R. 3, B. 3,

F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 34-7 m.

46. Singarapettai to N.ittrampalli. Cross a branch of the

Pambai river unbridged in 11'6 of "Tirupattilr to Singarapet

road, Tiruppattur 18"4 ra. Pudupet; Nattarampalli.

47. Sogattiir to Papparapatti 7'2 m. partially metalled

practicable in fair weather.

48. Talaivasal to Pallipalaiyam 755 m. The road is partly,
metalled but not fit for motors. Talaivasal (R. 2, B. 2,

As. 12 and Re. 1) 102 m. Malliyakarai 17 m. Cross KonSri,
Narasingaparara rivers unbridged and Mangalapuram river in

25-5 ra. unbj'idged, fordable, N^araagiripettai 36"3 m., cross one

stream unbridged in 3 TO ra fordable, Risipuram 423 m.

Vya])paraalai, 504 m., cross the Tirunianimuttar river unbridged
in 54-5 m. Tirnchengodu (H. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1)

64*2 m., cross one stream fordable. PallipSlaiyam 75*5 m.
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49. Talaivasal to Salem 42*2 m. The road is metalled and
fit for motors. TaUivasal (R. 2, B. 2, F. As_. 12 and Re. 1),
cross Vasishtanadi rivei- in 0"3 and 0'4 m. Attiir (R. 2, B. 2,
P. As. 12 and Re. 1) I0"2 m. Cross the Keripatti river bridged
in 12 1 m. Peddanajakampalaiyam 18"1 m. Cross the Kndu-
vaiyar river bridged in 2-5 in. V''alappadi ,R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12
and Re. 1) 25-2 m. Karipatti (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1)
83-4 m. Salem (r.s.) 42*2 m.

50. Tammampatti to Tedavar l-r2 m. Cross the Tammam-
patti and Anappar rivers, uiibridged in 31 ra. and 4o m. Road
wholly gravelled and unbridged, bat practicable except during
rainy season. Tamtnampatti (R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, b\ x\s. 8) Ganga-
valli 12*2 m. Tedavur 15"2 m.

51. Tan-marapatti to Valappadi 21 m. Partly metalled road
unfit for motors. Tamraampiitti river in 0-1 m. Mallikari

river in 85 m., Cbinaar river in 9'4 m. nnbridged, Mallikarai
9-6 ra. Valappadi (R. 2, B 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) 21 m.
Cross the Singipuratn river unbridged in 182 m,

52. Tattiiyangarpettai to :N"amakka.I (H. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12
and Re. 1) 21 m. Partially metalled and bridged, practicable in

fair weather.

53. Thalli to Hosiir (r.s.) R. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. 12 and
Re. 1) IQ'2 m. Partially metalled and bridged, practicable at

all seasons.

54. Tiru3hengodu (H.2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) to Periyur
20 ra. Cross the Penuaiyar river unbridged in I1'5 m. fordable,
a partially metalled and. bridged road, practicable at all seasons.

55. Tiruppattur (r. s.,R. 2, F. As. 8) to Bargur (R. 1, B. 2, F.

As. 12 and Re. 1) 15*1 m. metalled and partially bridged.

5l5. Yalayapatti to Pullampatti 51 ra. The road is metalled

as far as Edappadi and fit for motors except between Edappadi
and Pulampatti, Yalaioatti (E. 1, B. 1, F. As. 12 and Re. 1) ;

Namakkal (H. 2, B.
2,"

F., As J2 and lie. 1). 8-1 ra.. Puthur
16-6 m. Tiruchengodu (B. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and Re. 1; 30-7

m. Sankaridrug r.s., P. H. 2, B. 2, S. 2, F. As. U) and 377 m.,

Edappadi 47*3 m., Pulampatti o4 m.

57. Valappadi (R. 2, B. 2, As. 12 and Re. 1) to Thumbal 13

m., cross the Vellalapatti and Edappadi rivers iinbrMgod in 8'4

m. and 10"7 m., road partially metalled but not in gooi order.

58. Viraganur to Talaivasal. (R. 2, B. 2, F. As. 12 and

Re.l) 8'1 m. Wholly gravelled and unbridged, practicable at

all seasons.

59. Vaikuntham to Kalipatti 6*3 m.
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CHAPTER VIII.—RAINFALL AND SEASONS.

cnAP.
Floods
In 1916.

vrii

In 1924.

Part I, page 310.—Add at the end of tlie page :
—

On the niglit of 16th October 1916 there was nnusually
heavy rainfall oq the Shevaroys, the official register at Yercaud

marking 6-73 inches. The gaug-es overflowed at several places on
the hills, and there was abnormal flood in the Tirumanimuttar
river which rose to several feet above the parapet wall of

the main bridge across it in Salem town. The compound of

the Queen Alexandra hospital lying just below the bridge was
filled vvjth water. The patients in the hospital were removed to

safety with difficulty. Several houses in the Mettn street

which stood ou the river bank were washed away or badly
damaged. On tlie opposite bank a colony of sweepers' huts
and a row of bakers* shops were completely washed away.
There was foi-tunately no loss of life anywhere in the town. It

was the highest flood ou record since 1880. Tho main cause of

the flood was the breaching of a tank known as Tottieri in

Valasaiyilr village at the foot of the Shevaroys.

In June 1921 owing to unprecedented raia during the south-

west monsoon the Kaveii overflowed its banks to such an extent
that many houses on the river banks were washed away and
numbers of people were rendered homeless and destitute.

Among the villages so affected in this district were Oravandur
in Namakkal taluk where 106 houses were reported .to have
fallen, and Pallipalaiyara^ Komarapalaiyam and PulUikondanpatti
in Tinicheugodu taluk where :ilso a number of houses collapsed.
The damage caused by the floods to crops, irrigation works
and house property in the district was estimated at 2.^ lakhs.

CHAP. IX.

General
health.

Dysentery,
etc.

Guinea
worm.

CBAPTER IX.—PUBLIC HEALTH.

Faye 81 1.
—Add to paragraph 1 ;

—The economic condition of

the masses is very low, and successive years of droutjht have
rendered conditions of living very difficult. The diseases most

prevalent in the district other than malaria arc affections of the

eye, the skin and the digestive system.

Paragraph 4.—Add :
—Daring the groundnut harvest a very

large number of people are attiicked. Some of these cases are

reported as cholera and occur, like it, in December.

Page 312, fiaraqrapJi- 2.—Add: —Omalur and Rasipuram
taluks are also great sufferers

;
and indeed no talnk can be

said to be free from it, though cases are not so very common in

the northern taluks. In most of the villages step-welU and

stagnant pools of dirty water are the chief sources of supply for

drinking and bathing, and the dearth of water in this district,

notorious for its prolonged seasons of drought, drives people to

use water from any available source. The District Board is

spending over Rs. 50,000 per annum in providing pucca draw-
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wells in rural areas, and until the villages attain their protected
water supplies the disease is bound to persist.

Page 313, paragraph 1.—Add :
—'Since 1901 the number of Other

people affected by leprosy has increased considerably, and diseases,

though no definite statistics are available it can bo safely said

that the actual sufferers exceed many times the recorded figures.
In one village alone (Peddanaickenpalayam, Attiir taluk) about
100 lepers were actually counted in 1926. The disease is

prevalent in almost all the taluks, and in the Krishnagiri taluk

(especially in Krishnagiri town, Kaveripatnam and Bargur)
there are a large number of lepers.

Paragraph 4.—Add between the first and second sentences :
— Cholera.

Villages inTiruchengoduand Namakkal taluks are most affected

when floods occur in the Kaveri. The channel water is other-

wise also highly contaminated and is the usual agent for

spreading the infection in Mohaniir, Velilr and other riverside

villages in Namakkal taluk.

Paj'i 314, paragraph 2.—Add : —The southern taluks are Smallpox,

nsaally more severely affected than the northern, but since the
establishment of a separate Health Department the progress
of vaccination has been marked.

Page 316.— i^itZ after first paragraph :
—The last outbreak was piagne.

in 1925, when in the first three months 699 deaths were recorded.
After this date the town has been free.

Page 317.—Add as a separate paragraph after the first para- Medical

graph:
—There 'are seven Government hospitals in the district, institation.

The Headquarters hospital and the Queen Alexandra hospital at

Salem for women and children were once under the municipality
but were taken over by Government in 1920. The hospitals at

Krishnagiri, Dharmapuri, Attur, Tiruchengodu and Namakkal
were taken under Government control from 1st May 1928. There
is also a separate Police hospital with nine beds in Salem.

The dispensaries number 16, of which 15 are in the mufas-
sal under taluk boards and one in Ammapet in Salem town
under the municipality. The dispensary on the KoUi-malais is

managed by the Strict Baptist mission and receives Govern-
ment grants. The medical institutions at Peunagaram, Thalli
and Royakota have been abolished, and there, as also at 18 other

important villages, the local boards maintain dispensaries which

give free medical aid to the poor in rural areas, the doctors in

charge being private medical j)ractitioners, subsidized by the
boards under certain conditions.

Page 318, paragraph 1.—Add :
—In. 1927 the river and most Water-

of the wells were completely dry. supply,r •' J Salem town.

Paragraph 2.—Add:—During the great water-scarcity in 1926,
when the supply from the Panama rathupatti reservoir failed for

Salem—e
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want of rains, this tank was able to supply the whole of Sheva-

pet. As a special measure this tank was connected to the pipe

system in Shevapet block, and the difficnlty was tided over.

During- the severe outbreak of cholera in 1926 it was noticed

that no case occurred in the area supplied by the Arisipalaiyam
tank.

Page 319.—Add at the end of the chapter:
—^The supply channel

to the tank has been widened. There are three slow sand filter

beds and the quantity of water which can safely be drawn from

each bed is 400,500 a^allonsa day, whereas 1,200,000 gallons are

required at 15 gallons per head per day. From the filter beds

the water is chlorinated and supplied to the town by gravitation,
but is drawn only from the street pipes, there being insufficient

water for house connections. Many parts of the town do not

derive any benefits from the piped supply. Owing to the con-

tinuous failure of rain the water level in the tank often went
down to one or two feet, and an infiltration gallery was therefore

constructed to augment and purify the supply. The tank has

never reached its full capacity since the date of its construc-

tion in 191 1 owing to poor rainfall and inadequacy of catch-

ment. The Yaratiar which supplies the tank gets heavily silted

up every year so that even small freshes in it inundate the

neighbourhood and are wasted. The water-level reached its

maximum in January 1923 when it stood at 23'2 feet, and the

rainfall statistics show that it will never be possible to get a

full supply in the tank. The level was so low in 1925 that

an infiltration gallery was constructed along the rear toe of the

bund at a cost of Rs. 42,000. It was expected that it would

yield copiously and it was very promising during the first year
it was opened. But once the subsoil water was drawn off

peicolation was reduced. Attempts to augment the supply in

this way having failed, and, there being no hope of securing an

unfailing drinking water supply by any other means of improve-
ment of this source, the only hope of putting the water-supply
of Saltjm beyond anxiety, in fact the only possible dependable

source, appears to be the Mettur reservoir; and the Council has

decided to get the supply from this resei'voir at an estimated

cost of 19 lakhs, and its investigation is in progress.

Education.

CHAPTER X.—EDUCATION.

Part \, page Z20, paragrajyh 1.—Add to the table in this

paragraph the following figures in columns 1 to 4 :—-

1921
1931

8:)

101

8
12

49
57

By comtnuni. Page o2l, paragraph 1.—Add to the tabular statement the
ties.

following paragraph :
—Statistics of literacy in varioas commu-

nities and taluks in 1921 and 1931 are found in Table XXIV" of
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this volume. Betweea 1911 and 1931 it rose from 40 to 53 per
mille among Hindus, from 128 to 144 among Muhammadans
and from 127 to 177 among' Christians. Among the last it had
fallen to 84 and risen but slightly among Muhammadan (2 per
mille) in 1921. This decrease in literacy among Christians in

1921 must be attributed to large additions to the faith in the

previous decade from the depressed classes who are mostly
illiterate, and the little rise among Muhammadans to the

general poverty of the lower classes of the community, who
preferred putting their young boys to some work that pays to

sending them to school. Among females, literacy among
Christians fell from 86 to 55 for the reason explained above
between 1911 and 1921 but rose sharply to 115 in 1931.

Paragraph 2.—Add :
—For a comparison of the increase in By taluks,

literacy in the various taluks in 1921 and 1931 reference may
be made to Table XXIV of this volume. Salem, IS'amakkal and
Attur taluks are in this order the most literate while Krishnagiri
and Tiruchengodu are the least literate taluks.

Page 323, paragraph 3.—Add to the tabular statement the Educational

following figures in columns 1 to 4 :
— progress.

Year.
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Aided
•ohools.

Industrial

sohool.

Catholic
mission
schools.

Salem

College.

and Edappadi. Eloraeutaty education has been transferred to

the control of taluk boards which had under them in 1931

574 elementary schools for boys and 181 for girls, while the

Salem municipality had 30 such schools for boys and twelve

for girls.

Paragraph Q.—Add:—The number of aided elementary
schools in 1931 was 76S for boys and 25 for girls while

among secondary schools six for boys and one for girls

(mission school at Yercaud) were aided institutions. The
number of boys* schools maintained by Christian missions in

1931 was 83 with 3,693 pupils while the number of girls' schools

was 15.

Paragraph 4.—Add :
—Tho' London mission high school is

the largest school of the kind in the di-trict. The school has

an extensive compound of 18 acres. The mission proposes to

develop it further as a residential institution and has selected

a site of 28 acres for patting up the necessary buildings.

Page 325, paragraph 2.—Add :-

school was closed in 1914.

-The mission industrial

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—The European high school at Yercaud

kept by the Brothers of St. Gabriel is called the JVkmtford

school, This and the Sacred Heart girls' high school are

situated in tho midst of picturesque scenery at an altitude of

5,000 feet above the sea level. The former had a strength of

143 in 1931 and the latter 103.

Page 326, paragraph 2.—Add :
—Mr. Shutie retired in 1915,

since when the principal's chair had been filled by Indian

gentlemen. The rise in the strength of the college classes in

each of the following years is noteworthy :
—

Year.

1912-13
1922-23
1929
1931

Strength.

48
57

153
103

Becondarj
schools.

The low figures in 1912-13 and 1922-23 were dae to plague.
This is the only college in the I'residency maintained by a

municipality. It has been propo.sed at various times to hand it

over to Government and confme tho council's expenditure to

elementary education.

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—The schools at Hosilr, Kasipuram and

Timchengodu have since been raised to high schools, and to the

high school at NSmakkal is attached a hostel, the gift of a local

philanthropist, Mr. S. Kandaswami Kandar of Nanjai Edayar,



Boys.
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Educatioa
of girls.

Finance.

Last paragraph.
—Add the following figures to the tabular

statement :
—

Year.
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Fage 71.—Add to the table on this page the following-:
—
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Toddy.

toddy for arrack as wa3 expected. The limit of private

possession was reduced to 2 drams from 1927, and tlie experi-
ment continues to be under trial. A large number of coolies

liave had to emigrate to distant places in search of work owing
to a succession of bad seasons, and until their return on the

restoration of normal economic conditions no definite conclusions

about the experiment can be arrived at.

Government sanctioned as a purely experimental measure

the closure of all toddy and arrack shops in Namakkal, Tiru-

chengodu and Kasipur taluks from 1st April 1930. The

experiment is being watched by temperance reformers.

Page 75.—Add after the first paragraph :
—

The tree-tax system continues to be in force throughout the

district. Under this system' tapping for fermented toddy is

allowed for licensed shops after the marking of trees on payment
of prescribed tree-tax (yearly or half-yearly) by the renter.

Licences and permits are issued for tapping and transport

respectively. Coconut and palmyra trees are common

throughout the district but date trees are found only in the

northern taluks. Coconut toddy is usually preferred except by
those who, for cheapness, prefer palmyra or date toddy.

Substitute for the statement at the foot of the page the

following :
—

Taluk.

Arrack (IDSO-.-Jl).

Number
of shops.

Rentals.

Toddy (1930-31).

Number
of shops.

tientals.

Salem (Municipal
Municipal)

Omalar
Attar

Tiruchengodu
HoaQr ., ...

Kriahnagiri
Dharmapuri
Uttantcarai
Namakkal
Rasiparam

and non-

Total

23

22

35
21
32
39
42
35
14

263

as.

47,592
12,80i

20,832
12,948

22,740
31,9(;8

25,560
30,132
6,828

2,11,404

40
40
62
83
58
36
36
30
56
18

459

Ra.

3,9.3,036
1 ,00,008

1,24,032

91,996

1,22,136

1,12,4.52

67,!)80

1,11,504
1 ,35,S04
63,228

13,12,178

Crimes
ai;aini«t

E\cii80 Law.

Payn 77.—Add after paragraph 2 the following new para-

graph :
-

The most common olfences relating to aV)kriri are illicit

distillation, illicit tapping and unlicensed sales of toddy and
arrack. The palate of the consumer is apparently accustomed to

arrack stronger than the issue strength of licit arraok, and this

partly accounts for illicit distillation in certain parts of the
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district. Illicit tapping under the guise of tapping for sweet

juice is prevalent on a fairly large scale. The otfeuJers are

generally sweet-toddy tappers who are averse to going to shops
for their toddy after a day's hard labour Unlicensed sales in

topes and other places, known popularly
as " sandu ktidai ", are common enough,

especially in Tiruchengodu and Salem
taluks. The total number of abkuri

cases reported in the district during
tbe years 1921— 1931 is given in the

margin, but these form only a portion
of the number of offences actually
committed.

Page 77.—Add after paragraph 3 :
—

The sweet juice industry is carried on on a fairly large
Sweet juice,

scale, the juice that is not converted into jaggery being
consumed as a beverage. The popularity of the industry is due
to the superabundance of palmyra trees available for tapping.

1921-22 .
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Salt.

Saltpetre.

lucome-tax.

Page 79.—Insert between the second and tliird paragraphs :
—

The district being an inland one contains no salt factories

and has to get its supply from outside, priucipally from Madras
from factories in the Tanjoro and Tinuevolly districts, and
to a small extent from Bombay via Calicut. The saline areas

in the district are not sufficiently rich to affect the salt

revenue.

Page 79.—Add to the third paragraph :
—

Saltpetre is still manufactured in the Tiruchengodn and
Naraakkal taluks. Unaer the rules introdaced with effect from
1st January 1.^27 a siugle licence is issued for the manufacture
of both crude aiid retiued saltpetre, and the licence fee is

regnlatpd with reference to the dimensions of the plant used in

the refinery. The refiner obtains his requirements of the raw

product from the crude salt])etrrt works situated in the adjoining

villnges, and is left free to dispose of the salt edu(;ed in the

refiuery.

Page 80.—Add to paragraph 1 :
—Under the Income-tax Act

of 1886 all incomes of Rs. 500 a year and upwards were liable

to taxation. The taxable minimum was raised to Ks. 1,000 in

1903 and to Rs. 2,000 in 1019.* The maximum rate of tax was
5 pit's in the rupee till 1916 when it was raised to 12 pies. In

1921 the maximum was raised to 16 pies in the rupee. In 1917
the Super-tax Act was passed by which an additioiml tax vary-

ing from one anna to three annas in the rupee was
levied on inc(jmes in excess of Rs. 5f>,000. In 1921 the maxi-
mum rate of super-tax was raised to 4 annas. The Income-tax
Act was amended in 1918 and the Super-tax Act in 1920. The
law relating to income-tax and super-tax was further revised

and consolidated by the Income-tax Act, 1922, which with

minor alterations h now in force. The maximum rate of in-

come-tax was raised ii\ 1931 to 26 pies in t^ie rupee, and the

maximum rate of super-tax to Q^ annas in the rupee. The rates

are not now laid down in the Act, but are prescribed from year
to year by the Finance Act.

The Income-tax revenue was till 1022 administnred by the

Madras Board of Revenue suKject to the control of the Local

Government It, is now administered directly by the Govern-
ment of India through the Central Board of Revenue at Delhi

and a Commissioner for the Presidency.

Existing
courts.

CHAPTEK XIII.—JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION.

Part II, page 80.—Insert between the first and second para-

graphs the following:'
— I'Vom 1st April 1018 the District

Munsif's Court of Nfiniakkal was brought witbiu the jurisdiction

• The minimum w»i8 temporarily reduced to Ub. 1,000 during the 15 months

ending with March 19.33.
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of the District Court of Salem. Two firkas of the Rtisipuram
taluk were taken from the jurisdiction of this Court on 1st

January 1924 and added to the Court of the additional district

munsif of Salem, which was renamed the district munsif's

court of Sankaridrug at Salera with effect from 31st May
192G, the principal munsif being called merely the district

munsif of Salem.

Paragraph 2.—Add:—The work in the District Court increas-

ed after Naraakkal taluk had been added to the district, and a

temporary subordinate judge's court was opened at Salem in

February 1919 whose term was extended from year to year
until April 1929, when it was made permanent. The

sub-judge is also Assistant Sessions Judge and tries the less

serious cases coming before the Sessions Court,

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—Civil litigation shows a tendency to Litigation,

increase, tlie proportion of suits filed being one to every 103

persons of the population.

Paragraph 4. —Add the following to the tabular statement :
—

Average for Ordinary. Small causes. Appeals.

1925-1929 ... 5.165 6,104 360

Page 00, paragraph 1.—Add :
—

Village panchayats have been
constituted in several villages under the Madras Act XV of 1920,
while 116 courts formed under the Madras Village Courts Act
of 1888 as amended by Act It of 1920 also tried petty civil and
criminal cases in rural areas.

Paragraph 2.
—Retain the first two sentences of the para- Registration,

graph and substitute the following for the rest :
—A district

registrar is stationed at Salem and is assisted by two joint sub-

registrars in his own office and by a third joint sub-reeristrar

housed in a separate building in the same station. These exercise

concurrent jurisdiction with him in original registration in his

sub-district. There are twenty-six other sub-registrars of whom
ten are at the taluk headquarters and the rest at Den-
kanikota. Edappadi, Mallasamudram, Sankaridrug, Gangavalli,

Harur, Mecheri, Namagiripet, Puduchatram, Palakodu, Penna-

garam, Paramathi, Sendamangalam, Velilr, Valappadi and

Shevaroy Hills. The last mentioned office is in charge of the

deputy tahsil'lar. Eogisfcration has made rapid strides, the

aggregate, value cf imtnovabie property registered annually

having risen during the last fifty years from 12J lakhs to 3

crores.

Pa^e 91, paragraph 2.—Add:—There are now besides the Criminal

above a subdivisional magistrate, a tahsildar-magistrate and a i^^^t'ce.

stationary sub-magistrate at Namakkal, a tahsildar-magistrate
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Grave crime.

at Rasipurara find a deputy tfthsiUlar-mas^istrate at Parainathi,
a tirst-class hench court at Salern, and seconil class benches at

Hosur, Saokaridrupf, Namakkai, Kasipuram and Kaveripataam,

Page 92, pnraqraph 2.—Ai^d ;

—Murders are still numerous in

the district. The last three yeai s showed a marked decrease in

crimes aorainst property, which is probably due to the application
of the Criminal Tribes Act.

Koravars. Page 93, paragraph 2.— Delete the eighth sentence as the

morale of the police has considerably improved since and the

remark cannot be justified.

Page 96.—In/tert the following paragraph between the first

and second :
—

The Koravars have been brought under the Criminal

Tribes Act and are being checked according to the degree
of their criminality either nightly or twice a week by the

police or panchayatdars. 'Inhere are about 200 panchayat
centres, and a scheme for reclaiming them has been started.

There are no Koravar settlements as such, but there are three

centres where Koravars live \n communal groups, at Kalyana-

giri, Kallanatham and Manivalandan in Attur taluk. There is

a pro|)osal to start co-opi^rative societies for the bnnefit of the

Koravars and a special officer has been appointed by Government
to watch their interests in the TalfiL^hat taluks. Lands are being
set apart for assignment to them, and the rigours of the kaval

system are no longer so keenly felt in the district.

Police. Page 97, paragraph 3.—Add:—In 1929 there were 47 police

stations and 17 outposts excluding the police station at Mettur
and the outpost at Kolathilr, and the strength of the force stood

at 12 inspectors, 66 sab-inspectors, 13 1 head constables and 994

constables. Of superior otHcers there are, besides the District

Superintendent at Sali^m, an Assistant Superintendent at Hosur
and a Deputy Superintendent at Salem. IMen with higher
educational qualifications are now ofTering themselves for enlist-

ment as constables and are encouraged.

Page 08.—Add at the end of the page :
—

The Central '^\\Q jail ranks as a first-class central jail and has accom-
Jail. modation for 1,415 prisoners. As it is a special jail for

habituals for the whole presidency accommodation is still

insufficient. There is a special and separate annexn for lepers.

Because of the large number of habituals confined in it, it

has a strong guard of European and Indian wnrders; and
no convict, warders arc employed here as in other jails. A
discharged prisoner's home was recently opened in the town

to afford help to convicts on release.
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Page 100.—Add to the list of judges the following-:
—

Permanent,

acting or in

charge.

Names.

Tenure.

From To

Permanent
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been reorganized each taluk having a taluk board except
Namakkal, which will include more than one revenue taluk.

FnnctioDB. Paragraph 3.— Sxihatitute for the existing paragraph the

following :
—

The District Board and all the taluk boards are presided over

by non-officials. Each board lias also a non-official vicf-president.

Paragraph 4.—For this paragraph (which runs into page 102)
substitute the following ;

—The District Board is responsible for

the construction and maintenance of all important roads, with
the bridges, culverts, road-dams and causeways across them,
and of all travellers' bungalows and rest-houses and district

hospitals and dispensaries. On the taluk boards falls the cost

of maintaining village and feeder roads, other hospitals and

dispensaries, elementary education, markets and choaltries,

improvement of village sites and water-supply, sanitation and
vaccination. The chief functions of the panchnyat boards are
the lighting of roads and streets within their limits, sanitation,

conservancy, water-supply and drainage.

Finance.
i'ttf^e \^'2, 'paragraph 2.—Add:—The financial position of

the District Bo irl has since much improveil. The finances of

the taluk boards being poir the District Board has taken up for

mainteiance some roads which were formerly maintained by
them.

Receipts. Paragraph 3.—Add :
—The resources of the lo'^al boards have

now increased considerably, and their ordinary income at the
end of 1928-29 was Rs. 17,12,056. The Hgures in regard to

the following items will show how great has been the increase

since 1912 :
—

Item.

Land and Railway cess

Net toll receipts

School fees

Avenue produce

House-tax ...

Market fees

FiBheries

Ferry rents

1P28-29.

RS,

3,03,658

2,93 285

67,242

96,055

S3,269

51,102

5,954

20,026

To these must be ailded Government grants for education

(Rs. 2,(37,113), contribution from Railway account (Rs. 1,43,524),
Railway receipts (Rs. 43,188), Government grants for roads

(Rs. 1,22,540), education tax (Hs 45,380) and miscellaneous items

(Rs. 1,0'.*,720). Toll-gates have been abolished from 1st April
1931 and the Government collect a provincial tax on motor
vehicles which they distribute among the several local bodies.
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Paragraph 4.—Add .
— But under the Ijocal Boards Act of

19^0, piior to its amendment by Act XI of 1930, this cess was
abolished imd in its place an additional land-cess of 3 pies in the

rupee was being levied for District Board purposes. A separate
additional land-cess of 3 pies in the i-upee was also levied and
credited directly to the taluk boards. An education tax of 3

pies iu the rupee was also levied by certain taluk boards.

Page 103, par((graph I.—Add -.—The revenue from avenue

prodace is however greater than that of any other district in the

Presidency, and in 1928-29 the araouot realized was Rs. 9o,055.

Under the Local Boards Amending Act of 1930 land cess is,

levied at a rate of i8 pies in the rupee throughout the district.

Tiie District Board and the taluk boards each get six pies
and the Village Development Fund three pies from this cess.

Panchayat b ards get their income from the remamiug three

pies from the villages in their ai-eas, the taluk boards getting
the Same from non- panchayat villages.

I^aragraph 5.—Add :
—There has been a corresponding in- Charges,

crease in expenditure. The chief charges, ordinary and capital,
under the important heads of account in 1928-29 were as

follows :
—

RS.

Public Works 10,53,114

Public Health 2,46,036

Education ... ... ... ... 5,20,685

Administration ... ... ... 1,34,784

Page 104.—Insert between paragraphs five and six the
*°c aya .

following :
—

All the unions have come to be called Panchayats under the

Act XI of 1930 amending the Local Boards Act of 19£0. The

jurisdiction of the Yercaud union board now known as the

Shevaroys Panchayat is the same as that of the independent
deputy tHhsildar at Yercaud excluding the hamlets of Munda-

chedu, Aramanaikadu and Veppady under the control of the

Salem taluk board. Besides this thero are 542 panchayats in

the district.

Pao6 104, paraqrapk 5.—Add:—The Sanitary associations ^^^^^^'[y
T . -,

"^
. '-,

'^ "^ -^
1 -, -t ^ -,

associations,
which existed some years ago have been gradually converted
into village panchayats. There is only one association still in

existence and that is at jRayakota in Mo.sur taluk.

Page 105, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The council now employs a ^^^^- gi^x

health officer, an engineer and a revenue officer. The elections

are lively and contested. The council maintains 53 miles of

road whose general condition is satisfactory. The munici-

pal rest-house is a poor rented building and unworthy of an

important district headquarters. The council is attempting to
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Receipts.

Expenditure.

have the town lighted with electricity from Mettur, which gets
a large supply of power from the Mysore State. Forty-three
elementary schools, a secondary school and a second-grade
college are run by the coincii. Masonry drains have been
con!>tructed in several wards. llie new town extension called

Sivaswamipurara Consists of well-built houses iu spacious com-

pounds and is inhabited by the better class people, and several

other town e.xtension schemes have been notified or are in

progress. For an account of the water-supply scheme please
see notes under Chapter IX, Public Uealth.

Paragraiih 2.—Add to the tabular statement the following

figures tor lO'ZS-'^Q to indicate great increase in municipal
revenue sinct' 1909-10 :

—
Items.

Honse and land taxes

Vehicles iind carts

Professions

Tolls*

School and college fees

1923-29.

BS.

1,40,551

28,742

12,293

71,676

3.9,839

Paragraph 4,— Insert in the tabular statement under this

paragraph the figures for expenditure in 19:18-29, which has

grown since 1909-10, for which figures are given in the table :
—

Items.

Public Health

Education ...

Public "Works

Administration

Lighting charges

1928-29.

KB.

1,01,208

1,52,946

47,4il

35,293

17,057

CHAPTER XV.—GAZETThiER.

I.—BALAGHAT-HOSUli TALUK.

HoBQr Taluk. Part II, page 107 , paragraph 2.—Add:—The Kaveri meets the
district at, the south-west corner of the taluk, runs along a deep
and rocky bed and is joi[ied by several hill streams. The hills

that lie to the left of this river in this taluk are called Melagiris,
which are drained by five big basins, the biggest beiug the

Doddahalla. Aboufc two miles after it meets the district the river

is so narrowed by the outcrops of the hills on either side of it that
the narrowest point i.s only a few yards wide and has come to be
known as Meka-datu (ir goat's leap). 'J'hree miles above this

•The income from tolls is beitip replaced by a Bubsidj from OoTernmeiit
out of a pro?inoial tax od motor vebicles.
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point and a short distance Uclow the SivasamudrAra falls

Akravatbi, from the Mysore State, joins the Kuvgri, and the

whole river flows through a deep gorge and then plunges at

M6ka-datu into a pool 50 feet deep and flows in foaming nipidity

through a sort of chiiod, which it had cut for itself in the solid

rock for the distance of a mile. At the narrowest poinf: a goat
can really leap aci'oss the river. ! he deeper falls about twenty
miles lower down the river at Hogenakal in Dharmapuri taluk are

easily accessible and one of its smaller falls is also called Meka-
datu, but the real goat's leap is at the point mentioned above.
This can be conveniently reached from Bangalore via Kanaka-

hally in Mysore State, while access to it from the east is through
difficult but beautiful country, a series of rapid descents with
vast steppes spread out at the foot of each, and the wildest

jungles with here and there a squalid village struggling against
wild beasts and fever,

Paije 111, paragraph 2, third sentence.—Substitute :
—The II ill forts,

last is in Krishnagiri taluk.

Paragraph 2.—-Add :
—The forest road from Denkanikota to Commnnioa-

Pennagaram passes via Anchetti and Ane-bidda-halla and is now ^^°^^'

quite passable.

Paragraphs
—Add:—The Morappur-Hosilr railway enters

the taluk a mile to the soith of Settipalli and runs for a distance

of 22 miles within the taluk, ?7ith stations at Rayakota, Nagatunai,
KSlamangalam and Hosur.

Page 114, last paragraph.—Add :
—Sericulture in Berikai estate Industries,

is a dyiug industry. There is weaving of date mats in Mud dana-
halli and in a few villages round about Denkanikota, the mats

being sold at shandies or exported to Bangalore. Denkanikota
also exports articles of camp furniture made of iron by a few
Muhammadans Many Government offices, private resiiences

and rest-houses in the district contain furniture made at this

place.

Page 115, paragraph 1.—Add :
—Rayakota is another weekly Trad©.

market in the taluk, but it cannot boast of any brisk trade, being
in the centre of a poor tract of country.

Page 118, paragraph 2,—Add :
—The banyan tree over the

^^^ ^^

Matnm is alive and flourishing and the tomb is still an object
of worship among the two castes mentioned above. The name
Bagalur (door village) indjcates that it is the gateway of the

Btilaghat, as TalaivSsal in Attur taluk is of the Carnatic.

Page 123, paragraph 3.—Add :
—

Poligar P^rrapa-Nayinavaru
died in 1921 and was succeeded by his son Mari Nanjappa, who
lives in Bangalore, The Palaiyam continues under the Court of

Wards as aa encumbered estate.

Salbm—G
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Balakonda*

rajan
durgam.

Bflrikai.

Betta-

mugalalam.

Bilignndla.

Donkaai-
kota.

Page 124.—Insert between paragraphs 1 and 2 :^

The villiit^c bearinc^ this name contains only a few houses

and is a ha-nlet of Mehnnalai 2.\ miles away. The iababitants

are chiefly Bedars and are graziers or cultivators.

Paragraph 4.—Adfl :
—The pa.lace was repaired after the

poligar took charge of his estate in 192-, and is now in a good
condition.

Paragraph 5.—AdiJ : —Cultivation of mulberry and the rearing
of silk worms have been given up.

Page 128, para'^raph 1.—Add :
—The estate was under the

management of tlie receiver appointed by the I )istrict Court from

1912. The heir who succeeded to the estate on the conclusion

of the litigation being a minor, the Court of Wards took up the

management and handed over the estate to the owner, Masthi

Mummadi Basava Hajah, in 1922.

Paragraph 2.—Add :
—Traces of Col. Shaw's commodious

bungalow can etill be seen. The gallant gentleman's failure

to introduce coffeo in his estate "Glenshaw'^ was due more

to want of labour than to the climate or the soil though
the plateau was too low for tea or chinchona. Round about

this place is a superabundance of ant-hills "which rise sometimes

to 10 or 12 feet.

Page 129, paragraph 2.—Add:—The ferry is still kept np
though it fetches a very p lor rent. The main village is Natra-

pillaiyam, and Biligundlu is only a hamlet of about a dozen huts

situated in the midst of thick forest growth on the bank of the

Kaveri Its inhabitants are mainly Roman Catholics, descend-

ants of the converts of the early Jesuit missionaries.

Page 130, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The old or Car-peta is

now a deserted viUage except for the temple to Betrayaswami
and the stone revetted tank at its entrance. The few Ayyangar
Brahranns who resided there in 1915, being attached to the

temjjle, had to remove to the new peta owing to the scourge of

fever. The oar festival, however, continues to attract pilgrims.

Paragraph 2.—Add :
—The site of the old fort is now very

much overgrown with prickly-poar, and many of the houses

that existed in 19 lo are in ruins, the inhabitants having
removed t<> tlie new peta or left the village. Portions of the mud
walls of the outer and inner fort and the Janda medu or ilag-

ataff mound still exist and can be identified through the huge
bushes of the ubiquitous prickly-pear.

The town is said to derive its name from a she-demon

Dankani, whom Vishnu came to destroy assuming the form
hi a hunter (Betaraya) to whom the temple in the Car-peta
i (dedicated. There are also other and ingenuous derivations

of the name, but this is the generally accepted one.
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There is a deputy tahsiLlar and sub-magistrate in the

town, and the new pgta which lies on the slope of a hill

is a well laid out town, the principal streets running straight up
the side of the hill at right angles to the cross streets. The town
is a union, and its depot for forest products, chiefly sandalwood,
is the largest in the district. The magistrate's court was the

scene of a shocking tragedy some years ago when a Muhamniadan
constable who was accused in a case shot the magistrate dead
in court through a window at the back of the magistrate's
seat. The man apparently thought that the magistrate
was likely to convict him. He was tried and hanged ;

and the

window was walled up.

Page 131, faragra'ph 1.—Add :
—There are only about twenty Gummala-

Lingayats in the village now, the rest having l'>ng ago param.

migrated to the Mysore State. Even now one can count

several ruined temples over an area of two to three square miles

round the village.

Faragra'ph 2.—Add :
—The chances of Hosur being connected

Hosar.

with Bangalore by rail are considered remote. It is the termi-

nus of the line branching from Morappur. The town is easily

accessible from Bangralore, MelCir, Krishuagiri or Denkauikota

by motor buses. The railway station is about a mile from
Hosur.

Page 132, 'paragraph 1.—Add .'—The town has not extended

along the Malar road as anticipated ;
and the congestion in the

new peta still exists and is a source of danger to the health of the

town. Apparently the inhabitants are too poor to abandon their

old houses and build new ones on the site acquired with

Government funds.

Paragraph 2.— Add:—The gigantic coconut palms have

mostly disapppared ;
a few straggling trees were all that

remained in 19"^9. The taluk oflfice has been removed from

Cockburn's kach§ri to a block of new buildings on the higher

ground on the Mattigiri road, but the old kacheri now
accommodates the Post and Telegraph office and the district

munsif's court and is kept in good repair. The district munsif,

who has his permanent office at Krishnagiri, holds his court at

Hosur for two to three weeks in every quarter.

Paragraph 3.—Add .-—The Public Works Department bunga-
low at Dinnur is no longer in use as a rest-house, a fresh one

having been built near the new taluk ollice. It is the residence

of the Revenue Divisional Officer, after he was obliged to

vacate Kennilworth Castle on its being declared unsafe.

Page l^S, paragraph 1.—Add:—The dispensary was converted

into a hospital some years ago and has provision for ten beds.

It is under the control of the taluk board.
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Kelamaoga-
1am.

Kundani.

Ma^As^onda-
palli.

Maltigirl.

Piiragraph 2.—Add :
—The mission hall has been bnilfc and

there is a resident European missionary in the town.

Faragraj)h 3.—Add to the tab alar statement in the margin
the following :

—
1921 5,519
1931 0,1)71

Page 134, paragraph 1,—Add :
—Theoldpeta or Chiidavadi is

thinning rapidly. The so-called Car street has a few coconut

palms on its margins but nothing is left of it except the crumbling
walls of numerous chatrams and mantapams for a short distance

near the temple gateway, and the tnnk and a few houses in which
the t-^mple servants live. Tie temple tank is the only source
of water-supply for the old peta.

Page 136, last paragraph.
—Add :

—Tlie lofiy tower showed
serious cracks and had to be demolished ;

and the castle was
declared dangerous for occupation. The old historic building
is, however, kept in some repair by the Public Works Depart-
ment, but its big halls and side rooms and the large outhouses
and servants' quarters are untenanted except by an army of

bats and some owls. The main building is in danger of

coming down at any time and tumbling into the raoat.

Page 137, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The buildings in the fort

have all been vacated except the temples to Kottaimariamman
and to Siva, where worship is respectively conducted twice and
once a week. The umbrella trees are also there and the whole

compound has apparently been leased for grazing. Large sums
of money were spent in repairing the Castle and the out-

houses and buildings which until a few years ago accommodated
certain public offices. But the fort, the Castle and the buildings
now present a desolate appearance.

Page \4<2, paragriiph 'A.
—Add:—There is a railway station

near the village. The old banyan tree is still alive, but there is

nothing attractive in it now. Near it was the place where old

Major Glover lived the last few years of his life.

Page 112, last paragraph to page 147, third paragraph.—
Kundani Hobali has been transferred to Krishnagiri talut,
and its account must therefore be taken to the Gazetteer
of that taluk.

Page 147, paragraph 3.—Add :
—The population of the village

in 1981 was 1,964, of whom a large percentage were Roman
Catholics. There are no representatives of the original Inamdar

Nanjap{)a in the village at present.

Page 148, paragrupjh 4.—Add the following new para-
graph :

—
The village had a populntion of 8,565 in 1931, On the

abolition of the Uemcnnt Dopot the populntion showed a tend-

ency to decrease, but in 1927 the Local Government purchased
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the buildings and the site for about Rs. 3*5 lakhs and established

a cattle-breeding and dairy-farming station here. The head-

quarters of the District Forest Officer, North Salem, have also

been located here. He occupies one of the bungalows on the

estate, and his office is also there. The deputy director of agri-
culture in charge of cattle-breeding stations has his office here
and occupies the bungalow of the Superintendent of the Old
Remount Depot. There is a proposal to constroct quarters for

the Sub-Collector of the division near this bungalow, Hosur,
his headquarters, being only four miles away.

Pages 148 to 151.—Omit the account of the Hosilr Remount

Depot as the depot has since been removed to Ahmedabad, and
ituhstitute the following paragraphs :

—
After tbey had been in the occupation of the Army Department

Cattle Farm,

for 96 years, the site and buildings of the Remount Depot were
taken over by the Madras Government for use as a cattle

breeding farm in September 1924. The estate was originally

1,685 acres in extent and 25 acres were recently added to it.

Of these, 65 acres are irrigable fron tanks of which there are

three, all rainfed. This land is rich black and red clay loam and
was called the lucerne garden, for lucerne was grown in it in

rotation with Rhodes grass, cholam, etc., and the fields are

watered from masonry irrigation channels which connect them
with the biggest of the tanks. The farm has one of the biggest

banyan trees in South India.

The pasture land is divided up into 46 paddocks, and is

beautifully laid out with roads running in different directions

with avenues of trees alongside of each, containing timber and
fruit trees. The farm itself is encircled by a good aloe fence

but the paddocks are fenced with good thorny hedges of Korukka-

palli. There are about 3,000 sandal wood trees and sapplings,
and hundreds more have been planted by the agricultural

department.

The object is to raise better cattle and supply the ryots with

good bulls for the improvement of their stock. There is also a

small dairy attached to the farm. The best class of cattle are

kept here for breeding purposes. The Kangayams are the finest

local type, best for draught, compact, grey, with rather shortish

legs, thriving on scanty rations and inexpensive to maintain.

The bulls of this breed are in great demand, but the cows are

poor milkers, and the department is trying to increase the milk

yield without impairing the draugfht qualities of the breed.

The best breed lor dairying are the Sindhis, compact, short

animals, darkish-red and sluggish in movement. The breed is

unsuited for the hills, though it does well in Hosur; and the

object of the station is to procure high milk yielders and dis-

tribute bulls for improving the cattle on the west coast and

produce cows for urban milk supply. The Ongole variet}',

one of the biggest kind in India, has its home in the Circa rs
; it

Breflding
varietiei.
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is best for both work and milk. Government have a special
research station for this breed at Chintaladevi, Nellore district,

though a small herd is kept temporarily in this f;irin also,

CroBs-breedg. Attempts are also being made hereto evolve cro-s-hreeds by
mating the Ayrshire bull on native cattle, preferably Sindhia
and Saniwals. Two herds are kept here called the

Coimbatore and the Banu;alore herds. 'J'he best cross-breeds are

kept at Coimbatore where they supply the Itrge colony at the

Agricultural College with milk and butter, the dry calves and
cows being sent over to Ilosnr periodically.

Sheep, Experiments are also being made to produce from the

poultry and
Bellary sheep, which is black and white, a white sheep

^'^^* witli more wool and better mutton. Pure white rams are

difficult to rear and are not as robust as the black and white.

AVool yield is on the increai^e now and the institute hopes to

evolve a white breed in time. Rams of a high standard are

available for breeding and are in great demand. Among
poultry there are only white Leghorns, tiie best laying breed
on the farm, and good cocks and chickens and e;;gs for

setting are offered at cheap prices. Australian Herkshire

pigs are bred here for utilizinor dairy and vegetable-garden

waste-products &nd for supplying breeding stock to the public.
Good boars for crossing and pigs for killing are for sale on
the estate.

Tasture and '^'be estate has extensive pasture lands, though arable farm-

haj. ing is also necessary to supplement grazing. Guinea grass,
Rhodes grass and fodder crops such as maize, cholam and
lucerne are grown throughout the year. Large quantities of

fo'lder crops are cut and made into silage, that is, conservation

of fodder in pits, which is utilized whenever there is shortage of

grazing in the hot weather. In the arable area two crops can be

raised, as this portion of the district is favoured by the monsoons.

Hay milking, which is rare in South India, commences in

October or November and is on up-to-dato lines. English

mowing machines, hay rakes, tedders and elevators are at work
for two or three months.

Administra- The farm is in ureneral charire of a deputy director of agri-
t»o"- culture, under whom is an assistant director in immediate

charge. There are special experts in charge of breeding and

dairying and there is also a veterinary assistiint surgeon. There
are quarters for all officers and men on the estate and a rest-

house i'or visitors. The excise department have a store shed
and drying field, which is separately enclosed, and they prepare
ganja hen^ from the crop grown in this district.

Ra^akota. Page 157.—Place the account of Rayakota, pages 181 to

188 under Krishnagiri taluk, after the paragraphs dealing with

Ratn«giri, as Rilyakota is now included in the HosQr taluk.

To that account add tiie following ;
—

It is now a railway station on the Morappur-Hosur section

of the Souili Indian railway. Its population increased but
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slightly (160) at the census of 1921, and in view of the great

drought thrtt has prevailed in these parts for several years it i3 -

a wonder that as many as 2,12^5 people should live in this

place in 1931, The '* Dubash Kinar" which is the source of

water-supply to the lower fort contains a small quantity of

water at great depth. The lower fort or old pSta now
consists of a few houses around the temple. The few old

buildings that still remain are used for the hospital and
the police station, and nothing of Major '^lover's bungalow
remains except the basement and a few crumbling walls. Some
of the shelters for the sentries can still he seen. The writer

ascended the durgam by the foot-path from the lower fort and
found that iu the cave of Durvasa Rishi, half way up, some
sort of worship was kept up by a Sataui. The cave is brond at

its mouth in which there is a small jonai (which was dry at

the time) but tapers to a point at a height of a few yards
from which a circular hole leads, no one knows where, A sort

of lingam set up at the entrance to this hole represents Durvasa
Rishi and puja is offered to it.

The old buildings in the fort are generally well-preserved,
but cracks have appeared in many of their walls and on their

roofs On the top-nost peak, which is difficult to approach, is

a stone platform which is a fixed point in the Trignometrical
Survey of India. From this can be had a good view of the

country, its numerous verdure-clad hills, its winding ghat roads,
the Pagoda hill of Hosur and the Krishnagiri rock. Some
ancient inscriptions on the bare gnei^js were visible on the

peak, but parts of them have been broken up for stones by the
contractor who repaired the platform mentioned above. The
story of the suicide of Jagadeva Raja's dauu;hter-in-law
relates to this place and deserves mention. The lady, Ba'eswari,
was seated one day in her apartment in a state of dishabille

after her bath, drying her hair, when her father in-law entered

hastily without notice. Her modesty received such a rude
shock that sh > committed suicide by throwing herself from the
summit of the dur^jam. A temple with an idol called after her
has been built at the spot where she fell,

Doveton's garden is now owned by the mittadar^s relations,
but it has fallen on evil times, and all the fruit trees have dis-

appeared except a few coconuts. The tract between the

'para-well and the new peta is now completely deserted and is

ploughed up and cultivated with dry crops. The Idga and
tomb built by Major Glover are objects of worship, and
Col. Doveton's well sujiplies water to a o-reat part of the village.
The village munsif who was Mr. Richards' authority on the local

traditions was still living in 1929 nearly eighty years old and

repeated the stories about Major John Glover and other

European army officers and deplored the present condition of

this once famous military station. A sketch of Rayakota finds

a place in Welsh's Military Reminiscences.
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Tali. Page 160, paragraph 3.—Add :—Tali possesses an excellenb

climate which earned for it the nick-name of " Little England."
It is connected with Arekal, Gummalapuram and Jaulagiri by
a famine road and its chief trade is in grains.

T^'t*Ti
Pffg^ loo, p%ragraphs 3 to 6 and page 161, paragraph 1.

—The
account of Tirtan should come under Krishnagiri taluk to

which the village was added in 1910.

Vflppana- ^"(1^ 161, paragraphs 3 to o.—The village of Veppanapalli
pall' must also go under Krishua^iri taluk in which it was included

at the revision of taluks in 1010.

II.—BARAMAHAL—KRISHNAGIRI TALUK.

Page 162, paragraph 2.—For the last sentence substitute the

following :
—

The western half of the taluk is drained by the Pennaiyar
and the Markanda-nadi, and the eastern half is traversed by
the Sandiir, MattCIr and Bargur rivers and merges into the

level plains of Uttankarai and 'l^ruppattBr taluks. The last

three rivers were once perennial, but as a result of the failure

of rains for several years on end they hardly contain any water

now except in the wet weather, and the coconut topes on the

banks of these rivers, where they still exist, are parched up and
contain only dead or dying palms.

Paragraph 3.—Delete the third and fourth sentences, as

Rayakota is not now included in this taluk.

Irrigation. Page. 164, paragraph 1.—Add :
—There has been little rain in

the taluk since fasli 1:326, and the Pennaiyar and the Sandur,
Muttur and Bargur tributaries of the Pambar, run only for a

few days in the year. In the Pennaiyar there is no 11 )W for

more than 20 or 30 days in a year and even the springs in the

river-bed have failed. The value of lands on the banks of the

river has therefore fallen conyiderably, and the lands to tlie

south of Kaveripatnam are no longer the richest in the taluk.

Por««''». Paragraph 2.—Sxibatitate for the first sentence the follow-

ing :—

The area covered by forest reserves is 30,880 acres,

forming one range and one working circle.

Adl the following after the tabular statement :
—

The forest areas specified below were handed over to pancha-

yats from 1st November 1922 :
—

• No. and name. Aron.

ACS.

122 Vart^iTia-halli 2,032
64 Tho^rara-palli ... 900
123 rattakkal 8.57
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Paragraph 3.—Delete the third sentence. Communioa*
tions.

Paragraph 4.—Add :
—The extraction of gingelly oil is the Industriea.

largest industry in Kaveripatnam ;
it is largely exported to

Madras, Salem^ Trichinopoly and other places.

Page 165, paragraph 1.—Add :
—Mangoes and grapes are Trade,

exported to the Central Provinces and Bombay, and charcoal from

Maharaja-gadai to Madras and Salem. Rice is imported from
Fillore and Burma rice from Madras.

I age 166, paragraph 2.—Add :
—The village is now connected Jagadevi-

with Bargur railway station by a road. paiaiyam.

Page 171.—Add after paragraph 4 the following new para-
graph :

—
The village had a population of 3,570 in 1921 as against Kavsri-

10,000 in 1911, the reason for this decrease being that the village pat^am.

was evacuated owing to plascuo during the 1921 census. The
population in 1931 was 6,979. There are nearly 150 country
mills woi'ked by bullocks for the extraction of gingelly oil, and
about 500 two-gallon tins of it are exported daily. The Vaniyars
are Rettai Chekkars, wear the sacred thread and are strict vege-
tarians, owning allegiance to the Siva mutt at Mullindram in

North Arcot. Weaving as a house industry has not been a

success in this village, a)id there are only 50 looms now while
there were over 200 before, weavers having turned traders or

agriculturists. Even the few who actually weave refuse to

adopt improved methods of work. The present village lies

outside the site of the old fort, only the Kottai (or fort) Venkata.-

ramanaswaml temple being within it. Traces of the fort wall

are still visible, but are thickly overgrown with prickly pear.
Old pottery, stone vessels and brick work are still unearthed
while digging within the limits of the old fort, which lies to the

east of the Dharmapuri road.

There are a police station, a higher grade elementary school,
a local fund dispensary and a post and telegraph office in the

village, which is a major union. A large plot of land to the

west of the Dharmapuri road has been acquired by the taluk

board and plotted and demarcated for village extension.

Page 172.—Add to paragraph 4 :
—

Population in 1931 was 12,850. The building in which the Krishnagiri
District Munsif's Court is located is believed to have been the

residence of one of the officers of the garrison, and a stone

revetted tank within a furlong from it goes by the name of

Graham Sahib's tank.

Add the following new paragraphs after paragraph 5 ;
—

The old pefca is much cramped and the streets and lanes

very narrow, and there is a great scarcity of water in the town.

Salem—h
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There are only a few wells (several feet deep) at which crowds of

women can be seen movnincr and eveninf^ tryiup^ to fill their pots,

drawing oat a few ounces of water each time with their small brass

chembus. When the tanks around the town receive their supply
after the rains the difficulty is less.

The Government hospital and the District Board high school

are situated between the old and the new peta, and the railway
station is almost opposite. The taluk office which was located

in the new pota until a few years ago has now been removed to

a building constructed on the standard plan near the district

munsiPs court, and accommodates the sub-jail and the sub-

raagistrate's ofiice. The chief industry is the manufacture of

gingelly oil in crude wooden oil-presses worked by bullocks, of

which about a hundred exist in the old peta, the oil being
mostly exported.

The district raunsif has jurisdiction over the Hosur taluk

also, and holds his court periodically at the latter place. The
hamlet to the south of the dnrgara is inhabited by descendants
of the sepoys who followed the Maharatta invaders of the 17th

century and of their camp followers; there are also a few
Maharatta families in the old peta itself.

Page 173.—Add to paragraph 1:—
The new town, Daulatabad, has broad streets and is well-

planned. The founder Lakshman Rao is said to have built the
Vishnu and Ilanuman temples at the east and west end of the

agraharam where he built his own house, which is now in rnins
and choked with prickly pear. These and the half-filled wells on
its site harbour vipers, and their half-ruined walls in the midst
of inhaliitod quarters give cover to tliieves at night and serve
as latrines by day. Lakshman Rao's descendants dare not
build on them or sell the sites, as there is a belief among them
that their illustrious ancestor had buried treasure under it and
that to part with it would be disastrous to the family. A
portion of the old taluk office building is occupied by the village
chavadi, and the sub-registrar's office is built on a part of the

site, though the rest of the old building is in ruins. A deep
tank, well revetted with stone, near the Hanuman temple, and
called the Rayar tank after Lakshman Rao who built it, once

supplied water to this part of the town, but it has become
neglected now. The town is a centre for motor traffic.

Page 178, paragraph 1,—Add:—The medal is still in tlie

possession of Khan Bahadur Habib-ul-lah Sahib, the grandson of
the donee, who is now (1929) a venerable old man.

Mattor. Page 181, paragraph 4.—Add : —There are a police station,

post office, a rural dispensary and local fund school here,
Since the construction of the bridge across the Pennaiyar at

Kaveripatuam the Madras-Calicut trunk road does not pass
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throagh this village. Ground nut anddhal are the chief article^

of trade, and there is extensive manufacture of palmyra
jaggery by the Shauars of the neighbourhood.

Tacje 181, lasf paragrapJi, to page 188, first paragraph.
—The

notes on Rayakota should go above those of Sulagiri at

page 157 under Hosur taluk.

DHATiMAPURI TALUK.

Page \9?., paragraph 4.—-Suhstitute :
—As in Krishnagiri, the Mittas.

mittasare numerous but small. They numbered 13 in 1^83 and
had split up into 25 by 1912. In 1925 the number rose to 38, and
in 1929 there was further splitting up and there were 42 mittas.

For the list of them and their peishkash in 1926 see page 40
above. The subsequent changes are mentioned below :

— Bela-

garalialli, peishkash Rs. 688, was split up into Belagarahalli
(Rs. 572) and Chennanahtilli (Rs. 116); Ilanumanthapuram
(Es. 563) into Hanumanihapuram (Rs. 452) and Hatlwlahalli

(Rs. Ill)) Kaunanur (Rs. 2o9) into Kannanur (Rs. 211) and
Kottai Adimuttu (Rs. 28); and Machinayakanahalli (Rs. 522) into

Machinayakanahalli (Rs. 329) and Kodangihalli (Rs. 193).

Page 193, paragraph 2.—Suhstitute:—The area under Forests,

reserved forest is 452,901 acres, of which an extent of 2,118
acres has been placed under the control of forest panchayats.

Page 194, paragraph 2.—Add :
—Motor buses ply on all the Conamnni-

roads and connect Dharmapuri with all the important places in cations,

the district. The road from Pennagaram to Perambalai is not
in a good condition and its opening has not stimulated the
**

fading prosperity
"

of Pennagaram or brought about any
great economic revolution in the villages enroute, as was fore-

told.

Page \95, penultimate paragraph.
—Add :

—The Adamankottai
tank has not had a good supply for about ten years prior to

1929, and the lands under it are therefore no longer valuable.

The Brahman agraharam has been very much reduced by emi-

gration, and the whole village is shabby and dilapidated. There
is a police station, which, with the village school, is accommo-
dated in an old Orr^s choultry.

Pa^'e 196, paragraph 2.—Add:—The Madras -Calicut road
runs through the site of the old fort separating the principal
Siva and Vishnu temples on the east from the present village
on the west oi the road. That there were Jains among the old

inhabitants is evident from the existence of Jain sculptures in

the village, one of which stands facing the road to the west of

the Bhairava temple.

Adaman-
kottai,
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Paragraph S.'—Add :
—The Kaliaraman jatra is said to attract

several thousand visitors, its chief trade being in cattle. Some
old paintings representing scenes from the Puranas are found
on ihe ceiling in the Mahamantapam of the Someswara temple.
The Soleswara temple appears deserted and is the haunt of

numberless bats.

KOviiar. Page 197, paragraph 5.—Add : —The uew church at Kdvilur

has not yet been completed (1929). The priest in charge explains
that the chief difficulty in its completion is the want of suitable

water for making mortar. Water, he explains, has been the bane
of the village, and repeated attempts to get it have been futile.

For want of water and work about 2,000 of his flock had

migrated to Penang in 1928, and for the same reason an equal
number were expected to leave the village for Penang in

1929-30. Guinea-worm has been another misfortune from which
the village suffers.

There is on the outskirts of the village the grave of a Euro-

pean lady, called by the villagers Suzanna, the wife of an army
officer, who died in this village while her husband was engaged
in certain military manoeuvres in this part of the country during
the Mysore Wars. It appears that he gave the headman of the

Vaduga Vannan community (who are Christians) a large sum of

money for maintaining the tomb, and every year on a particular

day the Vannans have a feast over the tomb. The full name of

this lady is, however, not clear, nor was the priest able to get it

from the oldest among his flock.

Dharmapuri. Paragraph 6.—Add :
—All these places are now served by

buses, and can be reached in a few hours from Dharmapuri.
Its population at the census of 1931 was 14^815.

Page 198, paragraph 2.—Add :
—The taluk office is at the end

of the main bazaar street; in the same compound are the

revenue divisional office, the district munsif's court, the sub-

magistrate's office and the sub-jail. The post office is now located

in a new building opposite to the travellers' bungalow, which is

at the point where the road to Pennagaram takes off from the

Madras-Calicut trunk road. 'J'ho high school, the hospital and
the forest range oflice adjoin this bungalow, and are close to the

Mnnro monumental pillar erected by Government on the trunk

road where it enters the town and meets the Morappflr road. The

pillar stands a few yards from a stone-revetted well, about a

hundred feet square, now known as Miran Sahib's well, but

believed by the inhabitants to be the Munro's well referred to by
that great general in hia letter to his sister (Gleig's Life of

Munro, Vol. I, p. 227).

Page 199, paragraph I.—Add :
—The banker whose name is

mentioned above is dead, and his soil carries on the business,
which is not, however, so large or so widespread as his father's.
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There is a local nidhi and more than one co-operative bank in

the village.

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—The compound all round the temple has

been floored with long and thick stone slabs, which have covered

up or injured the inscription in the lower portion of the plinth
of the temple. It was inappropriate to have a stone flooring even

otherwise, as devotees cannot make their rounds of the temple
when the sun is high, as the floor gets heated very soon.

Page 201.—Add the following new paragraph after

paragraph 2 :

—
This Miran Sahib's tank is near the site of his house,

and traces of a fruit garden on its banks are still visible;
but the objection to accept this well as Munro's is that it and
the garden are not sheltered on one side by ''a lofty range
of mountains '', though the aged grove of mangoes referred to

must have disappeared a few years after that letter was written.

The nearest range of mountains (the Mukkanfir range) is at

least eight miles away, but, as a garden was admittedly made by
Munro near Dharmapuri, his description that it was sheltered

by a lofty range of mountains cannot be understood as meaning
that the range was quite close. The well lOU feet square, with
stone steps, traces of the garden and the site of his residence are

all close together, and the well, notwithstanding the evolution

of its name from Munro Sahib to Miran Sahib's well, might
easily, have been identified as the old Baramahal Collector's

well and preserved. It is the source of water-supply to this

part of the town. To transport Munro's garden to the Toppur
pass, 13 miles away on the road to Salem, where there is a small

well said to have been built by him, apparently for use of

way-farers, is also impossible, as it will then not be " near
"

Dharmapuri.

Paragraph 2.—Add :
—The old trees on the bank of Narasay-

yar's tank have now disappeared, only a few stumps and a

large number of nagakals around them being left. The tank
itself rarely receives a good supply of water and is dry except
for a small muddy puddle at the bottom, and the stone revet-

ment has given way in many places Narasayyar's descendants
have left the village long ago, and, though his well is suspected
in some quarters to have been Munro's*, it is not one but several

hundred feet square and can hardly have "
los'o the name of the

good Collector and taken that of the bad sarishtadar ".

Page 205.—Adi the following new paragraph after the first

two lines :
—

The town has extended on the west and the large plot of The town,

land that adjoins the public offices on the east has been largely
built upon, and several decent-looking houses have sprung op.

• Vide Mr. J. J. Cotton's report, page 5, in G.O. No. 914, Public, dated 30th
November 1905.



Hogfinakal. Page 206, paragraph 1.— Add :
—

Pilgrims who wish to bathe

at the falls prefer the left arm of the river which splits up into

two channels. These How with less force and there is a flight of

steps leading to the bottom of one of them where railings

protect the bathers from being washed down by sneering and

foaming rapids. AVater hero rushes between two walls of

granite rock so narrow that local people call it Meka-datu or

Goat's leap. The real Goat's-leap is, however, 20 miles higher

up. (vide p. xlviii). When the river is low there are only two

falls, the Brahma-kundam, or the big fall, and the Gnana-
tirtham where there is the railing provided for the use of the

bathers. There is a legend that a local chief named Irupala
Navak had a swing below an overhanging rock on the right
bank and that in one of hia moods he allowed a Dombara
woman who exhibited her acrobatic feats from the left bank to

climb a tall bamboo and with one long swing to land on his

lap. This freakish conduct in the sight of the Brahma-knndam
80 shocked his master the Haja of Mysore when he heard of

it that he immediately ordered that the poligar's head should be

cut off and thrown into the river, which was done. Elephants
from the Alambadi forests on the opposite bank are known to

cross the river in summer and go up to Kerapakeri where there

is good bamboo forest. The island below the falls is the best

place from which to see them and the view is magnificent when
the river is in full Hood. The island can be reached by crossing
the left arm of the river in a coracle. The cloud of sjiray is so

heavy that the inquisitive visitor will soon be drenched, but he

will be amply repaid by the remarkable sight that awaits him,
of swirling floods rushing in foaming rapids and broken falls

into the deep straight canons nearly half a mile long.

Page 207, paragraph 1.—Add :
—There is no pi-oposal at pre-

sent to utilize the potential energy of the falls. When the Mettur

dam is completed the reservoir is expected to extend up to this

point.

Palakodu. Page 209, paragraph 1.—Add;—The village had a population
of 7,'j89 in 1931. It is called Palakodu because it is at the en-

trance of the importiint pass leading to the Biilaghat.

Pennagarani. Page 210, paragraph 1,—Add :
—The village showed much

increase in population (4,088) in 1931. It is the headquarters
of a dej.uty tahsildar, a sub-registrar and of a police circle.

The Lingayats mostly emigrated into the Mysore State even

befor(^ the great famine of 1876—78, and thero are only a few

families left now. There is regular bus service between this

village and Dh;irmapnri, and pilgrims bound ftir Hogenakal halt

in this village en route.

Toppor. Pag'' 2H, pnragrnph 3.—Add :
—The defects in this identifica-

tion are that the tank is not a hundred feet square on the

surface and that it is not near enough to Dharmapuri for Munro
to have visited it and spent an hour daily in it when staying at

Dharmapuri.
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UTTANKARAI TALUK.

Page 214, paragra'ph 5.—Substitute for the second sentence Boamiaries.

the following :
—

Dharmapuri taluk lies to the west, Oinalur to the south-

west, Salem and Attur to the south, Krishnagiri and Tiruppattur
taluk of North Arcot to the north, and Tiruvannamalai taluk of

North Arcot to the east.

Page 218, paragraph 1, second sentence.—Substitute:—The Commimi-

stations are seven in number, viz,, Sanialpatti, Dasampatti,
^'^tio'^^'

Doddampatti, Morappiir, Thongliir, Buddireddipatti and
Bommidi. The taluk has the smallest road mileai»e in the

district and some of the roads are provided with avenues. In
the road between Uttankarai and Singarapet the trees towards
the latter village are very handsome, towering up and curving
over to meet in the centre in a way that suggests the arches of

an old-world abbey.

Page 219, paragraph 2.—Add :
—The station was the scene of Bommidi.

a disastrous railway collision on the night of the 13th December
1920. A goods train was being shunted on the main line of the

station yard when the Madras-Mettupalaiyara mail travelling at

a high speed entered the station yard in defiance of signals and
collided with the goods train, causing serious loss of life and

property. According to official reports 40 parsons were killed

while many more were injured. The driver of the mail train

was prosecuted and convicted for his rash and negligent act.

The shandy here is. the biofgest in the taluk and is the chief

centre of trade for the forest produce from the Shevarojs.

Page 220j paragraph 2.—Add :
—The village is uninhabited Hanuma-

and derives its name from a spring in the bed of the Pennaiyar
tirtham.

closeby. This spring is enclosed by a structure of brick and
chunam about 5 feet high, and the water bubbles out over the

top of the structure, from which it may be inferred that the spring
is derived from an elevated rock strata and is independent of

the river supply. The water in it is, however, highly coloured,
has a distinctly copper taste, and is believed to be very
malarial.

Page 221, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The taluk headquarters has narur.

finally been fixed in this village, and a taluk office of the usual

type design has beeu built, which contains accommodation
for the sub-magistrate, sub-jail, sub-registrar and police station.

The old shandy site has been granted for town extension.

Paragraph 4.—Add :
—The mittadar's bungalow is in a fair Irumattur.

state of preservation and in the occupation of one of the des-

cendants of Balaji Rao who owns the mitta. The Orr's choultry
is also kept in a good condition but is no longer a place of im-

portance, the trunk road from Madras to Calicut having been
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Katnbaja-
nallQr.

MorappQr.

Ti-nkarai-

kottai.

Tlrta-malai.

diverted, on the construction o£ the hridge at Kaveripatnam, via

Dharmapuri and the Toppiir pass.

Page 222, 'paragraph 5.—Add :
—The old mittadar's residence,

a three-storeyed building, has been deserted by its owner, a

grandson of Balaji Rao who built it, and is now a danger to

the neighbourhood. The garden with its summer house has also

suffered through neglect and is overgrown with tamarind trees

and the ubiquitous prickly pear. The well is now in ruins.

Another grandson of Balaji Rao who owns the Ichambadi mitta
resides in Kambayanallur, while the third branch is represented
by the mittadar of Irumattur. The mittadars have been hard hit

by successive years of drought, the drying up of the river, and
the miserable condition of the crops, and have run into debt
like many other mittadars of the district. There is a police station

in the village.

Page 223, 2')aragra'pli 1.—Add :
—Traces of Captain Irton's

bungalow can still be seen on the bank of the river opposite to

the present village. His excursions in a basket boat were made
on this river which until a few years ago was perennial and had
extensive cocoanut topes on both banks. The military camping
ground (Ranuva-kollai) was on the same bank as the village and,
like the site of the old fort, overgrown with prickly pear. Do-
sinatheswara temple is the only building standing in the fort, and.

contains inscriptions of the Chola, Hoysala and Vijayanagar
periods, 12th to 15th century A.D.

Page 220, paragraph 2.—Add:—The railway station bears

an evil name for malaria, and the village closeby therefore

shows no indication of any possible extension. The place is

connected with Harur by bus, and with Dharmapuri and Hosur

by the feeder railway.

Page. 228, paragraph 1,—Add :
—The village is a melancholy

example of departed glories ;
its prestige is gone and a more

poverty-striken place it is impossible to find. The "
Queen's

bath" and fragments of the fort wall are still standing and
the fire-walking ceremony at the annual festival in the

Draupadi Amman temple still attracts crowds of devotees.

It is perhaps only natural that a place with so sad a history

(paragraph 2) should become desolate.

Pane 230, paragraph 1.—Add after the second sentence:—
Chila Naick's fort is accessible, but, owing to its precipitous
crags, the ascent is attended with considerable danger ;

and even
to those who with " naked feet and clinging hands try to scale

its summit the very zephyrs tbemdolves threaten to hurl the
adventurers into the yawning gulf below '\*

* LeFanu's Salem District Manual, Vol. II, p. 273,
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Paragraph 2.—Add :
— For an accouuf of the lej^enda

connected with each tirtham, ple.ise see LeFanu's Salem District

Manual, Vol. II, pp. 272 and 273.

Page 231, 'paragraph 3.—Add:—The taluk headquarters has Uttankarai.

been permanently transferred to Hariir. The village, however,
contains the oifices of the deputy tahsildar and a sub-ref^^istrar,

a local fund dispensary and a police station. The excellent

camping- tope> have been ruined by a continuous drought for

two decades. The travellers' bungalow is one of Orr's numerous

public buildings.

III.—TALAGHAT—SALEM TALUK.

Part II, page 281, paragraph 4.—In the third line suhstitute Salem taluk.

"Rasipuram
"
for

'' Namakkal " and delete the words "
of the

Triohinopoly district."

Suhstitute the following/or the second sentence ;
—Its greatest

length from north to south is 36 miles and from east to west,
29 miles.

Page 232, paragraph 1, line 1.—Suhstitute the following :
—

" for instance, the valley in which Salem lies
;
in ".

Line 2.— For the word '*

Rasipuram
"

suhstitute "
Mallur.^'

Line 14.—After the word " Kedda-malai " add " of Easi-

puram taluk ".

Lines 15 to 19 (the penultimate sentence of the paragraph).—
Delete.

Page 233, paragraph 2.—Eemove from the tabular statement Forest,

under Salem East Range the following forests :
—

Manjavadi,
Pudu-patti Boda-malai and MallSr, and from that under Salem

WestKange Nagara-malai.

Page 234, paragraph 1.—Suhstitute .-—There are five railway Coramunica-

stations in the taluk, Salem Junction (formerly called Silra- tions.

mangalam), Ariyanur and Vembadithalam on the main line,,and
Salem Market and Salem Town on the branch line. The first

(Salem Junction), 207 miles from Madras, and Salem JJarket are

of course the busiest stations in the district, the rest, except
Salem Town, being insignificant.

Paragraph 2, second sentence.—Suhstitute :
—The Salem-

Omalur and Salem-liruchengodu roads are next in importance.

Fourth and fifth sentences.— Delete.

Paragraph 3, lines b to S {sentences 4 and b).~ Delete, as they indnstries.

relate to Rasipuram taluk.

Salem—i
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Ai^rahara
Natta-

mangalara.

Trade. Para-jraph 4.— SiiJ>stitute :
—The cliiof mavkots are held on

Sundays at Attayainpatti and Sinoripuram, on Mondays at. Beliii",

on Tuesdays at Shevapet, on Wednesdays at Tiruuiila^iri and

Kdttuveppilaipatti, and on Thursdays at Ayo Ihya-patnam.^
Shevapct brintjrs in on an average about R,s. yjTJ'? a year
to the Saleni Municipality. Of equalimportance are the shandies
at Pananmratliupatti (Mondfiy), Mallur and Elampillai (Thurs-

day) and UttainasOlapurain (Saturday). On the Shevaroys there

are markets on Sundays at Yercaud and Nagalur.

Paragraph 5.— Delete the last sentence.

Page 235
, paragraph I.—Add the following new paragraph

after it :
—

Agrahara Nattamangaiam, 9 miles to the east of

Salem town, derives its name from a certain Nattar who was the

first to settle in it. The village was ori^'inally a " sarva manyam
''*

granted to Brahmins. Tippu Sultan converted ib into a Jodi

agraharaui inam. Part of it was enfranchised and was called

Sarkar Nattamaiigalam. The present inamdar purchased the

estate in a revenue sale as the grantees (Brahmans) failed to pay
the quit-rent. The bulk of the population is Roman Catholic

and their occupation agriculture. There are a church, a convent
with an orphanas:e, and an elementary school

;
the nuns belong

to the Order of the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

Paragraph 2, line 6.—For the word "
firka

"
substitute

"taluk.''

Add at the end of paragraph :
—There is a brisk trade at

the market in goats and un tanned skins.

Paragraph '6.
— Add:—Tirumala Nayaka of Madura had no

sons, so that the figures in the Maharaiintapain represent

perhaps some local polii^ar or chieftain wlio built the temple.
There are al.so two other carvings which cannot be identified.

The population of the village in 1931 was 2,325.

The account of Belur at page 297, Attilr taluk, must come
after this paragraph, as the village is now included in this

taluk.
*

^<^^« 23i">,—Retain the fir.st paragraph and carry the rest to

the Rasipuram taluk, as Namagiripet and Kasipuram are not

now in the Salem taluk.

Salem City. Page 237, paragraph 1.—Add '—But the following note on the

river at Salem and its banks in the District Manual is no

longer a correct picture:
—"The banks partly alij^^ned and

clothed in emerald turf . . . form a most agneable
promenade, enlivened by groups of the townsfolk performing
their ablutions and exchauLring gossip ;

the bright coloured

cloths and graceful figures of the fairer bathers unite with the

glancini,' water to form a most cliarming pictuie." Fresh water
flows in the river only for a few days in a year, immediately

Attftyam-
patti.

A/Odliya-
patnam.

Belar.
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after rain, and for the rest of the time the stream in and near

the town carries merely sewage water, and only recently are

attempts being; made to direct this most uuwhoiesoine stream

into masonry channels. ^

Page 23d, paragraph 1.— Add:—Tiie old nmiiicipal hospital is Public

now used as the residence of the district surgeon. The District buUdinijs.

Board president and enu^ineer have separate office buildings of

their own, so that the former does not hold bis meetings nor
the latter his office in the towa hall as they used to do before.

'I'he Government hospital to the west of Christ Church, and tiie

maternity hospital opposite the Collector's office are other new

public buildings worthy of notice. The town is connected by
bus with all the taluk headquarters and other important centres

of trade.

Page 240, paragraph 2.—For the second and third sentences London

substitute the following :
—In the north-west (jf the compound Mission,

stood the old church begun in 1831 and completed in the

following year by Mr. Crisp. When the new church was built it

was used as a girls' school, but was finally abandoned in 1924
as it was pronounced to be in a dangerous condition.

Paragraph 2, tliird line from bottom.—After the words
" Mrs. Dignum/* add :

—" and Mr. Lechler lies buried in a tomb
near the site of the old church."

For the last clause substitute :
—Since then it has had several

additions made to it, and a row of new class rooms has been
built. In 1923 the T. M.O.A.. building standing near the

entrance gate was allotted for the residence ol the Principal
and a new primary school building was erested on the Shevapet
side of the church. The bungalows for the missionaries are

on the Yercaud road.

Page 240, last paragraph.
—Substitutefor the second sentence Shevapet.

the following:
— Shevapet or Salem market railway station on

the branch line lies only a short distance from this busy
thoroughfare, though a fine road also connects with Sura-

mangalam, the railway station.

Page 243, paragraph 2.—Add :~The Salem Town railway Mettu street,

station is near Mettu street, and between the railway line and
the river have sprung up several streets with new and well-built

houses. Being near the public offices and the railway station,
this quarter of the town is popular among officers, clerks and

lawyers.

Page 246, paragraphX.
—Add :

—The triangle formed by the North Salem.

Salem-Yercaud, Salem-Omalur and the cross-cut road from the
former to Suramangalaiu railway station has been an excellent

site for town extensions, and the ijrst group of garden houses
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that has 8])rnncr up in it is called Sivaswaraipurara in honour
of an Indian member of the Madras (xoverniuent.

Population. Page 24:7 , jtarnqraph I.—Adil : —The census figure for 1921
was attain spoiled by plague, and the total returned, 52, '24-4, wa3
11-V per cent less than the population (59, IS^') returned in 1911
anotlier year of plaj^ue. The town has been happily free of

plague for a considerable time now and returned a population of

102,179 in 1931. -

Page 253, paragraph 2.—Add as a separate paragraph :
—

There was a recurrence of the Hindu- Muslim trouble ia the

town in 1928. The Hindus asserted their right to play music
in their processions along Kurumbar street, but the Muham-
madaQS objected t,o the playing of music while they parsed the

Muharnadpura raosque in that street. Feelings ran hisfh and a

serious breach was feared. There was a conference of leaders

of both commujiities which was also attended by the authorities

and a compromise was effected, the Hindus agreeing to stop
music in their proceasinns on particular days and at certain

hours.

Yelampillai. Yelampillai, a village It miles to the sooth of Salem
town and connected with it hv a metalled road, is two miles

from Verabaditlialam railway station.

The origin of the name (which means young person) is

explained as follows in the Stalapuranam of the Karapura-
nathar temple at Uttamasolapuram. A guru and an aged

disciple of his were camping on the Kanja-malai hills. One

day while the former was away and the disciple was cooking his

food he made use of a stick for stirring the boiling rice and

the medicinal virtue of the twig was such that it turned the

old man who partook of the food young. This village where

the miracle occurred was accordingly renamed Yelampillai.

The inhabitants are chiefly Kanarese-spe iking Devfingas
and their chief occupaMon is weaving. The village is growing in

population ami commercial importance. Cotton cloths and
imitation-silk sarees are manufactured here and are exported to

distant places. There are a few old temples to Vishnu and

Vinayaga, and one to Choudenwari, the patron deity of the

weavers. There are two taluk board schools, one for boys and
one for girls, and a post office.

OMALUR TALUK.

OmalQr. Part IT, paae 256, paragraph 5.—For the second sentence

euhstituic:—On the north is the Dharmapuri tiduk from which

it is sej arated by the Toppur river, and on the west the new
Mettur taluk.

In the last sentence, /or the figure
" 2^" read " 22 ".



Paqe 258, paragraph 1.—A^ld :
—There ia a proposal to divert Communi-

tlie Madras-Calicut trunk road via Mettur. The railway
cations,

connecting Salem and Mettur passes throu<,'h this taluk for a

great part of its length and Omaliir and Mecheri iload are two
of the railway stations. A flag station is pn^posed to be

opened half-way between these two at Tholasampatti.

Paragraph 8.—Add:—Jalakantapuram and Vanavasi are Tndastries.

equally good centres of weaving.

Paragraph 4.—Aid :
—There is now a great demand for these

potstone vessels iu Malabar, but it is becoming increasinj^ly
difficult to get steatite of the right quality now, as some of the

quarries are becoming depleted.

Fa>ie 259, paragraph 3.—Add:—There is now no trace of Amaraknndi.

the ancient palace of the Gafcti Mudaliyars.

Enadi, population 5,1 10 in 193"l, consists of several hamlets, Enadi.

the principal village now consisting of on]y an Adi-Dravida
cheri. The stones for the large and well-sculptured monolithic

pillars of red granite that lie strewn about in front of the Tura-

mangalam temple were brought from the hills near this village.
There are also a few quarries of good steatite from which pot-
stone vessels and tojs are made ani exported to the neighbour-

ing districts. There is a Vishnu temple called Chinna Tirupati
with a beautiful tank in front- The village is reached from the

Omalur-Dharmapuri road by a pathway which is much neglected.

Page 260, paragraph l.— Add .-

—There is great scarcity of Jalakanta.

water m this village and the level of tlie water is at least 35 feet P'^'"*™-

in the village wells. The villasfe itself contains no temple of

Jalakanteswara, as its name would imply.

Page 261, pnraoraph 2.— Add:—Guinea-worm is still pre- Mecheri.

valent and will continue to be so until all the step-wells are

converted into draw-wells.

ParagrophS.—Add :—The road from Mettur to Salem passes Nangavalli.

through Nangavalli and, after the Salem-Mettur railway, is not

used for heavy traffic. Buses ply between it and Salem.

Page 262, paragraph ?>.—Add :
—The village though the head- Omaltir.

quarters of a taluk sliows no signs of expansion. It is a railway
station on the Salem-Mettur line. The village seems to have
been a favourite of Mnnro who was fond of camping here, and
was called by him Wamlere. It stands on the high road from
Salem to Bangalore. An account of the high school appears at

page xxxvii.

Page 2^^^, paragraph 5.—Add:—The old cutcherry is no longer Taramanga-
used as a chatram, but accommf)dates a boyw' and a girls' school. ^^™*

The fine sculptured pillars for the thousand-pillared mantapam



propos:d to be built by the last of the Gatfci Miidaliyars lie

buried under this chatrain and also strewn about the village
and in front of the KailfisanaHha temple ;

some tiiat lie half-

buried display workmanship of a hig-h order.

Paragraph 7.—Add : —The weavers' bank was closed soon

after it was started as a result of defalcations by the bank
officials.

Page 2ob, paragraph 3.—Add .-

— In the pillars supporting the

Mahamantapam are sculptured figures of a few of the Gatti

Mudaliyars who helped in the building of the temple, and of their

wives, and on two of the pillars at tbe entrance are carved the

figures of Rama with a bow and arrow and of Valiand Sugreeva
fighting. The peculiarity of these two sets of sculptures is that

from the former you can see the latter but not vice versa, an

arrangement which supports the story in the great epic that

Rama aimed his arrow at V'ali from a phice of concealment.

There is a statue of a lady on the wall close by, in which the

sculptor has displayed very gieat skill : it is said to represent
the sister of one of the Gatti Mudaliyars who was a great
devotee of the temple.

Page 2Q&, paragraph 4.—Add:—In the smaller tank Brah-

mans were allowed to bathe and offer their morning prayers.

Apparently they claimed it as theirs as having been given to them

exclusively in 1290 A.D. by the Mudalis of Taramangalam, one

of whom was Illamandai, the builder of the local lliamSswara

temple. But owing to the difficulty of getting unpolluted water

for drinking by the villagers this custom had to be stopped and the

tank reserved for supply of drinking water, a special watchman

being put over it by the union. The agraharam has, besides,

only four houses left, the owners of the rest having migrated to

Salem and fShavani in search of employment. The Mutlali chief

ol the place would seem to have also bestowed large extents of

land on them as the inscriptions in the two Siva temples would

show, but subsequent political changes deprived them of

these inams or rendered the lands loss valuable, and they were

obliged to seek their fortunes elsewhere. It was a gre.it seat

of ancient learning, and one of its sages bore tho namo of

Vidyasamudra (ocean of knowledge)*.

Footnote to this page.
—A<ld :

— The anient across the Sara-

bhanganadi at Dasa Vilakku is believed to have been built by

a sister of one of the Gntti Mudaliyars, but there are no traces

of the old fort that is said to have existed here.

7aaava8i. Page 270.—Add after paragraph 1 : -Vanavasi, population

5,014 in 1931, is inhabited chiefly by Devangas whose principal

occupation is weaving of artificial silk and cotton. There are

• G.E. 30 of 1900,
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two tanks under which there is some wet oultivaticn. The
villa'^e is said to huve been the abode of the Pandavas during

their exile, hence called Vanavasi, bat another derivation or the

name i3 that it is the birtliplace of Vanavasi immortalized in

the classical Tamil poem of Sivaprakaaaswamigal, called

Prabhiilinga Leelai.

METTUR TALUK.

An account of this lalulc may well be prefaced with a history jigtj.

of the great irrigation scheme to which it has ^riven its name, Talak

that is the Kaveri-Mettdr Project. The Kaveri. rising near

Llercara in Coorg, drains a considerable area of the western

ghats where there is heavy rainfall in the south-west monsoon.
This monsoon provides the greater part of the water carried by
the river and occjisions the highest floods. The river flows

generally in a south-eastrrly direction and after a course of

several hundred miles eventually t.ills into the Bay of Bengal
through a series of insignificant mouths. 'Vh.Q area drrdned by
the river in its course up to the head of the delta is over 26,00'J

square miles, an area approximately equal to that of Ireland ex-

cluding Ulster. The main river is joined below the Kannambadi
Dam in Mysore State by several important tributaries like the

Kabbani, Sliimsha, Arkavsti, Bhavani, Noyd and Araaravati.
These tributaries, except the Bhavani which benefits from both

monsoons, are mainly fed liy the north-east monsoon and hence

help to maintain the water level in the main river when the

flow tends to diminish owing to the dying away of the south-

west monsoon.

The head of the Kaveri delta is ten miles west of Trichinopoly.
Here the river bifurcates into two large branches. The northern
branch is known as the Coleroon while the scjuthern bi-anch

retains the name Kaveri. The southern branch is utilized as

the main channel for the supply of irrigation water to the delta.

It divides and subdivides into innumerable branches which form
a network of distributaries all over the delta. The branch that

still retains the name Kaveri enters the sea reduced to an insisrni-

ficant stream about eight miles north of Tranquebar.

Irrigation in the Kaveri delta has been practised from very
ancient times. Many Indian works still exist which prove that

some of the old enlightened rulers recognized the benefits which
flow from irrigation and they must have devoted considerable
skill and care to its development. Want of proper control over
distribution and floods, however, made the old irrigation systems
defective from the first

;
other causes also helped to undo the

good work that had been done. During the century before the
advent of British rule the irrigation works had been entirely

neglected, and when the East India Company took over the

Tanjore district in 1801 irrigation in the delta was rapidly

deteriorating. Channels were silting up and lands were left

ur



uncultivated for want of water. Great efforts were made by
district officers to remedy this stale of affairs, but it was not until

1836 when Sir Arthur C^otton built the Upper Anient upstream,
at the point where the Coleroon and Kaveri bifurcate, that

difficulties of water-supply were overcome. So effective did this

prove that a grade wall—the Kaveii dam—had to bo built across

the river to curtail the supply and to prevent damage by erosion.

Further iinproveiiienta have been contiuuonsly carried out since,
the most important of which was the construction of the regu-
lator at the Grand Anicut in 1887 to 1889.

Good results rapidly followed. Land rose in value, assess-

ment on the lands was raised and the general condition of the

country and the people improved bevoud measure. It was still

realized, however, that the supply to the delta was capable of yet

greater improvement and that further improvement depended
on storage. A dam across the Kaveri at a saital)le site in which
to store up the excess waters running to waste during the

monsoon and pass them down later when required for irrigation
was the obvious solution. This dim is now being built at

Mgttur. The decision to build the dam was not reached without

long consideration. A heated argument about the relative

merits of a dam across the Kaveri and the Bhavani which was
started nearly 60 years ago was only settled in 1910 when
Government accepted Col. I^llis' proposal to build the dam at

Mettur. The project was held up by the Great War and by

long drawn-out discussions and arbitration with Mysore till 1925,
and it was only in that yearihat a start was made. The first

blast was made in the presence of His Excellency Lord Goschen
in Julv 1925 and the scheme so ably drawn up by Cul. Ellis was
with slight modilications actually initiated.

Details of The project under execution provides for (1) the construction
project. qI a, dam across the Kaveri at this viHage to form a reservoir of

effective capacity of 93,50 J million cubic feet, the area of the

lake to be formed being 59*25 square miles, (2) the construction

of a canal and distribution system taking off from the right of

the Kaveri just above the Grand Anicut to supply Kaveri water

to a new area of 301,000 acres, of which 81,000 acres can grow
two crops, (3) improving liy means of the reservoir the water

distribution and supply to the existing wet are^i in the delta

(roughly a million acres) and for increasing in this area the

extent of double crop lands by 70,G0U acres, (4) providing

continuously not less than 10,0U0 horse-power by turbines

supplied with water from the Mettur lake, and (5) regulating

liigh flood discharges like that in 192]; in such a way as to

materiftUy reduce the damage to the couutiy sonth of the

reservoir. Salem, Goimbatoro and Trichinopoly districts have

been urging their claims for a share of the water from this

re.'-ervoir in order to extend wet cultivation either through the

existing channels or by digging new ones. A scheme named
after Mr. Moss who prepared the estimates for irrigating 27,000
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acres in the Salem district from a reservoir at Nerinjipet, a few
miles below Mettiir, by means of a channel taking off from i6

on the east, had been considered some years before and finally

g-iven up in 1926 in view of the present scheme. The decision
has been challeng-ed and au agitation has been cairied on

against confining the benefits of the sclieme to one district ;

Government directed that careful investigation should be made
whether extensions under the existing open head channels in

these three districts were not possible. As those orders did not

satisfy the Salem district mirasdars, a regular investigation has
been sanctioned for a channel to join up the Mettur reservoir
with the east side channel proposed in the abandoned Nerinjipet
scheme ;

a more promising line, if possible, from the reservoir

farther east from the river; an extension of irrigation under

present channels ; and, if none of the above schemes was promis-
ing, an anient and canal below Mettur above the junction of the
Kav6ri and the Bhavani.* The dam was not originally intended
to stand where it is now being built but a mile or so lower

down, but after the floods of 1924 the site had to be changed
as it was necessary to provide for a lai'ger surplus-weir. Owing
to the varying conditions of the soil at these points the construc-
tion was delayed and the estimates increased. In view of the

possible extension of irrigation in disti-icts other than Tanjore,
the tail portion of the canal system in that district has been
omitted for the present.

The estimate for the project including all charges is 737 lakhs Cost of

of rupees divided between canals (-509 lakhs) and head works Project.

(228 lakhs). The anticipated revenue will give a net return on
the capital invested of over 6 per cent. The actual dividend on
the cajDital invested takes no account of the benefits which must
flow from the development and improvement of irrigation in the

tract of country that the project will serve. Greater prosperity
of the people, better roads, better and more schools, increase of

revenue from post and telegraphs are bound to follow. One has

only to consider the difference in the material and social well-

being of the inhabitants of the Kistna, Godavari and Madura
districts before and after the completion of the projects that

serve those districts, to realize the benefits which are bound to

follow the completion of this great scheme.

Possibly the best way to convey a clear idea of the work Coinparison

involved is to compare the Mettur dam with other well-known ^'*^^ other

dams. A conception of the rate at which the work is being done
pj^^'jecta

can be gained from a comparison of the time taken to complete
these dams with the time in which it is hoped to finish the

Mettur dam.

•It was however decjided in G.O. No. P. 1214-1, dated 14th April 1930,
that no schemes for extending Mettur Project irrigation to Salem district is

practicable and that the proposal to divert part of the Mettur water to irrigate

any portion of that district must be finally abandon ed.

Salem—k
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Dam.
Cost in Rs.

(thou-

sands).

Maaonry
in tons

(thou-

sands).

Capacity
ill millions

of cubic

feet.

Period of

constrao-

tion in

years.

Assuan (Epvpt)
Poona (India)
Tansa (India) ••• ••.

Periyar (India) ...

New Croton (America) ...

Cross River (America)
Sernar (Africa) ...

Kannambadi (India)
Bhandardhara (India) ...

Mettar (India) under construe

tion

36,750

1,940
3,080

5,000
21,212
3.830

84,700

24,000

8,400

60,900

1,260

735
333

1,550
289
988

2,000
800

3,600

37,600

3,281
691

9,HO0
5,120

1,760
22,.'560

45,000

10,086

93,500

4,

5

9

14
3

7

16
16

8

In the case of Mettur the cost covers not only the dam but

all works including housing, water-worka, machinery, land

acquisition, pay, pension and leave, stationery and printing

charges. It is not known if these are included in the cost of the

other dams, but very probably not except in the case of Kannam-
badi, The cost of the New Croton dam does not include cost

of land engineering or other charges and those would have

appreciably swelled the figure. Though the Mettilr dam con-

tains nearly three tinies as much masonry as the famous

Assuan dam the period programmed for its construction is

relatively much shorter.

The concrete It will be seen from a study of the data furnished above
towers.

^Yiai the Mettur dam works involve a far larger output of

concrete than is usually the case. This has been made possible

by the use of machinery on a more extensive scale than has

hitherto been considered necessary or desirable in India. The

concreting towers called the Black tower and the Red tower*
are the main features. They stand 306 feet above ground
and comm&ind the full section of the dam. By their help the

concrete will be mixed, elevated to any required height and

tipped through a hopper into chutes through which it will fall

to its final position in the dam. The towers move along the

dam under their own power as each section is completed. The

output of the towr-rs and preliminary plant working together
is over 3,000 tons a day. It may be difficult to visualize this

quantity but a clearer concephon of what it implies may
perhaps be formed if the enquiring reader studies the subsi-

diary plant that has been erected which makes it possible. The
total amount of cement required is 210,000 tons. A contract

for its supply was entered into with the Shahabad Cement

Company, and, to avoid double haulage and to avoid the

expenses inseparable from road haulage, Mottur has been
connected witb the South Indian Railway main line at Salem.

* The Red and Rlack toWPiH are Rimilar in design and take their names
from their distinctive colour. They were painted different colours to avoid

oonfaaion in sorting out the parts for erection.
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This connexion, part of wliicli has been paid for from the Project
fund, was opened in April 1929.

The Ellis Saddle is a narrow depression in the hills to the
east of the dam line, and here is located the outlet for the

surplus water of the main reservoir. There will be across
tlie surplus escape a masonry bridge 1,274 feet long, in the
form of a concave curve of 80D feet radius consisting of 16 vents
and supported by 16 piers, every fourth pier being an abut-
ment pier. The work, estimated to cost 26 lakhs, was started in

August 1929 the foundation stone being laid by H.E. Sir
Norman Marjoribanks.

Before the work started Mettur was a small unhealthy
hamlet situated on the banks of the Kaveri, 37 miles north of the
nearest railway station (Erode). Communication between this

and Mettur was for the greater part of the way along a bad
numetalled village track practically impassable in the rains.

The first problem therefore which the engineers had to solve
was to convert the hamlet into a healthy town, of a size sufficient

to accommodate the population estimated necessary to build the
dam in the sclieduled time and to connect this town with the

railway by a first-class metalled road over which to transport the
thousands of tons of materials required to build first a complete
town and then the dam. A careful estimate of the labour

required was drawn up and accommodation to house it has been

provided. The township has been built on both sides of the
river and the two parts, which are now connected by a first-

class bridge across the Kavgri, are known as the Salem and
Mstttir camps.

It may not be out of place to state here that climatic condi-
tions and customs necessitate an expenditure on temporary
housing which is certainly greater than would be required for

a work of similar size in Europe or America. In the latter

provision would be made only for actual workers, but in Mettur
the families and dependants of the workers have to be provided
for. The result is that housing has had to be provided for

10,000 persons, of whom only 6,000 are actual workers. The

population in February 1931 was 18,000, the balance being
made up of floating labour which comes in from surrounding

villages, contractors, shopmen and others.

Government decided that the scale of accommodation for

labour should be high, and it may be said that Mettur is the most

up-to-date industrial centre in the Madras Presidency. An ample
supply of pure filtered and chlorinated water is always available

and an underground drainage system serves the greater part of

MSttur camp; flush latrines have been provided for coolies,

peons and menials. The quarters and camps are lighted with

electricity which is supplied by the Mysore (lovernment from
the Hydro-electric station at Sivasamudram. In fact everything
that caTi reasonably be expected has been done by Government
to provide accommodation and amenities superior to those

The surplus
sluice.

Mettar thca
and now.
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usually considered necessary. The result is that labour is con-
tented and, though not overpaid, is easily got and easily kept.

One of the sights of MSttur is the Sunday shandy or market.
A special area south of the camp has been walled in, and in the
enclosure so formed stalls have been built. Every Sunday
thousands flock to the shandy not only from Mettur but from
all the surrounding villao:es. Mettur shandy is now one of the

largest in the neighbourhood.

Admmintra- For administrative convenience and to expedite land acqaisi-**°""
tion proceedings, Mettur was at first made a revenue district of the
Madras Presidency. The district comprised those parts of Salem
and Coimbatore which will be submerged by the lake and a
small area downstream of the dam required for the camp, power-
houses, repair shops, stores, etc. Municipal affairs are attended
to by a eomnnttee consisting of two engineers, the health officer

and the taluk magistrate, one of whom acts as chairman. The
separate collectorate was abolished in July 1929, when the
district was made a taluk of the Salem district. TliB taluk was
reduced to a sub-taluk and placed under a deputy tahsiidar in
1932.

To look after the health of the camp a large health staff is

employed under a qualified health officer
;
and there is a Govern-

ment hospital with 32 beds. The medical officer has two
assistants of whom one looks after the dispensary in the Salem
camp. The water-works and drainage system, like the medical

institution, had to be designed for a far greater population
than those actually engaged in the works. The workshop and

power house are well built and equipped. Other machinery
include stone crushers, concrete mixers, air compressors and
two 25 K.W. Diesel engines coupled to generators in the power
Louse which ensure a progress of 1,000 tons of concrete per day
during the period between exposing sound rock foundations
and the completion of the concrete towers.

The Mattar The Mettur taluk measures about 25 miles north to south
and 15 east to west and is almost covered with mountains,
valleys and rivers and streams. It is made up of ten villages of

the Coiml;atore district and eleven of Salem as noted below ;—
Coirnhafore district villages

—
Kavetipuram, Alamaratu-

patti, Tinnapatti, Kolattur, Singiripatti, Mulakkadu, Samballi,
Navapatti, Kannamuchi and Palamalai.

Salem didrict vidages
—

Gondanahalli, Baddirahalli, Man-
charahalli, Inam Jarimangurichi, Nagamalai, Cholapadi
(Dharmapuri), Cholapfidi (Onialur), Gonur, Pottaneri—Nalla-

kavandanpatti, VirtikkalpCidur and Kolnayakkanpatti.
Portions of Kav6ripuram, Kolattur and Tinnapatti in the

former district and of Gendanahalli, Biddurahalli, Manchara-
palli, Ch6hip5di (Omalur), Goniir and Pottaneri-Nallakavanda-

patti in the latter district, and the entire villages of Mulakadu
and Samballi in Coimbatore and Cholappadi (Dharmapuri) in

talck.
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Salem -will be submerged in the reservoir. The total area of

the taluk is 235 square miles.-

This taluk is bounded on the north by Kollegal taluk of the Bonndariea.

Coimbatore district and Dharmapuri taluk of the Salem district,

on the east by Dharmapuri and Omalilr taluks of the Salem

district, on the south by Tiruchengodu taluk of the Salem
district and the Bhavani taluk of Coimbatore and on the west

also by the Bhavani taluk.

The total demand under land revenue as per accounts of Land

fasli I808 is Rs. 30,865 under ryotwari and miscellaneous and revenue.

Rs. 64 in the whole inam village. The total holdings under

ryotwari are ;
—

Extent. Assessment.

ACS. B8.

Dry 33,033 27,059
Wet ., 60 200

There are no mittas in this taluk and only one whole inam Mittas.

village called Jari Mangurichi.

There are only three minor irrigation sources, two tanks and Irrigation,

one small stream channel. They are Balasamudiam tank in

Cholapadi (Dharmapuri) village with an ayacut of 2026 acres,
Sekkaneri tank with an ayacat of 24' 58 acres, and a stream
channel with an ayacut of 21*6 acres both in Gonar village.

The area under reserved forest comprises 20,663 acres in the Forest.

North Coimbatore division of the Coimbatore district and 4,379
acres in the Central Foi*est Division of the Salem district. 7,050
acres of forest are under panehayats in the Salem district

villages, but in the villages of the old. Coimbatore district no
forest area has been brought under panehayats. The forest

panehayats are in Cholappadi A and B blocks and Gonur
reserves. An extent of 620 acres has been disreserved in

Vanavasi for the use of the villages adversely affected by the

project.

This taluk is connected with Salem by a branch railway line Comnmni-

called Mettur dam Railway, the distance from the Salem cations,

junction to the dam being 26 miles. The dam is about a

mile from the Mettur Railway station. There is a well main-
tained road from Erode railway station to Mettur via Bhavani,
the distance being 36 miles and along this the Madras-Calicut

trunk road may yet be diverted. Another road links Mettur

with Salem running via Nangavalli, but it is not in a good con-

dition between Mettur and Nangavalli. The roads from MettGr
to Kolattur and Kaveripuram are in a very bad state and as

they are within the area of submersion are not now being
maintained by the Mettur Committee, the name by which the

body which administers the local affairs of the taluk is called,
which is in fact a kind of taluk board for this area.

Mettiir was a hamlet of Samballi, but its old traces have jieftar.

entirely been wiped out. It contains, besides the offices of the
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engineering establishments, the offices of the auditor, tahsildar-

naiaofistrate, and health officer,, hospital, police station and

post office. Churches, temples and mosques have been built to

meet the spiritual needs of the residents. The only regret is

that in a few years after the dam is built the place will more or

less revert to its original state.

Siimballi. Samljalli is two miles north of Mefctiir on the right bank of

the river Kaveri. This village will be submerged by the

reservoir. It now contains two temples, one dedicated to Vishnu

and the other to Siva, within an old and decayed fort. It is a

Ixoman Catholic mission station and contains a large Christian

population, and a police station. The village, which includes

Mettur, returned a population of 1^,022 in 1931.

Kaveripn- KaveripuraiH, 10 miles from Mgttur, also contains a large
ram.

Christian population, and a number of Kanarese Brahmans.

There is an old well-sculptured Siva temple with many inscrip-

tions and an old ruined fort. The fort was formerly of some

importance as it stands at the mouth of one of the passes from

Mysore and was an outpost of Tirumala Nayak of Madura

against the inroads of the Mysoreana. Col. Wood captured
it in 1768, and in the following year, after a most spirited

defence by Faisan, it was re- taken by Hyder. The fort and

pass were points of strategic importance throughout the Mysore
wars, the puss being much used for convoys in the final straggle.

An interesting account of the Kaveripuram ghat road is given

by Buchanan in his Volume J, pages 406 to 422. There is a

weekly market on.Mondays. The village will also be submerged

by the reservoir. Its population in 1931 was 4,477.

Cholapadi. Cholapadl on the bank of the Kavgri is the only village in

the JSalem side which will he submerged entirely in the

reservoir. For an account of this village see pages 212 and 213,

Dharmapuri taluk.

Norinjipet. Nerinjipet, four miles below the dam, is another important
Koman Catholic station and contains a police station and a

travellers' bungalow. There was formerly at this place a stone

anient across the river. According to Buchanan it was a large

}}lace in the 18th century, but the occupants of three hundred

houses leit the village during the administration of Lord Corn-

wallis as they were unable to pay the heavy contribution levied

by Jamal Khan. Previous to that emigration the place contained

many traders and weavers. From the anient channels, of which

traces still remain, took off on either side of the river and

irrigated large areas. The anient is now in ruins.

EASIPURAM TALUK.*

On the redistriliution of district and taluk areas in 1018 this

taluk was carved out of the old Salem and Attilr taluks.

• Thia tahik was reduced to a sub-talak under a deputj tahsildar and

atiacbod to the Namakkal taluk in 1932.
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Ninety-three ryotwari, seven mikta and eig^ht whole inam

villages of Salem taluk, and 31 ryotwari and one whole inam

village of Attur taluk were grouped together to form this new
taluk (G.O. No. 6-il, dated Uth February 1918).

It is bounded on the north by Salem taluk, on the east by Boundaries.

Attar taluk and the Mosiri taluk of the Trichinopoly district,

on the south by Namakkal taluk and on the west by the

Tiruchengodu taluk. Its greatest length from north to south is

18 miles and from east to west, 30 miles.

The taluk is very diversified in aspect ;
it contains two hill P^iysicai

ranges the Boda-malais and the Kolli-malais, and. several
^^*"''®'''

isolated hills, the most important of which is the Alawai-malai.

The Alawais and the Boda-malais are separated by the Salem-
Naraakkal road and the Kolli-malais and Boda-malais by the

Rasipuram-Attur road. The latter is a ghat road which crosses

the saddle of the Boda-malais and the Kolli-malais at their

meeting point in the village of Ayilpatti. The valley enclosed

by these two lofty hill ranges is lovely and fertile
; and beyond

Mallur on the Salem-Rasipuram road nature runs wild in a

mass of fantastic droogs and hills tumbled about in the

utmost disorder. The Alawais are uninhabited on account

of their barrenness. The Boda-malais and the Kolli-malais are

inhabited and contain rich cultivation. The former is sparsely
wooded and thinly inhabited and its neglect is due to the

superior attractions of the Kolli-malais and Shevaroys both in

soU and climate. The contours also are less favourable to inhabi-

tants and agriculture, as they mostly run up into sharp narrow

ridges and lack the extensive downs and valleys in which the

Shevaroys and Kolli-malais abound. The Boda-malais measure
five miles north to south and eleven miles east to west and
contain three small villages. The vale of Namagiripet, between
the Boda-malais and the Kolli-malais, is closed up on the east by
the Ayilpatti Kanavoy or ghat but is more open on the west

towards Tiruchengodu and Namakkal
; right through this

valley runs the Salem-Rasipuram road, and from Rasipuram the

road is continued through the Ayilpatti pass to Attur. The
Tirumanimuthar crosses the north-west corner of this taluk

for a distance of about four miles before it enters the Tiru-

chengodu taluk.

The Kolli-malais themselves, entering from the Namakkal
taluk, block up the south-east portion of the Rasipur taluk for

a distance of nine miles north to south and fifteen miles east to

v?-est. They rise abruptly from the plains to a height of 4,000
feet on the south, east and west. On the north they are formed
of gradual ascending heights, rising from the plains through the

villages of Karagudalpatti, [Jnanthangal, MuUukuriohi and
Periakombai. To the south-west is the massive and lofty dome
of Bailnad from which the several valleys on the hills seem to

radiate, and these lend themselves to enchanting views. The
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Communi-
oations.

hinfhest peak on the Rasipiirara Kolli-malais is Vsttakaramalai

(4,663 feet), which contains a Madras Survey trignometrical
station. These hills are decidedly maLirial but the soil in its

SBVf^n uad'^ (or group of villages) is vory fernile. The chief pro-
ducts are rainfei and irrigated paddy, wheat, mustard, cumbu,
cholam and ragi ; plantains, guava, limes, lemons and jack
are also extensively grown. Coffee plants are found in small

patches here and there. The products find their marketing

places chiefly in Thammampatti of the Attilr taluk, thoutrh

Fallipatti, Namagiripet and Mangalapuram in Rasipuram taluk,
also serve as outlets for these products.

The Alawai hills are otherwise called Sidharmalai. A saint

or Sidh:ir is said to have been doing penance here by the side

of a spring and is believed to have disappeared in a cave

roar by. A small temple has been built over the site to which
a flight of rough hewn steps leads from the plains. Crowds of

Hindus from the surrounding* villages visit this temple on new-
moon days and bathe in the spring. Another temple to

SulirahmAnya on the western alopc of the hill also attracts a

large number of pilgrims from the neighbourhood during
"
Kartigai."

Irrigation, There are 146 in*igation sources in the whole taluk of which
PO are tanks. Eleven of these tanks are controlled by the Public

Works Dopartmont who maintain also a channel. The others

come under minor irrigation sources. On the Kolli-malais peren-
nial springs in the fields themselves render them unfit for dry
cultivation, and only padtly is raised on such lields, which are

registered as wet lands under springs and are assessed at

favourable rates.

No railway line passes through the taluk, but the South Indian

Railway Company has collected statistics with a view to connect

Salem with Trichinopoly. If the scheme matures the taluk will

be crossed by a railway line for fifteen miles. The taluk is now
well served by roads, the aggregate mileage being 50 of which

53 are metalled. The Kolli-malais contain no roads, but a

bridle path from Periakombai to Edappulinad is under construc-

tion by the Forest Department. The district or taluk boai'ds

collect land cess from the hillmen but have practic-ally given
them nothing in return ;

if only they could firrange to construct

roads on the hills the plateau would be opened up and the hill-

men would get better prices for their products.

Motor buses ply along all the roads and any part of the

taluk can bo reached in a few hours.

Indnstriea. Weaving is the chief industry of the taluk. In Rasipuram
town and surrounding villages cotton and silk weaving is

carried on on a large scale. Gurusvvamipalaiyam, 4^ miles

from Rasipuram on the west, is another great centre of the same

industry and in its weekly market silk and cotton clothes
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are the chief articles of trade. Artificial silk is largely used in

the manufacture of women's cloths and the trade in tliera is

considerable.

The manufacture of brass vessels of various kinds from
imported brass plates is the uext important industry, and Rasi-

puram is the cbief centre. Soap-stone quarries on the lower

slopes of the KoUi-malais near Mangalaporam and Easwara-

miirthipalaiyam are worked for domestic vessels and toys which
are exported to neighbouring districts. The taluk was once
noted for its cane jaggery but its production is now deciinino-.

PaimyraL jaggery is manufactured at -Siugalandapuram, Thoppa-
patti and Vellalapatti. The tract of country at the foot of the

Kolli-malais, frum Namagiripet southwards via Singalanda-
puram, is said to be rich in iron ores, and a good deal of

smelting for iron was carried on in this area until cheap imported
iron killed the industry.

Weekly fairs are held in nine villages within the taluk. Rasi- Trade,

pnram has considerable trade in giain, cloths and brass vessels

and is the wholesale emporium for the taluk. The chief imports
are salt, cholam, cumbu, dhall, ragi, rice, Bengal gram, soapnut
and tamarind ;

mill cloths come from Madras, Brass vessels

made in Kumbakonam are also brought here for sale, as they
are better polished than the local ones.

Akkarapatti, population 3,G&0, is on the right bank of the Akkarapaiti.

Tirumaniinuttar river, about ten miles to the west of Rasipuram.
It is an important agricultural village with a wet cultivation of

over 600 acres and a total land revenue heriz of Rs. 5,834.

Kakkaveri, population 3,381, not far from Rasipuram, is Kikkaveri.

one of the oldest Roman Catholic settlements in the district.

The Roman Catholic church here is dedicated to the Lady of

Mount Carmei and is in charge of a European priest whose

jurisdiction extends over this and Namakkal taluk and a portion
of Tiruchengodu taluk.

Madiarapatti is another Roman CathoHc station, and Madiampatti.
contains a church dedicated to St. Mary Magdelene. A festival

is celebrated here in July which attracts pilgrims from the

surrounding districts. An octogenarian French priest, the Rev.
Father Bricand, who lives on the church premises, is the founder
of all the Roman Catholic churches in this taluk, among which
are the churches at Pudupalaiyam dedicated to the Lady of

Refugo and at Kosavampatti dedicated to St. Francis Xavier.

Namagiripet. The notes regarding this village at page Namagiripet.
236 should come here. It is the headquarters of a revenue
and an excise inspector, and contains besides a police station, a

rural dispensary and a sub-registrar's office
;

it has a population
of 4;,

522 (in 1931). The place is noted for the fertility of its soil

and the excellence of its agriculture, the chief source of water

supply being the Vedagankurichipallam, which is fed by
mountain torrenta from the KoUi-malais, and assists percolation

Salem—L
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Pudachat*
ram.

Pillanallur-

Gnruawami-

pslaijaiu.

Hasipnram.

(lapuram.

Yennsndar.

in tlie wells. The rich Yysia merchants of the village still

prefer to live in hovels, being afraid to betray their wealth by
external show. Its iron works were once famous as the huge
mound of ash and cinders near the village would show. Tho
furnaces are now extinct.

Puduchatram, a hamlet of Navani which has a total popu-
lation above 5,080 in its 17 hamlets, stands on the Salem-
Namakkal road, 6^ miles south-wesfc of Easipurara. When motor
cars and buses were unknown it was an important station where
jatkas used to be changed by travellers from either side, and
sometimes travellers were obliged to halt here. The mittadar
of Kalyani, an adjoining village, has built a spacious chatram
for the convenience of travellers and endowed sufficient funds
for its maintenance. Bo7ia fide travellers get, besides comfort-
able shelter, free rations. There are in it a police station and
a sub-registrar's office, and the village is also the headquarters
of a revenue inspector and excise sub-inspector.

Pillanallur-Guruswamipalaiyam, population 5,103 in

19ul, is next to Kfisipiiram the most important weaving centre,
and lies 4 miles to the west of it. The weavers are mostly
Kaikolas, and their goods are sold in the Sunday market here.

Rasipuram, population 14,438 in 1931
,
is a place of consi-

derable trade and is the third largest town in the district.

The notes on this village printed at page 236 should come in
here. The author of the District Manual chILs it Ghazipur and
says that that is the correct name oE the place and that Glia

being unpronounceable by Tamils became an aspirate. Being
the headquarters of the taiuk it contains the offices of the tahsil-

dar, sub-inHgi.strate, forest range officer and sub-registrar.
The town lies in the hollow of a cup formed by the Alawais
Boda-miilais, Kolli-malais and Naina-malai hills. There is a
local fund dispensary aud a high school managed by the District
Board. Tlie bulk of the population are weavers, Patnulkars,
Devangas and Sales

; there are also the Vysias. There is in
the town a Roman Catholic church dedicated to the Lady of
Lourdes.

Singalandapuram, jjopulation 3,«)20 in 1981, 4 miles south-
east ot lia-Ipiirain, is a n.itta village, Iron-smclting was going
on iiero on a largu scale formerly ;

it is now famous for its

betel leaves.

Vennandur, population i,475, lies on the road from Attyam-
patti to Mas^kalipatti and is distant 8 miles from Hasipuram.
It is the headquarters of a revenue inspector, and its principal
industry is weaving, there being about 700 looms engaged in

weaving a variety ot cotton Hnd silk cloths for men. The goods
are sold at Salem and Kasipuram. The weavers are Kaikola
Mudalis by caste.



Yelur, 4 miles soath-west of Puduchatram, had a populat Y^lur.

tion of ijOOG in 1931, which shows a tendency to grow.
The Salem District Urban Bank has chosen this village
as a moiJel for demonstration work in rural reconstruction. It

is noteworthy that the Adi-Dravida residents of the village
show an intelligent interest in the attempts made to ameliorate
their condition and co-operate with those who are engaged in

improving thera.

NAMAKKAL TALUK.

Namakkal taluk is bounded on the north by Tiruchengodu Boandaries.

and Rasipuram taluks, on the east by Musiri taluk of Trichino-

poly district, on the south by Kariir and Musiri taluks of the
same district, and on the west by the KavSri river and the
Erode taluk of the Coimbatore district.

The taluk had formed part of the Salem district since the
British occupation, but was transferred to Trichinopoly dis-

trict in November 1910 in a reduced form (eight Kombai villages

having been excluded from the taluk and included in Musiri
taluk of the Trichinopoly district and ten ryotwari and five whole
inam villages having been retained in the Salem district and in-

cluded in the then Salem taluk). The taluk was, however, retrans-
ferr«d to Salem on 1st April 1916, but in a still more reduced

state, the villages comprising the Thathiengarpet revenue

inspector's tirka having been taken over to the Trichinopoly
district. Its prenent area after the retranefer is 613 square
miles. The extreme length of the taluk from north to south is

22 miles and its breadth from east to west is 38 miles.

The north-eastern portion of the taluk is mountainous and physical
the south-western flat, intercepted by a fnw hillocks here description,

and there. Its general aspect is dreary and uninteresting, the

imposing mass of the KoUi-malais and the rugged peaks of

Nainamalai being the only redeeming features in the landscape.
Coming from iSalem we enter the taluk under the spur of

Nainamalai which rises to the east of the road. Leaving it

behind we see the Namakkal Drug 8 or 9 miles off, rising from a

level tract of dry land. Beyond Namakkal and Valayapatti is

the Talamalai range. From Valayapatti in the southern extre-

mity of the taluk a chain of diminutive hills extends in a north-

westerly direction for about six miles. South and south-east the

KavSri whose waters are skilfully diverted enriches t^ e soil, and

along the banks of the irrigation channels, groves of plantains
and cocoanuts, areca palm and betel vines, refresh the weary
gaze. This is the garden of Namakkal, the El Dorado of the

district, and truly here doth the desert blossom as the rose.*

The Kolli-malais lie about 1(> miles from Namakkal and rise

rather abruptly iroin the plains to a height of al)OUt 4,0(0 feet

* LeFanu's Salem District Manual, Vol. II, p. 93.
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except on the north where they descend to the low country by
long and gently sloping spurs. The highest point in the Kolli-

ninlais is 4,6B3 feet above sca-Ievel, and the plateau in Namakkal
taluk covering 105 out of 192 square miles is divided into 7

revenue villages.

History. The taluk is not of any historical importance. Before the

Christian era, the Puranayiuru and Sirupanatrupadai two ancient

Tamil works, tell us that Vavil Ori or Adan Ori, one of the seven

Vailals, ruled over the Kolli-malais and the sui-rounding parts,
and he is said to have fought with another Vallal, Kari by name,
who had his capital on the banks of the Ponnaiyar. The taluk

was included in the Kongu-mandalam which was overrun by the

Cholas in the 9th century A.D. and passed on to Vijayanagar
under the viceroyalty of Madura. The famous Tamil poet
Kambar addresses one of theChola kings as " Lord of the Kolli-

malftifl that was flowing with honey ". There were poligars at

Sendamangalam and Talamalai, and Poligar Rumachandra

Nayaka of the former was a lieutenant of Tirumala Nayaka of

Madara, during whose time the forts at Sendamangalam,
Paratnati and Namakkal would appear to have been built or

strengthened. On the fall of the Madura Nayakas the taluk

came under Mysore, passing ultimately from Haider and

Tippu to the British in 1792.

Inigation. The chief sources of irrigation are the KavSri channels and
tanks under the Tirumani-muttar and Karaipottanar. There
are three channels from the Kaveri, the Paramathi Raja Vaikkal,
the IMohanur Kaja \^aikkal and the Komarapalaiyam channel.

The Paramathi Raja Vaikkal is the first Kavgri channel

after the river leaves the ]\ly8ore State and has its head at

Jgdarpalaiyam. The channel is 22 miles long, and its ayacut
3,669 acres. The Mohanilr channel, ayacut 1,590 aores,
has its head at Nanjai Edayar and is 17 miles long. The third

channel carries only the drainage of the first and is 11 ndleslong
with an ayacut of 1,296 acres. These cliannels are maintained
from an irrigation cess paid voluntarily, apart from the land

revenue, by the ryots holding hinds under them, the rates being
Rs. 3 per acre cultivated hy direct flow and Rs. 1-8-0 per acre

cultivated by baling from the channel. The cess is levied on all

classes of lands, ryotwari, zamindari or inam and is collected

by the village officers along with the land revenue. Rents from
cocoanut trees on channel bunds and padugai produce are also

credited to this fund. The Collector holds the funds and the

deputy tahsildar of Paramathi is in direct charge of the chan-

nels, with an overseer and channel servants to help him, they being
paid out of the cess fund. The Thirumanimuttar feeds the

tanks at Serukkalai (2o7 acres), Idunibankulam (233 acres) and
Mehisamthambur (79 acres), all under control of the Public

Works Department. The Karaipottanar river is the source of

the importanf niitta tsnka at Bonimasaraudrum, I'onnarkulam,

Palayapalaiyam and Thusur, and at Valaiyapatti it is dammed
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by an anient to irrigate the wet lands of that village (255 acres)
and two other anicuts lower down supply the Arur (381 acres)
and Audapuram (114 acres) tanks.

The area covered hy reserved forests on the KoUi-malais is Forests.

37,915 square miles. The names and extents of the several

reserves are given below :
—

Name.

Karavalli

Jpmbuthu
Seliir

Seliir extension

Puliansholai ...

Gnntur

Ariyur Shola...

Extent.

ACS.

8,591

6,030

13,421
532

6,788

2,463

1,090

The Kolli-malai forests and unreserves are noted for their

valuable sandalwood and bamboo bushes. Blackwood has
become scarce and the forest contains only second and third

rate trees ;
the difficulty of transporting timber is so great

that the value of existing timber is next to nothing. There are

no plains forests or panchayats in this taluk. The Talaraalai

forests (area 6,802 acres) are owned and protected by the

mittadar of Agrahara Valavandi.

The taluk is well supplied with a network of roads, and Communi-
seven roads radiate from Namakkal which ia in the centre of the cationa.

taluk, of which the most important is the Salem-Trichiunpoly
road. The total mileage for the taluk is 178 of which 83 are

metalled. There are avenues on all the roads along- which
motor buses now run. The roads to Ra.sipuram and Salem via

Naina-malai, Sendamangalam, Paramati and Mohanur carry a

fair amount of traffic and are much used by all classes of vehi-

cles, the first road being the biisiest thoroughfare of all. There
are fifteen ferries across the Kaveri of which the rent for nine

ia shared equally by the Trichinopoly District Board and the

Namakkal taluk board.

A traffic survey has been made of the proposed railway line

to connect Salem with Trichinopoly. Salem, Rasipuram,
Nainamalai and Namakkal, will be the railwav stations on this

chord line. The line will easily distribute the food grains

grown under the Kaveri channels in the dry tracts of the

district and will also encourage fruit culture on the Kolli-malais,
whose products can be easily carried to the great centres of

trade.

The chief industries of the taluk are weaving of cotton and
silk cloths, cotton and woollen carpets and the manufacture of

Raggery. Good cloths for men are made at Namakkal and
Paramathi by Sourashtras and Dgvangas. Woollen blankets of

a durable kind are made at Laddiwadi, Ariyapuram, Pudupatti

IndnstrieBt
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and Alanganafcliam, and mats of korai grass are made at

Oravandur, Mohanur, and Yalavandi, and of date leaves at
Sendamanti-alam and Andipatti. Tapes for cots are made by
some Muhammadans of Sendamanoalam. Household Vessels
are made in small quantities at Namakkal and Sgndamangalam.
Good country-shoes are made by Chucklers at Sgndamaugalam
and Nallipalaiyam and baskets by Medara all over the taluk.

Trade. Banking and trade in grains are the chief occupations of the
rich and middle classes. There are a dozen Nattukkottai
Chetties doing banking business in Namakkal, aud their caste
fellows are also found in Mohanur, Yelur, and Seudamangalam
engaged in similar business. Trade in hides and skins is a

speciality amoni,'- Muhammadans. Betel leaves are largely
exported from the Kaveri border villages to Bombay, Calcutta
and Delhi. Trade in jaggery and plantains is a profitable
business and gives occupation to several hundred men.

There are 19 weekly markets in the district under the con-
trol of the taluk boards and unions, and two under mittadars.
Tlie last two are in Muthugapatti and Solasirfimani. The
Wednesday shandy at Nainamalai is the largest market in the
district and attracts goods and merchants from even outside it.

It is a cattle and i,'rain mart, and the different classes of cloths
woven in the district are also brought here for sale. Trade in

e:rain is in the hands of Koraattia and Nagarathu Chettis, and
Devangas, Kaikolag aud Saurashtras monopolise the business in
cloth. Oor.ton is grown on about 14,000 acres and there is a brisk
trade in it during the picking season, the kappas being bought
up by agents of various firms aud exported to Tiruppur,
Coimbatore or Tuticorin, Madras or Bombay.

Kapilamalai. Kapilamalal, population 2,22i^, fifteen miles south-west
of NfunuUkal, and 6 miles west of Paramatbi, is said to have
been so named because of its having been the abode of Sage
Kapila ;

but a more appropriate derivation is from the colour of
the hill Kapilamalai (browu hill). The old Subrahmauya
temple on the hill is well sculptured and is surrounded by
several fine mantapams erected by the Nayaka kings of
Madura. The architecture of the temple is well spoken of.

Maoleane's Manual of Administration aud Mr. Sewell's list

of antiquities mention two copper plate grants in the temple,
dated 1574 and 1637 A.D., one regarding the building of the

raantapam by the villagers and the other recording a gift of
lands to the temple hy Tirumala Nayaka of Madura. The
temple gets a tasdik allowance of Rs. 1,000 from (lovernment,
and the car festival in Thai (January-February) attracts a

large crowd of devotees. There are big choultries for the use
of Viswakarmas, Sholia Vellalas and Vanniyakula Kshatriyas,
who may come to the temple for worship.

Mdhanar Mohaniir. nr.pnhitiou 4-,0t2 in 10:U, is the chief village
of a union and atands on the KavSri, 12 miles from Namakkal,
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The name is said to be a corruption of Mahanur (the son's

village) and is explained by the story that Siva, when searching
for his son Subrahraanya, found him here Jind settled in the

village beside him. The god in the Siva temple is placed facing
the west instead of, as elsewhere, the east. '1 wo other peculia-
rities of the temple are that a stream of water is supposed to

flow underground from a spring inside it, and that the light

placed in front of the god is said never to flicker. With
reference to this latter phenomenon the idol is called "the god
of the unmoving light

"
or Achaladip§swara. The Kaveri near

this village is said to be more 4han usually holy.

The village deity is known as Navaladiyar (he that sits

under the foot of the Naval tree), and is frequently worshipped
by creditors who cannot get their debts paid. The bonds are

hung up in front of him and he is then supposed to plague the
debtors with bad dreams until they pay up.

Nainamalai, ten miles north-east of \'amakkal, is noted Nainamalai.
for its market, the biggest in the district. The Vishnu temple
on the top of the hill is regarded with special veneration by
people in the district who visit it in large numbers on Saturdays
in Purattasi (September-October). It is claimed to be the
abode of the sage Kanvar, the foster father of Sakuntala, the
heroine of the well-known drama "Sakuntala or the Lost

King.
"

Several villages in the Ceded Districts, however, claim
the same honour.

The village contains a police station, a rural dispensary, land
revenue and excise sub-inspectors, a middle school for boys and
an elementary school for girls. There is a large chatram in-

charge of the taluk board, which has an endowment yielding
about R,3. 500 a year. There is a large trade in plantains,

paddy and straw.

Namakkal, population 9,308 in 1 931, is the headquarters of Namakkal.
a deputy collector and of the taluk

;
contains also the offices of

it the taluk board, district munsif, sub-magistrate, sub-regisfrar,
as well as a police station, a high school, two girls' Bchools

of the higher elementary grade (one run by the Strict Baptist
mission), a G-overnment hospital and a tiavellers' bungalow.
It is the chief village of a major union. There are a Victoria

Memorial Hall and Library and a choultry near the Namagiri
Amman temple in the kota built in 1912 out of public

subscriptions raised daring the coronation of King George V.

The town lies at the foot of a rounded mass of white gneiss
on the summit of which is a hill fort which is a protected monu-
ment. It is divided into the fort (kottai) and the " suburb

"

(pSttai), the former lying to the west and the latter to the east

of the rock. It is a well-built town with broad streets. The
kottai, except the temple, is to some extent new having been
built on the old ditch. The streets in both parts of the town
cut one another at right angles and the houses have the
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appearance of being built in square blocks. The rock is about
200 feet hipli nnd abooT lialf a mile in circumfertnce

;
its sides

contain many cnp-like hollows ov jonais which hold water and
doubtless had their origin in days long gone by, when the gaunt
mass was robed in verdure and a heavier rainfall wore away
these cavities where fissures in the rock favoured its entrauce.

People scale the steep scraps of the hill to bathe and wash
their clothes in some of theso jonais. Similar pools at the

bottom are accounted as sacred bathing places.

The fort is most easily accessible from the south-west, on
which side narrow steps have been hewn in the rock. It can
also be scaled on the north by a thiridu vasal (secret gate)

designed, no doubt, for flight or as a sally-port. On the lower

slope of the hill to the soutl\ and south-west j>re remains of a

first line of fortifications. The outer walls of the true fort above
are in almost perfect preservation. They are made of well-cut

blocks of the same stone as the rock itself ami are secured to

the rock with mortar. No mortar has been used for the higher
courses, which hold together simply by their own weight and
accurate fitting. The whole is aurmounted by a parapet of

etrony brick work, some three feet thick, serrnted by machicola-
tions and pierced in every direction for musketry. Kound the

interior of the ramparts runs a masonry platform to enable
marksmen to reach the loop-holes. These are so skilfully
made that there is not an inch of ground all round the fort

which is not commanded by them. The area enclosed by the
r.imparts is about an acre and a half. It contains a small

temple, a ruined building, said to have been once a treasury,
and an old raag.izine. Pooja has been resumed in this temple,
and inscriptions on its walls relate to Jatavaram Sundara Pandya
and to Lakshmi Kanta Ursa, to the later Pandya and to the
Hindu Rajas of Mysore. The one tree which decks the durgam
is utilized by the Mnssalmans as a flag-staff whence floats a flag
in the name of Dastigiri.

'I'be erection of the fort is attributed by tradition to

RamachandraNtiyaka, poligar of Sondamanii^alani and Namafekiil
or to Lakshminarasimhayya, a laskar (or aide-de-camp) of the

Mysore Raja. The writer of the District Manual (Mr. Le Fanu)
doubts if it could bo of an earlier date than 1730 A. 3)., though
the temples on the hill and at the fort must have been built

and endowed in the early Ciiola and later Pandya times. I'he

town with the fort does not seem to have done itself justice as a

place of (b'fence. It was taken by Col. Wood in his forward
movement in 17t>8 and lost again the same year to Haidar. In
the time of llaidar ;iud Tippu a killedar held tlie fort for

Mysore ;
it was subseiiuently hehl for the (Jompatiy by a

guard of sepoys, the European commanding officer residing in a

bungalow in the kottni near the temple.
Namakkal possesses a certain religions interest. The

Vishnu temple in the fort dedicated to Narasimba and his
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consort Namagiri-amman is often visited by local supplicants,

especially when a devil has to be driven out, and on Fridays
and Tuesdays crowds of hysterica] women can be seen wending
their way to the Amman shrine to be exorcised

;
the hall in

front of the goddess is filled with their shrieks and convulsions,
until a sprinkling of sacred water over their heads by the

pujaris silences them. Opposite the Narasiraha temple and at

the end of the street, in front of the gateway, is a colossal

statue of Hanuman in an attitude of worship, and his eyes are

believed to rest on the feet of his master Narasimha Swami,
Inside the temple is a dwaja sthambam or pillar all covered

with plates of gold, erected by a Mittadarini of Namakkal by
name Muthiyalammal at a heavy cost. This temple and that to

Ranganatha at the foot of the hill near the Pettai are monolithic

cave temples peculiar to the Pallavas, and at least one of the

inscriptions in the latter temple is in Pallava grantha characters,
and the lithic records in both cover later Ohola and Pandya
kings, Rajaraja and Sundara Pandya being mentioned by name
in them besides local chieftains, the gods being referred to as

Singa-perumal and Pallikonda-perumal. There are a number
of sacred bathing places (thirthams) in hollows in the sides of

the rock, and the largest of them called the Kamalalayam is

sacred to Lakshmi, The rock is described as a saligramam, and
the cave temples are supposed to represent the interstices in the

real saligramams. Serpentine marking in the rock leads from

the Kamalalayam tank into the Ranganathaswami temple and is

reputed to be the great snake god Karkotaka under whose out-

stretched hoods Vishnu is supposed to lie. The usual story is

told of Hanuman carrying the saligramam from the Sanjivi hills

to Lanka to revive Lakshmana who was struck down senseless,

that he found Lakshmi doing penance in the tank, and while he

was staying there this saligramam that he carried turned into a

rock. This tank is the only source of drinking water supply
for the town and is guarded by a watchman appointed by the

union.

Several Saurashtras, Kaikolas and Devangas are engaged in

weaving and a few smiths in making brass vessels.

Nanjai Edaiyar, 10 miles south-west of Namakkal, the chief Nanjai

village of a union, population 2,661, is a village with a large Edaiyar.

wet cultivation as its name indicates and contains an old Siva

temple with an. inscription of the time of the Chola king

Rajendra Chola I recording a grant "to the temple of Sri-

kaiiasam or Tiruveyil-Vayiludanga-Parameswara in Edaiyar
in Rajasraya-Yalanadu/^ There are also temples to Vishnu
and village deities, and the chief inhabitants are Vanniyakula

Kshatriyas one of whom endowed the hostel for the Namakkal

high school.

Punjai Edaiyar, population 4,783, about 14 miles south- P^npi

west of Namakkal is noted for its big market on Sundays which ^lyar.

is held at Sultanpet within its limits.

Salem—m
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Oravandur, Oravandur, 13 miles south of Naraakkal, on the Kaveri, had
a population of 2,311 in 1931. The name is said to be a

corruption of Oru-pandnr, the place of the ball
;

it is

explained by a story that the village goddess of Madukkarai on
the other side of the river, Sellandiyamman, lost a ball in the
Kaveri and found it in this place. The inhabitants say that the

goddess has transferred her abode to this place (a statement
which is denied by the Madukkarai people) and worship her
here accordingly. There is a festival lasting a fortnight in

Masi at which buffalo sacrifices are offered to her. There is a

temple to Hanuman who has five jaws (Pancha-mukha Anjaneya)
which is not found anywhere else. A little mat-weaving is done
in the village. About a hundred houses were destroyed in 1924

by the high floods in the river.

Paramathi. Paramathi, 11 miles south-west of Namakkal, is the head-

quarters of a deputy tahsildar and magistrate who is also in

charge of the Kaveri channels of this taluk. There are also a

sub-registrar, health inspector and revenue inspector. It stands
on the right bank of the Tirumanimuttar or Salem river, but
there is great scarcity of water throughout the year. Population,
4,935 in 1931

;
the Siva temples here and in Mavureddi are

ancient ones and contain numerous inscriptions.

Sen daman- Sendamailgalam, 7 miles north-east of Namakkal, is

galam. in point of population (11,974 in 1931) the first town in the

taluk and the fourth town in the district
;

it is a major
union and has a local fund dispensary, a police station,
the offices of a sub-magistrate and special magistrates and

elementary schools for boys and girls. Coarse cloth, tape,
brass vessels, mats, baskets and shoes are made here on
a sinall scale. There are several Vaisya merchants in the

place among whom are found petty shop-keepers and rich

money-lenders ; every Sunday morning hill products from
the Kollinialais are brought to the foot of the hills, 4 miles

from this place, for sale, and brisk business is done there. The
Vishnu temple is of a fair size and is dedicated to Lakshminara-

simhaswami, the other teinple, a Saivite one, to Someswara, and
these and the Varadaraja temple on the top of the Nainamalai
hill are said to have been built by Poligar Ramachandra Nayaka.
Iron ore is found in the neighbourhood and a few Panchamas
were, until a few ye^rs ago, engaged in furnaces for smelting iron.

Even now domestic iron vessels made in this village and in Mut-

tagapatti close by are in special demand among local Hindus.

V^ldr. Velur, 15 miles south-west of Nainakkal, on the Kaveri, is

a flouriishing village; population, 2,437 in 1931. There are a

Bub-registrar, sub-inspectors of police and excise, a post and

telegraph office and a local fund dispensary. There are a
travellers' bungalow in charge of the revenue department,
constructed from the irrigation cess fund, and a private choultry
built by the local merchants, one of whom has also built an

incomplete secondary school for boys. The Iswara temple
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at AnicLanpalaiyam close "by is held in high osteem, and tbere

is also a Mahammadan tomb with laro;e inams in this village and
in Punjai Edayar, The village is a union in which are

included Punjai Edayar and Sultanpet.

tiruchengOdu taluk.

Fart II, page 270, paragraph 2.—For the last two words of

the first sentence, suhstifute " Salem and Rasipuram taluks.**

Lines 3 and 4.—Delete the words ^^in the Trichinopoly
District ''.

For the last sentence, substitute :
—The area is 608'8 square

miles; the greatest length from north to south is 33 miles and
from east to west 28 miles.

Paragraph 2, line 7.—For " Tevur Anient (204 acres)
"

read Irrigation.
" Tevur Anient (166 acres) ".

Page 272, paragraph 2.—Insert the words **"

Kalipatti Communi-

road" between "
Choultry

" and "
Sankaridrug ". cations.

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—Motor buses now run on all the

important roads.

Paragraph 4.—Add :—A great impetus to the hand-spinning industriei.

industry has been given by the Graudhi Asramam at Pudupalai-

yara, seven miles from Tiruchengodu.

Paragraph 3.—Addj—The population of Edappadi in 1931 Edappadi.
was 6/)'21, of whom none were Christians though it was the ,

oldest Christian settlement in the district.

Page 274, paragraph 1.—Add :—There are in the village a

Bub-registrar's office, post and telegraph office and a local

fund dispensary. There are also a middle school, and three

elementary schools and two girls' schools. The Sembadavars

(lit : fishermen), the predominant commanity in the place,
wish to be known as Bhaktars (or devotees). There are 25 oil

presses, 2 rice h\illers, numerous looms, and three private banks

of Nattukkottai Chettis, The village is connected by bus with

all the important places iu the district. The nearest railway
station is MacDonald's Choultry, through which the trade of

the place mainly passes.

Paragraph 3.—Add :
—Several big houses in the agraharam Kumara-

are in ruins, the owners or their descendants having been palaiyam.

obliged to leave the village in search of occupation, Members
of no other caste except Brahmans will buy these houses, as

ill-luck is believed to dog the buyer's foot-steps ever afterwards
;

the Brahman emigrants lose therefore even the value of

the residences they leave behind. The agraharam presents a

most depressing appearance with its many ruined houses, in the
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midst of which is the Appu Rayar choultxy with a Hanuman

temple close by, where Brahman travellers are fed on special

days. Weaving of imitation silk sarees and cloths is an

important industry. The village is a noion and contains

a police station.

MftcDonald's Fage 275, paragraph 1.—Add :—MacDonald's Choultry is said
Choultry. ^^ -^^ used as a rest honse by travellers, and is about a mile from

the railway station to which it has given its name,

Kalipatfi, Page 276, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The Kandasami temple has

been declared a public one by a decree of the Privy Council, and

the heirs of the original pujari are under it hereditary trustees

and bound to render accounts of receipts and expenditure.

Pullampatti. Paragraph 2.—Add :
—The ruined dam across the Kaveri is

also called the Nerinjipet anient, after the village on the

Coimbatore side of the river. Traces of the channels that took

off from the dam towards the east are still visible, but investiga-
tions led Government to decide that this portion of the Salem
district cannot benefit by the Mettur reservoir higher up the

river.

Pndupaia- Page 276, paragraph 1.—Insert between this and para-

yam, graph 2 the following note :
—

Pudupalaiyam, a hamlet of Nallipalaiyam raitta, seven miles

from Tiruchengodu, on the Paramathiroad, is the headquarters of

a khadar station known as " Grandhi Asramam." The dsramam
» is beautifully situated in a tope just outside the village and the

mittadar's outhouses are also placed at its disposal. The
dsramam which is manned by the members of Gandhi Seva

Sangha was started in 1925 and is chiefly engaged in khadar
and famine-relief and in propaganda against drink and

nntouchability. There are cottages for a dozen workers and
their families, and the spinning, weaving and bleaching is all

done in the surrounding hamlets about 200 in number. There
are 4,000 spinners on the charka

;
the dsramavi deals out cotton

and takes back the yarn and the seeds and pays the spinner his

wages. Weavers take this yarn and deliver the cloths and
take their wages. The cloths are then bleached and painted
and sent out for sale. As there has been a severe drought in

this area the charka has been a source of great relief to the

people, the sole support of many aged and infirm persons. The
untouchables are allowed to mix freely with the caste people
and to take water from the estate well, and they are admitted
into the daramam and the hospital, which was opened in 1928
and is largely attended. With the aid of funds subscribed by
the public the dsramam has been able to sell food-grains worth
Rs. 25,000 at half the cost price to its villagers and this has

helped them to tide over the scarcity of 1928-29. Khadar
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worth a little over a lakh of rupeea was sold in 1927-28 and
the sales for 11 months in 1928-29 amonnted to Rs. 1,26,693,
the wages earned by spinners and weavers since the beginning
of the operations amounting to nearly 8 lakhs of rupees. The
controller is a well-known lawyer of Salem who gave up
his practice for public service ;

his work here has earned

universal commendation. He edits a temperance monthly
journal in Tamil called Vimoclianam (the JKedeemer). It is

needless to discuss here the economics of khadar as a cottage

industry ;
it has had the merit of saving the population of a

large part of this taluk from wholesale emigration or beggary.

Page 277
, paragraph \.—Add:—The travellers' bungalow is Sankari-

romantically situated just under the Durgam on high ground drug,

affording a good vievr of the country. Had some of Munro'a
outbursts of admiration been composed on this spot they would
be intelligible. The bungalow is a favourite halting place with

district officers.

Paragraph 6.—Delete the clarse,
'' but the new offices have

not yet been built ".

Page 278, paragraph 1.'—Add :
—The level of the water in

Pal Bavi or milk well has gone down considerahly as a result of

successive years of drought. The water in it is only used for

drinking.

The village is now a union and contains offices of the taluk

board, deputy tahaildar, sub-registrar, inspectors of police and

excise, and a local fund dispensary. It is connected with

Salem, Omaltir and Tirucheugodu by bus and contains four

credit banks managed by Indians.

Paragraph 2.—Insert the following new paragraph between
this and paragraph 3 :

—The prospect from the plateau on the top
of the hill is most pleasing : to the north a vast plain, with tiny
hillocks peeping through the glowing haze, stretches towards

Toppur ; north-east the Kanji-malai intercepts the line of the

Shevaroys ;
further east is the Alawai-malai, and then in a long

slope towards the south-east are the Kolli-malais crowned with

verdure. On the south again the plain is broken by a few
hillocks ;

but on the west the Nilgiris fringe the horizon with,
in the near background, the Bargur hills and the Pala-malais

in Coimbatore; while nearer still a silver thread marks the

valley of the Kaveri, the garden of the district.^

Page 285, paragraph 1.—Add :—The Nattukottai Chetties are xirachen-

closing their banking business, but a few local capitalists have goda.

taken to banking, though the existence of co-operative banks
has tended to reduce the rate of interest. The taluk office has

been removed to a new building on the Paramathi road. The

^LePana's Salem District Manual, 7ol. II, p. 136.
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high school buildings lie on the road to the railway station, near
which is the fresh water tank for the village. Population 12,301
in 1931.

Page 287, paragraph 1.—Add : —The second mantapam below
the tower called the Thevadiyal mantapam, was in disgrace
until a few years ago and went to ruin, but recently the
members of the community of Senguntha Mudaliyars have
renovated it.

Page 288, paragraph 5.—Add :
—The approach to Maladikal

or Varadn-lial (the barren woman's rock) is very difficult, and
in some parts risky. The temple on the highest peak is not
dedicated to Vigneswara (or Uohi-pillaj^ar), as is geDorally
supposed, but to Pandiswara and contains a lingam. A.

later Collector and descendant of the gentleman who repaired the

raantapim in the Ardhanariswara temple and who was represented
in bas-relief in one of its pillars wearing a hat and carrying a

walking stick, attempted this perilous ascent and got some steps
cut in various places on the way up. iSome amateur sculptor has
cut near one such flight of steps the figure of a European with
hat and walking stick and marked " E. A. Davis " under it. It

is doubtful if this gentleman reached the top, though the present
writer, with bare feet and loin cloth succeeded in the attempt,
after crawling and creeping round more than one risky corner
on the brinks of giddy heights.

ATTUR TALUK.

Part IF, page 290, paragraph 2, lijie 2.— For " 841 "
suhsti-

iute "649". For "the southern boundary" substitute ''the

Namakkal taluk and the Musiri and PorambalCir taluks of the

Trichinopoly district".

raratjraph 2, last sentence.—Substitute :—The greatest length
from north to south is 30 miles and from west to east is 28
miles.

Taragraph -S, last five lines.—Substitute :
—The Pacha-malaia

hem in the taluk on the south
;
and in the south-east stretchins:

eastwards from Malhkarai is the low range of hills locally known
as Paittur-malai, which as it reaches further east towards

Manjini and Naduvalilr is called the l^ungavadi or Manjini
Karadu.

Papc 291, line 2.—Delete the words "
in Salem ". Line 4—

After the word " KoUi-malais " add " in Uasipuram taluk ".

IirigriUon. Page 292, p'tragrapk 2.— Omit t'le Belilr minor aud Beliir

major channels from the table, as the village has been taken
over to the Salem taluk.
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la table II, against Seudara-patti tank, suhstitide
" 365 ''for

"350" and against "Gangavalli L.trge ", for
" 5\0 " read

'' 527 ".

Fage 293, jparayraph 2.—For the first three lines, substitute :
— Forests.

The area under reserved forest is 84,207 acres which constitute

the Attur Range of the Central Salem Division and Thammam-
patti Range of the South Salem Division.

FourtJi paragra'ph.
— For the last two sentences, s-ufis/t^wie :

—
Comn.uuica.

The Salem-Attur-Yriddhachalam railway passes through the tion

taluk. Alotor buses run on all the maintained roads and connect
Salem with several places in the South Arcot and Trichinopoly
districts.

Page 294, paragraph 1, line 13.—Omit '*'Belur". Last industry.
sentence.—PZace a fullstop after *'

Viraganur ". Omit the rest

of the sentence, and add the following :
—The manuFactare of

indigo, which was a distinctive feature of the taluk, has almost
died out. The tannery in AttCir has been closed.

Vage 295, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The population in 1931 was Araualo

2,248. A large number of inscriptions, all in Tamil, have been

copied from the three old temples in this village and cover

Chola, Pandya, Hoysala and Vijayanaoar periods. They mostly
relate to gifts oi villages, plots of land and gold to the temples
and to Brahmans by royal favour or by private munificence.

The oldest is dated Kulottunga Chola III (1206 A.D) and
records the gift of gold for the worship of the three Tamil
Saints (emberumak'kal) Appar, Sundarar and Sambandar, whose
idols were set up in the Srikamiswara temple (G.E. No. 418
of 1913). Sundara Pandya granted rent free lands to two
Brahmans for reciting Vedas in the same temple (G.E. No. 419
of 1913). Vijayanagar times (14th to 16th Century A..D.) are

represented by numerous inscriptions of Harihara II, Bukka II,

Krishna Deva Eaya and Achutha Eaya. The temple was
allowed to be managed by Vaniyars in the time of the above
Sundara Pandya, and it would appear from an inscription in

the Karivarada Perumal temple (G.E. No. 449 of 1913) that its

sthanikas (servants) went on deputation to Vijayanagar and

complained to Krishna Deva Eaya in 1519 A.D, of mismanage-
ment and that the latter received them kindly and set matters

right. A Kaikola of Kuhaiyur instituted the car festival in

1533 A.D. and the managers met in council and accorded to him
and his descendants special honours (G.E. No. 452 of 1913) in

the temple. One of the earlier inscriptions records a political

treaty among the local chieftains. The treaty fixes the bound-
aries of their respective territories and the chiefs bind themselves

not to oppose each other, to combine in serving their king and

to defend each other against external enemies, the king referred

to being Kulottunga Chola III, and the date of the record

1215 A.D.

ur.
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Attar.

BelGr.

£ttappur.

Tidavur.

Valappadi.

Page 295, paragraph 2.—Add :
—The population of the town

in 1931 was 11,676.

Page 297, paragraph 1.—Add :
—The iron cauldron is still

preserved but its lower and upper halves have come off, the

fish plates connecting them having become too rusty to hold them

together.
The Vishnu temple contains no inscriptions and is apparently

a later coustruotion by a Gatti Mudaliyar with the treasure that

he discovered. The Siva temple to Kayanirmuleswara is older

and contains six inscriptions. Two of them relate to the

Vijayanagar period, dated 1513 and 1528 A.D. (Krishna D§va

Rava), and record grants of villages to the temple.

Lad paragraph.
—Belur. To be taken under Salem taluk, in

which this village has now been included.

Page 299, paragraph 2.—Add :—Tanning industry is carried

on here by Muhammadana.

Page 305, paragraph 1, line 1.—For "for" read "at" and

add to the second line,—These inscriptions belong to the reign
of Kulottuuga Chola III and are found in the Ekambaranatha

temple in the village and record gifts of land to the temple;
one of them shows that the temple was built of stone, partly
from the gold presented by the king named above and by the

youngest of his queens.

Page 305, paragraph 2.—Add :
—Valappadi is now included

in the Salem taluk and the account of it should go under that

taluk.
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